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Abstract

The melting process of nucleic acids is suggested to be a first-order transition and has been
described by different approaches over the years. One such approach is the Peyrard-Bishop (PB)
model which mainly consists of describing the helix through the hydrogen bonds connecting each
base pair and the intra-helix stacking interaction between adjacent bases. The PB model ex-
hibited success and experimental accordance when applied to modified nucleic acids, such as
Inosine and threose nucleic acid (TNA). Its computational feasibility and capability to derive
intra-molecular parameters from melting temperatures provide us with a robust tool to reinter-
pret published experimental data and achieve new insights over hydrogen bonds and stacking
interactions in oligonucleotides. Moreover, the PB model parameterization also allows us to use
those derived parameters to predict the melting temperature of non-measured sequences.

One missing parameterization for the PB model is RNA at low salt concentrations, due to
the limited amount of published melting temperatures. Although the PB model was found to be
largely independent of strand concentrations, it requires that all temperatures are provided at the
same strand concentrations. We adapted the PB model to handle multiple strand concentrations
and in this way, we were able to make use of an experimental set of temperatures to model the
hydrogen bond and stacking interactions at low and intermediate sodium concentrations. For
the parameterizations, we make a distinction between terminal and internal base pairs, and the
resulting potentials were qualitatively similar as we obtained previously for DNA. The main
difference from DNA parameters, was the Morse potentials at low sodium concentrations for
terminal r(AU) which is stronger than d(AT), suggesting higher hydrogen-bond strength.

Another open problem is the source of the stabilization provided by chemically modified base
pairs. One such modification is the locked nucleic acid (LNA), which due to the methylene bridge
addition in the sugar moiety mimics the conformation of an RNA helix. This change improves
the overall stability of the helix and has been used in several applications such as in polymerase
chain reaction (PCR), small interfering RNA (siRNA), and antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs).
However, the source of the stability improvement is not clearly delineated yet. Studies have
suggested a favorable change either in the entropy, enthalpy, or both, of the modified helix,
which is mainly driven by an enhancement in the stacking interactions of neighboring base
pairs. The major challenge lies in compile sets containing sufficient measurements of melting
temperature at similar buffer conditions and in the model parameterization. Fortunately, due
to LNA popularity, we were able to collect a data set of over 300 temperature measurements.

We have derived a complete set of parameters for the LNA insertion in DNA sequences
and contrarily from the previous assumptions we have found stronger hydrogen bonding in
the modified base pairs and their stacking interactions have shown little change. A complete
parameterization of LNA base pairs allows the optimization of their use in oncogene probes
and other types of applications. Therefore, we used the parameters to predict all possible LNA
insertions in oncogene variants of BRAF, KRAS and EGFR. The probes were selected from
the pool of temperature predictions, synthesized and their melting temperature measured, the
accuracy of the measurements with the predictions was of 1 ◦C.
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Resumo

O fenômeno de desnaturação dos ácidos nucléicos é sugerido como uma transição de primeira
ordem e foi descrito por diferentes abordagens ao longo dos anos. Uma dessas abordagens é o
modelo Peyrard-Bishop (PB), que consiste principalmente em descrever a dupla hélice através
das ligações de hidrogênio que conectam cada par de base e a interação de empilhamento intra-
hélice entre pares de base adjacentes. O modelo PB obteve sucesso e concordância experimental
quando aplicado à ácidos nucleicos modificados, como Inosina e TNA. A sua viabilidade compu-
tacional e capacidade de derivar parâmetros intramoleculares de temperaturas de desnaturação
provê-nos uma ferramenta robusta para reinterpretar dados experimentais publicados e obter no-
vas percepções sobre ligações de hidrogênio e interações de empilhamento em oligonucleot́ıdeos.
Além disso, também podemos usar esses parâmetros para prever a temperatura de desnaturação
de sequências que não foram medidas anteriormente.

Uma parametrização em falta para o modelo PB é para RNA em baixas concentrações
de sal, devido à quantidade limitada de temperaturas de desnaturação publicadas. Embora o
modelo PB tenha sido amplamente independente das concentrações de fita em parametrizações
anteriores, requer-se que todas as temperaturas sejam fornecidas na mesma concentração de fita.
Assim, adaptamos o modelo PB para lidar com múltiplas concentrações de fita e, dessa forma,
pudemos fazer uso de um conjunto experimental de temperaturas para modelar a ligação de
hidrogênio e as interações de empilhamento em concentrações baixas e intermediárias de sódio.
Para as parametrizações, fizemos uma distinção entre pares de bases terminais e internos, e os
potenciais resultantes foram qualitativamente semelhantes aos obtidos anteriormente para DNA.
A principal diferença em relação aos parâmetros de DNA foi o potencial de Morse em baixas
concentrações de sódio para o terminal r(AU), que é mais forte do que d(AT), sugerindo maior
intensidade da ligação de hidrogênio.

Outro problema em aberto é a fonte da estabilização fornecida por pares de bases quimica-
mente modificados. Uma dessas modificações é o locked nucleic acid (LNA) que devido à adição
da ponte de metileno em seu açúcar, conforma-se semelhantemente à uma hélice de RNA. Essa
alteração melhora a estabilidade geral da hélice e têm sido usada em várias aplicações, como
polymerase chain reaction (PCR), small interfering RNA (siRNA) e, antisense oligonucleotides
(ASOs). No entanto, a fonte da melhoria da estabilidade ainda não é claramente compreendida.
Estudos têm sugerido uma mudança favorável na entropia, entalpia ou em ambas, da hélice
modificada, que é principalmente relacionada à um aumento nas interações de empilhamento
de pares de bases vizinhos. Entretanto, o maior desafio está em compilar conjuntos contendo
medidas suficientes de temperatura de desnaturacão em condições experimentais semelhantes e
na parametrização do modelo. Felizmente, devido à popularidade do LNA conseguimos coletar
um conjunto com mais de 300 medidas de temperatura.

Derivamos um conjunto completo de parâmetros para a inserção única de LNA em sequências
de DNA e, ao contrário das suposições anteriores, encontramos ligações de hidrogênio mais fortes
nos pares de bases modificados e suas interações de empilhamento mostraram pouca mudança.
A parametrização completa dos pares de bases do LNA permite a otimização do seu uso em
sondas de oncogene e outros tipos de aplicações. Portanto, nós utilizamos os parâmetros para
prever todas as inserções de LNA posśıveis em variantes dos oncogenes BRAF, KRAS e EGFR.
As sondas foram selecionadas a partir do conjunto de predicões de temperatura, sintetizadas e
a temperatura de desnaturacão medida, a precisão das temperaturas medidas comparadas com
as temperaturas preditas foi menor que 1 ◦ C.
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Thesis structure

The thesis is subdivided into five main chapters, of which are, a brief introduction, two
chapters presenting the research papers published during the PhD period, a chapter containing
an integrative discussion and a last conclusion chapter.

(a) Chapter 1 shows an overview of DNA, RNA and modified nucleic acids. This is followed
by a discussion about the thermal denaturation of nucleic acids and the theoretical models
that are commonly used. Afterwards, the framework model, used in the published papers
is discussed in details.

(b) Chapter 2 presents the work entitled “Salt dependent mesoscopic model for RNA at
multiple strand concentrations” where we discuss a modification in the PB model to
treat multiple strand concentration data sets. The modified model is applied to a data set
comprising sequences measured at five different salt concentrations, where beyond saline
effects we were also able to derive end effects.

(c) Chapter 3 presents the work entitled “Complete Mesoscopic Parameterization of
Single LNA Modifications in DNA Applied to Oncogene Probe Design” where
we studied a modified nucleic acid and derived a full set of parameters that can be used
to predict features such as melting temperature and average opening profiles of modified
oligonucleotide probes. On this way, we tested the derived parameters to predict all the
possible sites of modification insertion and their respective melting temperature of a set
of probes targetting oncogenes. From the pool of predictions were selected seven probes
that were synthesized and had their melting temperatures measured.

(d) An integrative discussion correlating the work developed by the project and the contribu-
tion for the model as well as the future perspectives are enclosed in Chapter 4.

(e) Lastly, a brief conclusion is in Chapter 5.

xix
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1 Introduction

1.1 A brief introduction to DNA

Along with the propositions made by Chargaff1 and the crucial work of X-ray crystallography
carried out by the English researchers Rosalind Franklin and Maurice Wilkins,2,3 James Watson
and Francis Crick derived their three-dimensional and bihelicoidal model for the structure of the
DNA.4 This derivation was also only possible due to the recent advances in the construction of
models or in the assembly of possible three-dimensional structures based on molecular distances
and connection angles, an advanced technique proposed by the American biochemist Linus
Pauling.5

There have been few modifications to the model proposed by Watson and Crick since their
proposition in 1953. The four main fundamentals remain the same:

1. DNA is a double helix, with two strands connected by hydrogen bonds. It is a polynuc-
leotide with four different types of nucleotides as basic units: adenine (A), thymine (T),
cytosine (C) and guanine (G). The nucleotides are connected together by non-covalent
bonds, specifically, hydrogen bonds. Following what is called Watson-Crick pairing, aden-
ine usually makes two hydrogen bonds with thymine and cytosine makes three hydrogen
bonds with guanine.

2. Most DNA double helices are dextrogyrous. That is, if we point the right hand with the
thumb upwards, the fingers will bend along the thumb to the right. The thumb representing
the helix axis and the fingers the sugar-phosphate skeleton. Such DNA helix is known as
B-DNA.

3. The DNA helix is anti-parallel, which means that the 5’ end of one strand is paired with
the 3’ end of the complementary strand (and vice versa). As shown in Fig.1.1, nucleotides
are connected to each other by their phosphate groups, which link the 3’ end of a sugar
with the 5’ end of the next sugar in the sequence.

4. Not only are the DNA base pairs connected by hydrogen bonds, but the ends containing
nitrogenous bases are exposed and available for potential hydrogen bonds.

Furthermore, there is an interaction between the aromatic rings of the adjacent base pairs,
which is known as π−π or stacking −π interaction. This interaction have a complex origin pre-
dominantly from the superposition of the π electrons of the bases and in part of the hydrophobic
interactions — if water molecules penetrate the structure the energy cost would be very high. It
also imposes a well-defined distance between the bases along the axis of the helix, explaining the
high rigidity of the molecules along the same axis.7 It is also known that the stacking energies
are highly dependent on the base sequence.8

1.2 The subsequent study of RNA

Although there are several types of RNA molecules, the basic structure of each is similar,
being a polymeric molecule produced by the union of individual ribonucleotides, always adding
the 5’-phosphate group of a nucleotide to the 3’-hydroxyl group of the previous nucleotide. Like
DNA, each RNA chain has the same basic structure, composed of nitrogenous bases covalently

1



2 Introduction 1.2

Figure 1.1
(a) DNA has a double helix in an anti-parallel structure, that is, a 3’ end of one strand is connected to
the 5’ end of the other. Usually oriented to the right. (b) As proposed by Chargaff, each nucleotide of
the DNA molecule is composed of a phosphate group, a sugar and one of the four base pairs (A, T, C,
G). According to the pairing proposed by Watson and Crick, adenine and thymine are connected by two
hydrogen bonds; while cytosine and guanine are connected by three hydrogen bonds. Figure extracted
from Ref. 6.

linked to a main structure of sugar and phosphate, see Fig.1.2. However, unlike DNA, RNA
is usually a single-stranded molecule. In addition, the sugar in the RNA is ribose instead of
deoxyribose (ribose contains yet another hydroxyl group on the second carbon), which explains
the name of the molecule.

RNA consists of four nitrogenous bases: adenine (A), cytosine (C), uracil (U) and guanine
(G), uracil is a pyrimidine structurally similar to thymine, another pyrimidine found in DNA.
Like thymine, uracil can pair with adenine.

1.2.1 Saline effects in dsRNA at multiple strand concentration

Despite being a single-stranded molecule, it was soon discovered that RNA could form
double-stranded structures, important for its function. In 1956, Alexander Rich — an X-ray
crystallographer and David Davies discovered that single strands of RNA can hybridize, uniting

Figure 1.2
(a) Comparison of the secondary
structure of DNA and RNA, RNA is
usually found in single strands and
in addition to the exchange of thym-
ine for uracil, a similar pyrimidine,
has a ribose sugar in each nucle-
otide — (carbon 2 of the ring is hy-
droxylated). (b) RNA can also fold
over itself and generate other types of
secondary structures, one of which is
the formation of double helices. Fig-
ure extracted from Ref. 9.



1.2 The subsequent study of RNA 3

to form a double helix structure.10 Double-stranded (ds) RNAs are present in cells and perform
a variety of biological functions.11,12 Small non-coding dsRNAs can mediate neuronal differenti-
ation,13 segments of special lengths can inhibit the translation of mRNA molecules into proteins
through attaching to mRNAs,14,15 and dsRNAs of more than 30 base pairs (bp) can be key
activators of the innate immune response against viral infections.16

Similarly to dsDNA, the interchain interactions stabilizing the structure of dsRNA are very
sensitive to environmental conditions such as temperature and salt concentration.17–20 For in-
stance, the binding affinity between the protein kinase R (PKR) and the dsRNA is highly affected
by changes in salt concentration and are directly correlated with an improvement in the recogni-
tion pathway.21 One major difference between dsDNA and dsRNA is the helix conformation, due
to the additional hydroxil dsRNA forms helices in an A-form, which has a deeper/narrower major
groove and a wider minor groove than the dsDNA B-form.22 This conformation difference con-
fers a different surface electrostatic potential to dsRNA and have been suggested as responsible
for the different condensation behaviour of multivalent ions23 and different flexibilities between
dsRNA and dsDNA.24,25

Thence, the presence of mono and divalent cations is essential to stabilize RNA secondary
and tertiary structures by neutralizing the helix negative charges.26,27 Even so magnesium ions
concedes more stabilization to the helix structure due to their size and relative charge,28–30

monovalent ions like sodium are crucial for folding and assembly of RNA tertiary structure due
to their long-range interactions.31,32 Several theoretical models have investigated the effects of
monovalent ions in RNA, such as molecular dynamics – MD,24,33–36 coarse-grained models,37

Debye-Hückel models,38 and tightly-bound ion theory.39,40

Furthermore, the process known as ”base fraying”, which is the breaking of base-pairing
interactions at the termini of a RNA or DNA double helix have shown to retain a crucial role
in the overall thermodynamics stability of the double-strand. For example - frayed states, are
intermediaries in zipping and unzipping process41–43 and have been suggested to be important
on the interactions of RNA with proteins.44

Base fraying is an important aspect of RNA stability but still poorly understood, in particular
it is unclear how fraying depends on salt concentration. Melting temperature measurements
indicate that the 5’ ends are substantially more stable when the purine is positioned at the 3’ end,
which determine the stability of sequential mismatches as well.45 MD simulations encountered
difficulties to deal with base fraying as existing force fields were inadequate for terminal AU
bases.46

Previously we have investigated salt concentration and end-fraying effects in dsDNA,47 and
terminal AU base pairs at low salt concentration were found to be less stable than internal
base pairs. Although dsDNA and dsRNA share numerous technical features we cannot assume
that both will share the same dependence with salt concentration, requiring a more thorough
inspection. However, due to a number of technical reasons, there are far less published melting
temperatures for dsRNA than for dsDNA and we were not able to carry an investigation of salt
and end-fraying effects in RNA on the same way.

More recently we had access to a data set of measured temperatures of dsRNA at multiple
strands and salt concentrations, however, as will be further discussed in Section 1.4.2 the model
we use to extract the parameters requires a data set at the same strand concentration, although
the parameters are found to be fairly independent of strand concentration. In any case, we
needed to assure this independence, therefore, we adapted the model to handle multiple strand
concentrations and finally be able to confirm or refute if RNA and DNA show similar behaviors
when it comes to salt and end-fraying effects.
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1.3 Modified Nucleic Acids

In mid-1978, Zamecnik and Stephenson 48 were the first to draw attention to the great poten-
tial that oligonucleotides could have in controlling gene expression. Triggering then the synthesis
of several analogs of both DNA and RNA, with the most diverse chemical characteristics in order
to improve the potency, specificity and therapeutic efficacy.49–51 Since even the modest improve-
ment may affect its chemical characteristics, attention remains focused on the development of
additional oligonucleotide analogs.

For this purpose, a multitude of nucleic acid analogs have been designed, synthesized and
evaluated, with the aim of improving the effectiveness of these agents by changing their biophys-
ical properties compared to native DNA and RNA.52–54 Desirable properties include improved
stability to nuclease enzymes and uptake into cells. Greater affinity, kinetics and specificity
in base pairing after binding to nucleic acid targets can also improve the effectiveness of these
agents.

Many of the chemical changes in oligonucleotides have been extensively reviewed.55–57 The
list of implemented changes only increases and there are several possibilities, from the replace-
ment of the canonical bases by others, such as purina58 and inosine,59 changes in the way of
matching these bases that are usually of the Watson-Crick type for Hoogsten-type pairings, or
the formation of triplexes.60,61 Changes in the phosphate-sugar structure are also extremely
promising, and some examples are: peptide nucleic acid – PNA,62 DNA phosphoramidate,63

hexitol nucleic acid – HNA,64 and morpholino oligomers.65

As an example, modifications of oligonucleotides could reduce the negative charge of phos-
phodiester bonds, increase resistance to nucleases, improve pharmacokinetic characteristics in
vivo and facilitate cell uptake. One such analogue, DNA-phosphorothioate, provided the first
approved oligonucleotide drug, Fomivirsen,66 and the 2’-O-alkyl DNA-RNA chimera has been
used in several ongoing clinical trials.67

There are countless possibilities to introduce changes, for example, in just a single article,
Freier and Altmann 68 in 1997 report more than two hundred modifications in hybrid DNA/RNA
structures. Mostly, these modifications maintain the same intended purpose when they were first
proposed — use in the treatment of diseases that depend directly on the unwanted expression
of genetic material, where the selection of these targets is governed mainly by gene sequence.
Such knowledge can be used in the treatment of cancers, viral and bacterial infections, as well
as other diseases.69

The use of oligonucleotides as research tools and diagnostic agents is so widespread that even
modest improvements in their properties are likely to have a major impact. Optimized oligomers
would not only be more effective antisense agents, but would also provide new options for
diagnostic tests, improved probes for basic research and tools for analyzing genetic arrangements
with improved sensitivity.

1.3.1 LNA - Locked Nucleic Acids

One of the modifications that have been related to an improvement in base pairing, in-
crease in sequence affinity either for complementary RNA and DNA strands or duplexes, and
an increase in melting temperature70 are the so-called locked nucleic acid – LNA.71 This base
has a methylene bridge between the 2’-oxygen and 4’-carbon of the ribose ring locking it in a
C3-endo/N conformation reducing its flexibility and mimicking a RNA helix.72 We show a con-
formation comparison in the Fig.1.3. Tab. 1.1 shows a comparative of some modifications and
their desireable properties, such as RNase H activation, affinity for the target sequence, clinical
use, nuclease activity and comercial availability.

Among the remarkable properties of LNA is its ability to increase the stability of chimera
duplexes, whether of DNA or RNA. This stability has a direct impact on the denaturation
temperatures of the sequences. Several studies have shown a considerable increase in the melting
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Figure 1.3
(a) Conformation of the furanose rings of DNA,
RNA and LNA monomers. (b) The fixed N-type,
(C3)-endo conformation, of the LNA nucleotide.
Figure extracted from the reference Ref. 73.

temperature,74–79 even reaching approximately 10◦C per added modification. This stability is
remarkable and the presence of three LNAs at the 5’ and the 3’ ends is enough to increase the
half-life of the nucleotide.80

Nevertheless, the addition of LNA monomers has shown to improve mismatch discrimination,
compatibility and specificity towards complementary DNA and RNA strands.72,81,82 Also exhibit
resistance to nuclease degradation, chemical stability and advantageously, convenient synthesis
using standards reagents and coupling protocols, moreover, minimal nonspecific interactions
with nucleic acid binding proteins.83

Several LNA applications have been described over the years. Its base pairing specificity
and mismatch sensitivity makes it attractive for use in many applications, such as specific
PCR detection and diagnosis,84–86 high binding diagnostic probes,87–89 stability improvement
and hybridization efficiency in loop-mediated isothermal amplification – LAMP detection,90

improvement of targeting, specificity and stability in antisense oligonucleotides – ASOs91–93 and
aptamers.94–96 It is also used in DNAzymes and LNAzymes to improve targeting and cleavage
efficiency97–99 and in molecular beacons.100 A detailed review of some of LNA applications can
be found in the Refs. 72,101

Thermostability and affinity for complementar sequences makes it an ideal modification in
molecular beacons,100 as enhancers to RNA in situ hibridization102,103 and as direct antagonist
in miRNA silencing.104–107 Furthermore, fully LNA modified probes can selectively capture
genomic DNA sequences.108

The thermodynamic origin of LNAs enhanced base pairing stability has not been clearly
delineated yet. It has been suggested that a decrease in the entropy of duplex formation and
improved stacking in the duplex both play a part, and there is a negative contribution in enthalpy
due to the disruption of the hydrogen bonds.110,111 Additionally, it is also proposed an association
between a favorable enthalpy increase and a more pronounced stacking interaction, however, this
is context-dependent and might be influenced by flanking base-pairs.79 Some studies also had
suggested that the change in the helix conformation induces a negative change in the entropy
variation, being localized at the level of individual base-pairs, consequently increasing the overall
thermodynamic helix stability.112,113

Structurally, several studies addressed the source of the stabilizing effect provided by LNA
incorporation and even well-established techniques such as NMR and X-ray diffraction have
reached conflicting results. Some studies have accounted the stabilization as an improvement in
the stacking interactions,38,114,115 and a different NMR assay discarded an improvement either
in stacking interaction or hydrogen-bonding suggesting more detailed studies with hybridized
water.116 Still, the effect is accounted as a localized change in the helix conformation due to
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Modification RNase H Affinity Clinical use Nuclease Comercial availability

PO-DNA yes no no no yes
PO-RNA no no no no yes
PS-DNA yes no yes yes yes
2’-O-MeRNA no yes no yes yes
2’-O-MOE-RNA no yes no yes no
2’-O-MeRNA/DNA yes yes yes yes yes
2’-O-MOE-RNA/DNA yes yes yes yes no
PNA no yes no yes yes
Phosphorothioate no yes no yes yes
Morpholino no yes no yes yes
LNA yes yes no yes yes

Table 1.1
Comparison of the main desirable characteristics in modified nucleic acids and the LNA. Table extracted
from the reference109

single locked nucleotides and is essentially limited to the immediate neighboring base-pairs.117

Nevertheless, the nearest-neighbour model that is usually applied to predict thermodynamic
properties for LNA modified probes110,113,118,119 uses empirical parameters and does not provide
any theoretical insight over physical properties, like hydrogen bonds or stacking parameters.
Mesoscopic models, like the model applied by us can derive easily such parameters120 and
exhibited success and experimental accordance when applied to modified nucleic acids.121,122

In this way a parameterization of mesoscopic models to treat LNA could provide new insights
about the physical interactions and point out the source of its stability. Furthermore, having
LNA parameters at hand will allow new bioinformatics approaches, such as oncogene probe
screening and tailored design and it may help to reduce experimental costs.

1.4 Methodology

1.4.1 The melting process of nucleic acids

Thermal unbinding of nucleic acids has a play role in a variety of biological phenomena
including transcription, translating, and gene expression regulation. Several sophisticated ap-
plications rely on this fundamental interaction, including PCR, genetic sequencing, gene ther-
apy, diagnostic tools,123,124 use in super DNA networks125 and digital circuits.126 Although
structurally stable, DNA is extremely dynamic in its bonds. Small temperature gradients can
induce temporary bubbles known as breathing modes.127 Furthermore, it can undergo import-
ant changes in its configuration during the transcription processes when forming DNA/RNA
hybrids, or triplexes.

This process has been extensively studied for nearly four decades,128–131 and still, the nature
of its phase transition is controversial. The full comprehension and description of its intramolecu-
lar process remains as a challenge.132 As an example is still not completely clear why the DNA
melts in a narrow range of temperatures exhibiting behavior similar to a first-order phase trans-
ition.133,134

When there is an increase in temperature or pH variation, the double stranded DNA pro-
gressively denatures. Tipically the process starts in AT rich regions and subsequently moves to
zones of increasing CG content. These so called bubbles then grow and merge until the helix
is fully melted, the temperature at which this process occurs is experimentally defined as the
temperature at which half of the DNA molecules have been denatured.135

The transitions in DNA duplex oligomers can be monitored by ultraviolet absorbance at 268
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nm while temperature of a sample is linearly increased136 or by measuring its heat capacity
change from differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).137 In principle, similar data could also be
obtained through a fluorescence emission signal,138 the intensity of an NMR peak,139 by circular
dichroism140 or a Raman signal.141

In an attempt to describe the properties of DNA and its thermodynamics several theoretical
approaches have been proposed whose can be mainly classified into three groups, depending on
the amount of detail and computational complexity — macroscopic, microscopic and mesoscopic.

Overall, macroscopic models provide good results when describing phenomena at molecular
scale, from which we can cite, the Worm Like Chain based models (WLC) and Nearest-Neighbour
model (NN). The WLC model is a standard way of modeling the mechanical behavior of nano-
scales filamentous structures in thermal equilibrium. These models present the interesting fea-
ture that a single parameter, i.e. the elastic parameter of bending modulus of the filament, is
used.142,143 The latter, NN model uses the measured Gibbs free-energy (∆G37) for each sequence
in a considerable set of possibilities for each NN and then the individual thermodynamic data
is extracted for each NN using a linear equation system.144 Based on this principle, thermody-
namic features for any set of sequences could be easily predicted.145 However, the method is
mostly empiric and can not give any information about intermolecular interactions in DNA and
RNA.

Microscopic models aim to describe the local and specific phenomena of each base pair at
an atomic level. We can cite as examples, the calculations of Density Functional Theory (DFT)
and molecular dynamics (MD).146,147 These models can provide a great amount of details in the
description of phenomena, however this comes at a high computational cost, turning their use
impractical for the study of large molecules.

Mesoscopic models, in general can provide more details about the transition than macroscopic
models at a lower computational cost when compared to the detailed descriptions provided by
microscopic approaches. The first mesoscopic models appeared in the 1960s, inspired by the
Ising’s physical-statistical models.148 However, Ising’s models could not describe the dynamics
of the phenomenon, much less the large fluctuation amplitudes in the average opening of the
duplexes.149

In the 1970s, Poland and Scheraga 128 implemented a more sophisticated version of the Ising
model, where they added the entropy associated with each “bubble”128,150 and modeled the
DNA molecule as an alternating sequence of intact double-helical and denatured, single-stranded
domains.

Nonetheless, there is another theoretical approach, the Peyrard-Bishop – PB model,151 which
manages to describe the main intermolecular interactions using simple potentials and predict
melting temperatures in agreement with the experimental results. The PB model gives an
example of the possibility of an entropy-driven transition in a one-dimensional system, showing
the existence of a first-order temperature driven transition where the bulk entropy changes at
the transition.152 It has been used extensively and many applications of the PB model can be
found in the literature.153–156

Nevertheless, it has been left aside due to its relative complexibility when compared with
other methods. Weber 157 solved some problems of computational efficiency that had prevented
its use, and with that, it became possible to use it in more practical situations. The detailed
method is described in the Section 1.4.2.

1.4.2 The Peyrard-Bishop model

Firstly proposed in 1989, the PB model addresses the thermal melting using statistical
mechanics, dodging the empiricity regarding the NN model and minimizing the number of
freedom-degrees to be treated in a physical model. This made possible the extraction of intrinsic
parameters regarding the transition as well as physical properties, which was only possible
through MD simulations.
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Figure 1.4
Scheme for Morse, V (yn),
and stacking potentials,
W (yn, yn+1), considered in the
PB model. Figure extracted
from Ref. 162

Figure 1.5
Morse potential with a fixed at 4, 45Å for three dif-
ferent values of D.

The PB model is capable of exhibit the traditional abrupt behavior observed in denaturation
curves by doing a single molecule calculation and subsequent analytical investigations of its
non-linear behavior suggested that energy locations intrinsic to the molecule could initiate the
denaturation process. This was later proved by simulations of molecular dynamics.158

In the PB model, each base pair is described by two degrees of freedom, un and vn, which is
relative to the displacement of the bases from their equilibrium positions along the direction of
their hydrogen bonds, which is approximated by a Morse potential,159 as has been previously
done in other studies.160,161 It is an average non-linear potential representing the number of hy-
drogen bonds that connect the base-pair. Additionally, it assumes a harmonic coupling between
adjacent base-pairs due to its stacking interaction.

Thereby, the hamiltonian for the system is written as:

H =
∑
n

1

2
m(u̇n

2 + v̇n
2) +W (un, vn) + V (un − vn) (1.1)

where m is the mass of the base-pair. Here, it is assumed the reduced mass of the base-pairs.

The potentials W (un, vn) e V (un − vn) are defined by:

W (un, vn) =
1

2
k[(un − un−1)2 + (vn − vn−1)2] e V (un − vn) = D(e−a(un−vn) − 1)2 (1.2)

Here, k defines an elastic constant for the harmonic potential, D represents the energy
required to dissociate the base-pair, and a the reach of the last potential. In the Fig.1.5 we show
the behavior of the Morse potential for a fixed value of a = 4.45Å and different values of the
dissociation constant D.
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un and vn can be decoupled by considering the in-phase and out-phase movements, respect-
ively:

xn =
1√
2

(un + vn) e yn =
1√
2

(un − vn), (1.3)

Only the out-phase displacements, yn, stretch the hydrogen bonds. The hamiltonian in
Eq.(1.1) becomes:

H = H(xn) +H(yn) =

[∑
n

p2xn
2m

+W (xn, xn−1)

]
+

[∑
n

p2yn
2m

+W (yn, yn−1) + V (yn)

]
, (1.4)

where pxn = mẋn, pyn = mẏn are the canonical momentum for the new variables xn and yn.
The potentials W (xn, xn−1), W (yn, yn−1) and V (yn) remain the same as in Eq.(1.2).

Considering that those dissociation reactions take place in low species concentration (µM),
the partition function for the system is therefore defined in the canonical ensemble. Moreover,
for a chain containing N base pairs:

Z =

∫ N∏
n=1

dpxndxndpyndyne
−βH(pxn ,xn,pyn ,yn) =

(
8π3m2

kβ3

)N/2
Zy (1.5)

where β = 1/kBT and kB is the Boltzmann constant. Thus, the hamiltonian term that contains
the integration of positions for the yn coordinate is given by Zy:

Zy =

∫ N∏
n=1

dyne
−β(W (yn,yn−1)+V (yn)) (1.6)

The partition function Zy can be exactly evaluated in the thermodynamic limit
(N → +∞) using the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of a transfer integral operator – TI.163,164∫

dyn−1K(yn, yn−1)ϕi(yn−1) = e−βεiϕi(yn), (1.7)

where

K(yn, yn−1) = e−β{W (yn,yn−1)+
1
2
[V (yn)+V (yn−1)]} (1.8)

Thus, the solution refering to Zy is given by:

Zy = e−βNε0 (1.9)

For instance, ε0 is the lowest eigenvalue of a Schrödinger-type equation which determines
the eigenfunctions of the transfer integral operator.

−1

2β2k

∂2ϕi(y)

∂y2
+D

(
e−2
√
2ay − 2e−a

√
2y

)
ϕi(y) = (εi − s0 −D)ϕi(y) (1.10)

com s0 = 1
2β ln

(
βk
2π

)
.

The Eq.(1.10) is formally identical to the Schrödinger equation for a particle in a Morse po-
tential, which can be solved exactly. Now the physical properties of the DNA thermal transition
can be derived from its eigenfunctions and eigenvalues.

Furthermore, the mean-stretching of the hydrogen bonds 〈ym〉, can be evaluated appling a
similar procedure performed for Eq.(1.9):

〈ym〉 =
1

Zy

∫ N∏
n=1

yK(yn, yn−1)dyn ≈ 〈ϕ0(y)|y|ϕ0(y)〉 =

∫
ϕ2
0(y)ydy (1.11)
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Figure 1.6
Variation of 〈ym〉 as a function of temperature T
for four different values of the stacking constant k.
Were used, D = 0.04 eV, a = 4.45Å, θ = 0.01 and
we varied the values of k

for the normalized function ϕ0(y). This integral can be numerically evaluated and shows how
the average lenght of the hydrogen bonds changes with the temperature for different stacking
constants k, as can be seen in Fig. (1.6).

Despite exhibiting a thermal behavior in qualitative agreement with the experiments, it was
not yet able to achieve the narrow temperature range in which the transition was experimentally
observed.165 Such behavior had been successfully described in a previous model using a descrip-
tion from Ising models,166 considering that the extremely sharp state change was due to the
effects of cooperativeness between base pairs. Roughly, this implies that a base pair in a bound-
state next to another in an unbound-state is more likely to have its hydrogen bonds broken.167

Which was similar to the idea of the entropy-driven transition previously proposed.168 That is,
a local unveiling of the helix contributes to its denaturation process. However, for these mod-
els, these concepts appeared through phenomenological parameters not related to the intrinsic
physical properties of the molecule.

Over the years, several modifications were proposed to the model in order to better approx-
imate the experimental behavior.130,153,154,169–174

Corrections for heterogeneous sequences

The great advantage of the model is that the configurational part of the Hamiltonian, Zy
can be solved rigorously by applying the TI technique, as shown above, granting a better un-
derstanding of the non-linear character of the transition.

However, the model in its original form had two main limitations - the solution applying the
TI it is only valid for N →∞, that is, an infinite sequence of base pairs, and still, it must be a
homogeneous sequence. Such problems were later circumvented by Zhang et al. 175 in order to
make the model applicable to more realistic situations.

The first problem is solved by considering that the thermal denaturation has a dissociation
balance between dsDNA (C2) and ssDNA (C1):

C2 � 2C1 (1.12)

Briefly, the scope between the “internal” and “external” movements is approximately separ-
ated by the use of a diameter d in the phase space.

The TI technique is applicable assuming that all potentials are in unbounded states, which
is not true for the PB model since the strands are “bounded” to each other. Therefore, when we
take the expansion of the nucleus across the [+∞;−∞] phase space, both cases are considered.
What the author does, is establish an upper limit for 〈y〉 avoiding the divergence of the integral.

The second is solved by expanding the TI kernel in an appropriate set of orthonormal bases.
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Defining:

K(i,i+1)(yi, yi+1) = e−β(W (y,yi+1)+
1
2
[Vi(yi)+Vi+1(yi+1)]) (1.13)

Hence, the partition function referring to Eq.(1.6) is rewritten as:

Z =

∫
dy1dy2 · · · dyNK(1,2)(y1, y2)K

(2,3)(y2, y3) · · ·K(N,1)(yN , y1) (1.14)

The boundary condition is incorporated by connecting the last base-pair of the sequence to
the first. That is, N + 1→ 1.

Here the different kernels are expanded by the same set of bases. K(i,i+1)(x, y) is defined in
a limited space {a, b : a, b} keeping the convergence of the integral. Nonetheless, any complete
set of orthonormal basis functions, {ϕm(y)} can be chosen to expand the cores of K(i,i+1)(x, y):

K(i,i+1)(x, y) =
+∞∑
n,m=1

C(i,i+1)
n,m ϕn(x)ϕm(y), (1.15)

and the coefficients C
(i,i+1)
n,m are determined by:

C(i,i+1)
n,m =

∫ ∫
dxdyK(i,i+1)(x, y)ϕn(x)ϕm(y). (1.16)

In practice, the Eq.(1.15) is truncated within the first M bases, so the equation is rewritten
as:

K(i,i+1)(x, y) ≈
M∑

n,m=1

C(i,i+1)
n,m ϕn(x)ϕm(y). (1.17)

Replacing the Eq.(1.17) in Eq.(1.5):

Z = Tr

(
N∏
i=1

C(i,i+1)

)
. (1.18)

Where each one of the matrices C(i,i+1) represent the interaction between adjacent base
pairs, i and i + 1. The boundary condition is included in the last matrix, connecting the first
and last base pair. Thence, the infinite sequence problem has been circumvented and it is now
possible to treat sequences with realistic lengths. It also can be treated as a ring, in the case
where the boundary condition is periodic or the stacking interaction between the first and last
base pair are neglected to result in an “open” sequence.

Until now, no distinction has been made between base pairs. The four possible successive
neighbor types for AT(w), ’w’ for weak, and CG(s), ’s’ for strong. Their respective matrices can
be defined, explicitly:

C(w,w), C(w,s), C(s,w), C(s,s).

As mentioned earlier, any set of orthonormal bases can be used, thus the functions obtained
from the transfer operator are taken as the basis for the case of a homogeneous CG sequence.
That is, the matrix C(s,s) which is simplified to a diagonal matrix Λ with eigenvalues given by
the matrix λi.

Therefore, any C(a,b) matrix can be used:

C(a,b) = Λ + ∆(a,b), (1.19)

representing the difference between the interaction of neighbors of type (a, b) and neighbors
(s, s). In particular, ∆(s,s) = 0.
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Figure 1.7
The figure on
the left shows
the Gaussian be-
havior between
Zω(Λ) and ω
for 4 sequences
of 10 base pairs
containing 40%
to 60% of CG
base pairs in
temperature 370
K. The figure
on the right
shows the be-
havior of ωmax

as a function
of temperature
for another 4
sequences with
10 base pairs.
Figure extracted
from Ref. 176

The partition function is rewritten as:

Z = Tr[(Λ + ∆(1,2))(Λ + ∆(2,3)) . . . (Λ + ∆(N,1))] (1.20)

=
N∑
ω=0

Zω(Λ) =
N∑
ω=0

Tr[M(Λω)],

Where M(Λω) are all terms containing ω multiplications of the matrix Λ. As pointed out by
Weber 157 the analytical factorization of each Λ term is not possible, except for very small N .

However, terms related to sequence homogeneity are derived. For example, for a sequence
containing only CG the only non-null term would have the order of Λ as all other ∆ matrices
are null. Lower orders of Λ are obtained depending on the number of non-null ∆ matrices.

In Fig.1.7, the behavior of Λ can be observed in terms of ω for some sequences (Λ) and the
fraction of CG present in the sequence.

Indubitably, the partition function has a strong correlation with temperature and could not
be used to compare different sequences. However, when observing the behavior of ωmax obtained
by interpolating the Gaussian function obtained previously, the dependence on temperature is
no longer observed, see Fig. 1.8. Roughly, ωmax can be understood as an interpolation parameter
between a complete CG homogeneous sequence (ωmax = N) and a sequence consisting of only
AT (lowest ωmax).

Thermodynamic Equivalence

When comparing how ωmax behaved as a function of temperature, see Fig. 1.8, they observed
a strong linear correlation and the slope of the regression lines was related to the length of
the sequence. The melting index is then defined as τ = ωmax

1/2, and through its equivalence
with experimental temperatures, temperature predictions for denaturation of new sequences can
be carried out.176 This correlation with experimental temperatures is done at a single strand
concentration since the PB model parameters are calculated in a single molecule model, and for
this reason the melting temperatures must be given at a single strand concentration.
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Figure 1.8
Experimental melting temperatures
(Tm) as a function of the values of ωmax

for several sequences. Figure extracted
from Ref. 176

The correlation between predicted and measured melting temperatures is accomplished by
taking experimental measurements of melting temperature and applying a multidimensional
numerical method of parameter optimization,177 which will be further revisited in details in the
Section 1.4.3.

The coefficient τi, for the ith duplex in the data set provides the temperature prediction T ′i :

T ′i (P ) = a0(N) + a1(N)τi(P ) (1.21)

where the coefficients a0,1 are calculated via a linear regression of the experimental melting
temperatures Ti at a single strand concentration Ct, and P is a set of tentative model parameters.
For each group of sequence lenght, N , it is carried out a separated regression, as exemplified in
the Fig.(1.8). The regression of the coefficients used in Eq.(1.21) is typically carried out at a
single strand concentration Ct.

Therefore, if the set does not contain at least 3 different groups of sequence lenghts, only
one regression is carried out for the whole set:

T ′i (P ) = a0 + a1τi(P ), (1.22)

Average opening profiles

In addition to the prediction of temperatures for new sequences, another parameter can be
derived: the average opening for each base pair of the sequence using Eq.(1.11). Hereby, it is
possible to detect regions prone to greater instability as well as the dynamics of the denaturation
process. Furthermore, it can be used as a way of analyzing and validating the results when
comparing with similar data experimentally measured.

This analysis step also allows us to determine if there were any problems during the optim-
ization of the parameters. For example, an anomalous opening, that is, openings that were not
observed in the experimental literature in similar systems, may indicate that the minimization
was centered on a local minimum, far from the real minimum of the system, thus requiring a
new processing of the parameters. Or a change in the minimization boundary variables.

1.4.3 Parameter optimization

The predicted temperature achieved by using the PB model is compared in several rounds
of minimizations. A parameter optimization is carried out in several rounds of global minimiz-
ations, which in turn is composed of a certain amount of rounds of local minimizations.

The main step of the method is the minimization of the total squared difference between the
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predicted T ′i and measured Ti:

χ2 =
∑
i

[
Ti − T ′i ({p}k)

]2
(1.23)

where Ti is the measured temperature for the ith sequence. T ′i is the corresponding predicted
temperature resulting from the set of tentative parameters {p}k:

{p}k = {pk1, pk2, pk3}, (1.24)

In addition we use the average prediction difference

〈∆T 〉 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

∣∣Ti − T ′i ({p}k)∣∣ . (1.25)

as a simple comparative parameter.

Seed parameters

In all optimizations the ith initial parameter pi is varied randomly in an interval

pi ∈ [(1− f)si, (1 + f)si] (1.26)

that is, within a fraction ±f of a seed value si.
For instance f=0.1 for PB minimizations, which results in the interval [0.9si, 1.1si].
The core of the minimization is a Nelder-Mead simplex minimization177 which will map the

surface generated by the N parameters contained in the minimized set of sequences.
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1.5 Objectives

1.5.1 General Objectives

Obtain a parameterization of the PB model for sequences at different strand concentrations.
On the same way, also clarify the effect of strand concentration on the model and the melting
temperature. Study LNA, using the PB model from published data. Furthermore, validate and
apply the optimized paramaters in further probe predictions.

1.5.2 Specific objectives

1. RNA at different salt concentrations

(a) Develop a theoretical approach of the PB model for sets with different strand con-
centration;

(b) Apply this model on the parameterization of RNA at different strand and salt con-
centration;

2. Modified nucleic acids

(a) Develop a theoretical approach of the PB model for modified nucleic acids;

(b) Apply this new model on the parameterization of LNA;

(c) Use the obtained parameters to predict optimized DNA+LNA:DNA probes.
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A B S T R A C T   

Mesoscopic models can be used for the description of the thermodynamic properties of RNA duplexes. With the 
use of experimental melting temperatures, its parametrization can provide important insights into its hydrogen 
bonds and stacking interactions as has been done for high sodium concentrations. However, the RNA parame-
trization for lower salt concentrations is still missing due to the limited amount of published melting temperature 
data. While the Peyrard-Bishop (PB) parametrization was found to be largely independent of strand concen-
trations, it requires that all temperatures are provided at the same strand concentrations. Here we adapted the PB 
model to handle multiple strand concentrations and in this way we were able to make use of an experimental set 
of temperatures to model the hydrogen bond and stacking interactions at low and intermediate sodium con-
centrations. For the parametrizations we make a distinction between terminal and internal base pairs, and the 
resulting potentials were qualitatively similar as we obtained previously for DNA. The main difference from DNA 
parameters, was the Morse potentials at low sodium concentrations for terminal r(AU) which is stronger than d 
(AT), suggesting higher hydrogen bond strength.   

1. Introduction 

RNA plays an essential role in many cellular processes such as 
transcription, translation, and conservation of genetic information. 
Double stranded (ds) RNAs are present in cells and perform a variety of 
biological functions [1,2]. For instance, small non-coding dsRNA that 
mediate neuronal differentiation [3], dsRNA segments of special 
lengths, known as siRNA, can inhibit the translation of mRNA molecules 
into proteins through attaching to mRNAs [4,5], and RNAs of more than 
30 base pairs of length can be key activators of the innate immune 
response against viral infections [6]. 

Similarly to dsDNA, the interchain interactions stabilizing the 
structure of dsRNA are very sensitive to environmental conditions such 
as temperature and salt concentration [7–10]. For example, a reduction 
in salt concentration increases the binding affinity between the protein 
kinase R (PKR) and the dsRNA, improving the recognition pathway [11]. 

dsRNA form helices in an A-form which has a much deeper/narrower 
major groove and a wider minor groove than the B-form of dsDNA, 
which concedes a very different surface electrostatic potential for 
dsDNA and dsRNA [12]. These different ion binding modes for dsDNA 

and dsRNA have been suggested to be responsible for the different 
multivalent ion-dependent condensation behaviours [13] and flexibil-
ities for dsDNA and dsRNA [14,15]. Therefore, the presence of mono and 
divalent cations plays a fundamental role in the stabilization of RNA 
secondary and tertiary structures by neutralizing the negative charge 
and reducing the repulsion of the phosphates [16,17]. Although mag-
nesium ions are much more stabilizing [18–20], monovalent ions like 
sodium are important and the general conclusion is that sodium ions are 
essential as they mediate the long-range interactions that are crucial for 
folding and assembly of RNA tertiary structures [21,22]. 

There is some NMR evidence that group I monovalent ions, Na+ and 
K+ in particular, remain well hydrated in the presence of RNA [23] 
interacting with it in a diffuse way [24,25] or may even be chelated by 
irregular RNA structures [26,27]. Those factors may relate the sensi-
bility of RNA tertiary structures to the size of the monovalent cations 
that are present, in contrast to the weak discrimination shown by DNA 
helices in their interaction with different group I ions [28]. Another 
aspect that affects the thermodynamic stability of the double stranded 
duplex is a process known as” base fraying”, which is the breaking of 
base-pairing interactions at the termini of a RNA or DNA. Frayed states 
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are intermediaries in zipping and unzipping processes and have been 
suggested to be important for the interactions of RNA with proteins 
[29,30], are required for secondary structure rearrangements for 
riboswitch function [31], and may be relevant for strand migration [32]. 

The effect of monovalent ions in RNA has been investigated with 
several theoretical methods, such as molecular dynamics (MD) 
[14,33–36] coarse-grained models [37], Debye-Hückel models [38], and 
tightly-bound ion theory [16,39]. For instance, MD simulations such as 
by Besšěová et al. [33,34] concluded that the force field and salt effects 
are sequence-dependent and the helix compactness is sensitive to the 
salt and water conditions. Salt effects and stability on the tridimensional 
structure of RNA were also explored by Monte-Carlo simulations and an 
increase in Na+ concentration tends to improve the folding of RNA 
hairpins, suggesting that the base-pair adjacent to the terminal is not 
stable due to the reduction of stacking [40]. Debye-Hückel models 
concluded that a decrease in salt concentration generally destabilize the 

folding of RNA and lowers its denaturation temperatures [37,38]. 
Mesoscopic modelling, based on the Peyrard-Bishop (PB) description, 
using experimental melting temperatures as input data, have been 
restricted to high sodium concentrations [41]. Existing RNA melting 
temperature data at lower sodium concentrations exists at varying 
strand concentrations, however the mesoscopic approach requires all 
temperatures to be at a single strand concentration [42]. Here, we 
extend this mesoscopic model to handle multiple strand concentration, 
thus overcoming the current limitations of this approach. 

Base fraying is an important, yet still poorly understood aspect of 
RNA stability, in particular it is unclear how fraying depends on salt 
concentration. Melting temperature measurements indicate that the 5′

ends are substantially more stable when the purine is positioned at the 3′

end, which determine the stability of sequential mismatches as well 
[43]. This might be related to the significant overlap observed in a 3′

base and the little overlap observed on a 5′ purine which is not observed 

Fig. 1. Experimental melting temperatures from Ref. 52 as logarithmic function of total strand concentration ln(Ct). Each colour represents a specific sequence.  
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on 5′ pyrimidine by NMR [44]. Other NMR measurements concluded 
that the opening and closing rates of r(AU) base-pairs are much larger 
than those observed for d(AT), despite comparable stability [45]. MD 
simulations have had difficulties to deal with base fraying as existing 
force fields were inadequate for terminal AU bases [46]. However, more 
recently this limitation seems to have been resolved and Pinamonti et al. 
[47] concluded that 5′ ends containing UApCG or AUpGC have a slower 
fraying due to a larger stability assigned to stacking interactions. This 
suggests that terminal adenine base pairs have stronger stacking inter-
action when compared with uracils [47]. In contrast to MD, for meso-
scopic PB models [48] and coarse-grained models [49], end-fraying is 
well represented and they have in principle no difficulty in dealing with 
AU terminal pairs [41,50]. Nearest-neighbour (NN) models are typically 
limited to temperature prediction, and terminal effects are included as 
an energy penalty [51]. The salt dependence of these terminal factors 
were studied by us recently [52], and we observed a marked quadratic 
dependence in the enthalpies and entropies with salt concentration 
which are compensated to form almost linear Gibbs free energies [52]. 

Here, we adapt the mesoscopic PB model to RNA with varying salt 
dependence, multiple strand concentrations and including terminal ef-
fects. In part, we applied a similar approach as from our previous work 
on DNA salt-dependent terminal effects [53], which enables us to 
compare RNA and DNA terminal effects and discuss their differences. 
However, for RNA the available melting temperatures are scattered into 
a non-uniform range of strand concentrations, see Fig. 1 [52]. This 
represents a challenge for the mesoscopic model which usually requires 
that all temperatures are at the same concentration [54]. The reason for 
this is that the PB model is a single molecule calculation, and the melting 
temperatures are correlated to experimental values at a single strand 
concentration [55]. To work with the existing set of temperatures we 
adapted the model to handle multiple strand concentrations simulta-
neously. To achieve this we grouped the strand concentrations into 
logarithmic groups and then worked out the corresponding model pa-
rameters. We tested various levels of grouping and, surprisingly, the 
model parameters had very little dependence on the grouping factors. 
Once we established the best level of grouping we were able to compare 
the new salt-dependent parameters to our previous DNA parameters. In 
general, we found that the Morse potential representing the hydrogen 
bonds of RNA follows very closely that of DNA, except for low salt 
concentrations where d(AT) had an important reduction which we did 
not observe for r(AU). Recently, experimental and theoretical ap-
proaches have shown a reduction of persistence length in DNA and RNA 
with ionic strength [56–58]. The new mesoscopic parameters calculated 
here could be applied to the calculation of RNA persistence lengths using 
methods such as by Jeon et al. [59]. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Model 

The configurational part of the PB Hamiltonian is written as [48,60]. 

Ui,i+1 =
kα,β

2
(yi − yi+1)

2
+Dα(e− y/λα − 1)2

, (1)  

which describes the interaction of a base pair of type α, at sequence 
position i, with its nearest-neighbour of type β at position i + 1. The 
Morse potential, which describes the hydrogen bond between the base 
pairs, uses two more parameters to characterize its depth and width of 
the ith base pair of type α, Dα, λα, respectively. The stacking interaction 
between adjacent base-pairs or the nearest-neighbours is represented by 
an elastic constant kα, β, and the coordinate y represents the relative 
displacements between the bases. An extension of the PB model is the 
Peyrard-Bishop-Dauxois (PBD) model [61], which has an added anhar-
monic term. We are not using the anharmonic as it only increases the 
number of parameters to optimize without improving the quality of the 

melting temperature predictions [42]. 
Therefore, the sum for the Eq. (1) over all N base-pairs is carried out 

using its partition function: 

Zy =

∫ ymax

ymin

dy1

∫ ymax

ymin

dy2⋯
∫ ymax

ymin

dyN

∫ ∏N

n=1
e− βU(yi ,yi+1) (2)  

where β = 1/kBT, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute tem-
perature. Subsequently, the integral over all possible configurations of 
base pair displacements, yi is performed. Thus, all possible Morse po-
tentials and stacking interactions are considered simultaneously during 
the evaluation. From the partition function, Eq. (2) an adimensional 
index τ is calculated and it is directly correlated to the experimental 
melting temperatures as we will see in the next sections [42]. 

Furthermore, the average base pair displacement, 〈ym〉, at the mth 
position in the sequence can be obtained from 

〈ym〉 =
1
Zy

∫ ymax

ymin

dy1

∫ ymax

ymin

dy2⋯
∫ ymax

ymin

dyNym

∫ ∏N

n=1
e− βU(yi ,yi+1) (3)  

2.2. Notation 

To reliably distinguish terminal base pairs from internal base pairs 
we need to establish an unambiguous notation. Consider the following 
example sequence 

5′

− AGAUAUCU − 3′

3′

− UCUAUAGA − 5′

where we separate the terminal and internal base pairs 

AU
⏟⏞⏞⏟

terminal

⋅ GCAAGUCGUUCA
⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏟

internal

⋅ UA
⏟⏞⏞⏟

terminal 

For the terminal base pairs we will use a superscript *, in our example 
this would be AU* at the 5′-side and UA* at the 3′-side. For Morse po-
tentials, AU* is equivalent to UA*, as well as CG* is to GC*, and will 
share the same parameters D and λ, see Eq. (1). 

For the nearest-neighbour (NN) stacking parameter k there will be a 
mixed notation of terminal and internal base pairs. The first NN pair of 
our example sequence would be AU*pGC, that is a terminal AU* fol-
lowed by an internal GC. The AU*pGC pair is symmetric to CGpUA*: 

5′ -AGAUAUCU − 3′

3′ -UCUAUAGA − 5′ ↔ 5′ -AGAUAUCU-3′

3′ -UCUAUAGA-5′

As both can be described by the same stacking parameter k, we keep 
just the one that precedes alphabetically, in this case AU*pGC. There-
fore, as stated above, the stacking parameter for AUpGC NN pairs will be 
divided into three separate parameters, namely AU*pGC for terminal 
AU*, AUpGC* for terminal CG* and the internals for which we maintain 
the original notation AUpGC. 

Some base pairs will have only one additional terminal-related 
parameter as a result of the NN pair symmetry. Such as CGpGC which 
has only one terminal related NN CGpGC* since it is symmetric to 
CG*pGC. 

2.3. Melting temperature sets 

The melting temperatures used here fall into two very different 
categories: four are at lower sodium concentrations where all sequences 
are self-complementary and of the same length; and a single set at high 
sodium concentrations with a mix of self-complementary and non-self- 
complementary sequences and variable lengths. This requires different 
theoretical approaches depending on the type of temperature set, and 
therefore we will distinguish them by low salt (LS) and high salt (HS). 
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2.3.1. (LS) 71 to 621 mM [Na+] 
We used the set of RNA melting temperatures from Ferreira et al. 

[52], consisting of 18 RNA duplexes at four different [Na+] concentra-
tions (71, 121, 221, 621 mM). For each sequence and salt concentrations 
there are at least 9 measurements at different strand concentrations Ct in 
the range of 5 μM to 700 μM, see Fig. 1. All sequences are self- 
complementary and either are 6 or 8 base-pairs (bp) in length. 

2.3.2. (HS) 1021 mM [Na+] 
For the higher salt concentration we used the melting temperature 

set from Xia et al. [51] which was complemented by two sequences from 
Chen and Znosko [62]. Unlike the LS data, they have varying lengths, 
include non-self-complementary sequences, are at the same strand 
concentration and originate from various sources. 

2.4. Temperature correlation with melting index 

The PB model describes the thermodynamics via a coefficient τi, 
obtained from the partition function Eq. (2), for the ith duplex in the 
data set which provides temperature prediction Ti

′

Ti
′

(P) = a0 + a1τi(P) (4)  

where the coefficients a0, 1 are calculated via a linear regression of the 
experimental melting temperatures Ti at a single strand concentration 
Ct, and P is a set of tentative model parameters. The regression of the 
coefficients used in Eq. (4) is typically carried out at a single strand 
concentration Ct. However, for the LS dataset, there are multiple strand 
concentrations which require a different approach as we will discuss 
next. 

2.4.1. LS temperature regression 
Previous studies have confirmed that the resulting model parameters 

are independent of the strand concentration [41,54]. However, when 
the melting temperature set involves multiple strand concentrations the 
regression of Eq. (4) needs to be carried separately for each concentra-
tion Ct, that is 

Ti
′

(P) = a0(Ct)+ a1(Ct)τi(P) (5)  

where the coefficients a0, 1 are now functions of Ct, which requires a 
minimum amount of melting temperatures for each value of Ct as 
otherwise the regression calculation cannot be carried out. In other 
words, there needs to be subsets of melting temperatures grouped to the 
same Ct. However, here the dataset has measurements scattered over a 
wide range of Ct and there is no single subset that was measured at the 
same Ct, see Fig. 1. This does not represent a problem for the nearest- 
neighbour model [52], but for the PB model it becomes necessary to 
group the melting temperatures together to the closest value of Ct. 

2.4.2. Strand concentration grouping 
Since the melting temperatures scale with ln(Ct) [63], it makes sense 

to introduce a logarithmic group index 

Lf =
round[fln(Ct/C0) ]

f
(6)  

where f is a factor that controls the coarseness of groups, and C0 is a fixed 
reference concentration taken as 1 μM to ensure that Lf is adimensional. 
As we will perform a linear regression for each group, we only consider 
groups with at least 3 elements. For each available melting temperature 
we work out to which group Lf belongs depending on its Ct and the 
coarseness factor f which results in nf groups with a total of Nf members. 
A small f will create a small number of groups nf with many elements, 
while a large f results in many groups with few elements. The upper limit 
of f is when there are too few melting temperatures per group to perform 
a meaningful linear regression (at least 3 elements), and the lower limit 

of f is when there is only a single group that contains all temperatures. 
Table 1 shows the summary of the logarithmic grouping Lf that is 
considered in this work for [Na+] 71 mM. See supplementary tables S6, 
S7 and S8 for a summary of the remaining LS salt concentrations, and a 
detailed breakdown in supplementary tables S9–S12. 

Using the logarithmic grouping, we now replace Eq. (5) with 

Ti
′

(P) = a0
(
Lf
)
+ a1

(
Lf
)
τi(P) (7)  

and the regression coefficients are obtained independently for each 
group Lf. 

2.5. HS temperature regression 

For the HS data, which are all given at the same strand concentration 
and are available at varying sequence lengths N, the linear regression is 

Table 1 
Summary of logarithmic grouping for coarseness f. Shown are the number of 
groups nf, the total number of grouped elements Nf, and the total number of 
ungrouped elements Uf for [Na+] 71 mM.  

f nf Nf Uf 

5.0 22 179 6 
4.0 18 180 5 
3.0 14 182 3 
2.0 10 184 1 
1.5 8 184 1 
1.4 7 184 1 
1.3 7 183 2 
1.2 7 184 1 
1.1 6 184 1 
1.0 5 182 3 
0.9 5 184 1 
0.8 5 182 3 
0.7 4 184 1 
0.6 4 184 1 
0.5 3 184 1 
0.4 3 185 0  

Fig. 2. Final merit function χ2/Nf as a function of the grouping coarseness 
factor f for [Na+] 121 mM. Red boxes and blue circles represent T/I and UN 
optimizations, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 3. Regression parameters for (a,b) f = 1 and (c,d) f = 5 for salt concentrations 71 mM (green boxes), 121 mM (red bullets), 221 mM (blue diamonds) and 621 mM 
(black triangles). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 4. Morse potentials averaged over all f (black squares) for (a) internal and (b) terminal base pairs. The error bars represent the standard deviation within the f 
sets. Specific results for f = 0.4,1,5 are shown in green, red and blue, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
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performed separately for each group of base pair length N [55]. 

Ti
′

(P) = a0(N)+ a1(N)τi(P), (8)  

similarly as used in our previous work [41], and gives better results than 
the single regression Eq. (4). 

2.6. Optimization 

The parameter sets P needed for the calculation of the melting index 
τi(P), Eqs. (7) and (8), contains the model parameters used in the 
Hamiltonian Eq. (1) for each type of base pair and nearest-neighbour 
present in the sequence set. Therefore, we will need to find the 
optimal set of L parameters, Pj = {p1,p2,…,pL} that will provide the 
temperature predictions Ti

′(P) that are closest to the experimental 
temperatures Ti. The P parameters are varied until we minimize the 
squared difference 

χ2
j =

∑M

i=1

[
T ′

i

(
Pj
)
− Ti

]2
. (9)  

where Pj is the jth tentative set of parameters and M is the number of 
experimental melting temperatures. Each parameter within the Pj is 
sampled between 0.1pu and 1.1pu, where pu is the uniform parameter 
calculated previously for high salt concentration [54]. For LS we use 
M =Nf which is the total number of grouped temperatures for a given 
coarseness factor f. The numerical parameter optimization is performed 
by a downhill simplex multidimensional minimization algorithm [64]. 

We will also refer to another quality parameter which is average melting 
temperature deviation 

〈ΔT〉 =
1
M

∑M

i=1

⃒
⃒T

′

i

(
Pj
)
− Ti

⃒
⃒ (10) 

As a result of the terminal/internal (T/I) notation, we will be dealing 
with 4 Morse potentials (2 internal, 2 terminal) and 26 NN stacking 
potentials (10 internal and 16 terminal), representing L = 30 parame-
ters. For comparison, we will also perform all calculations without the 
distinction between terminal/internal which we will call uniform (UN) 
parameters and represents L = 12 variables. Next, we will detail the 
optimization steps used here. 

2.6.1. MR1 (LS and HS) 
The first minimization round (MR1) of the parameter optimization 

was performed by varying the initial Morse and stacking potentials 
[41,54] randomly over an interval which averages to the initial values. 
For the T/I scheme, initial parameters are assumed to have the same 
values, although designated by different variables (AU and AU*), so that 
they can vary separately. The minimization procedure was repeated 100 
times for each f. The same procedure was carried out for HS, the only 
difference being the use of Eq. (8), applied during the minimization. 

2.6.2. MR2 (LS and HS) 
For the next round, we calculate the average of those parameters 

with lowest χ2 from MR1 to be used as a new fixed initial set of pa-
rameters for a second round of minimizations (MR2), following the same 

Fig. 5. Stacking potentials averaged over all f. Panels (a,b) show the symmetric NN and panels (c,d) the non-symmetric NN. The error bars represent the standard 
deviation within the f sets. Dashed lines are for NNs with terminal base pairs. 
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procedure described for MR1. Here, that is a way to refine the param-
eters and reduce the difference between each minimization and conse-
quently reduce the parameter standard deviation. Once more, this was 
repeated 100 times for HS and for each f (LS). 

2.6.3. EU-HS 
The last step is to evaluate the impact of the experimental uncer-

tainty (EU) by changing the temperatures of the dataset by small 
amounts, such that the standard deviation between the original set and 
the optimized set approaches the declared experimental uncertainty. We 
then run again the minimization procedure, however, unlike for MR1/2 
we keep the initial parameters fixed and only disturb the melting tem-
peratures. A standard deviation of 0.5∘C was considered and the mini-
mization carried out for 100 rounds for each f. 

2.6.4. EU-LS 
For the LS-type datasets, in addition to the impact of the melting 

temperature uncertainty, we also need to evaluate the impact of the 
strand concentration grouping procedure described in section 2.4.2. For 
this, we proceeded in a very similar way as for the temperature 
perturbation described in the previous section: we disturb the Ct by 
small amounts and rerun the minimization again. The estimated un-
certainty for Ct was reported as 5%, using absorbance reading at 260 nm 
at 80 ∘C [62]. Again, this was repeated 100 times for each f and gives us 
an estimate of the uncertainty over the calculated parameters. There-
fore, the final results shown here are the averages over these minimi-
zations. All those steps were carried out independently for each LS salt 
concentration. 

2.7. Validation 

For a validation set we collected 45 sequences and their melting 
temperatures at various salt concentrations and species concentrations 
from Refs. 65–71, which are shown in supplementary Table S13. 

3. Results 

3.1. Logarithmic groups 

The available LS melting temperatures are scattered over a wide 
range of strand concentrations Ct. Here, we will attempt to group these 
temperatures, according to a logarithmic grouping scheme described in 
section 2.4.2, in a scheme which similar to a histogram. The first ques-
tion we need to address is how this logarithmic grouping impacts the 
parameter optimization and what is best the coarseness factor f. If f is too 
small, the melting temperatures are separated into very few large 
groups, if it is too large they end up scattered into many sparsely 
populated groups. To answer this question, we performed all minimi-
zation independently for f ranging between 0.4 and 5.0, see Table 1 and 
supplementary tables S9–S12. 

In Fig. 2 we show the final merit function χ2 that was minimized 
during rounds MR1, MR2 and LS-EU for the UN (blue circles) and T/I 
minimization (red boxes). Both show the same behaviour as function of 
f. χ2 levels off after f = 2 and there is little difference between 3 and 5. 
The regression coefficients, a0, 1, Eq. (7), for f = 1 and 5 are shown in 
Fig. 3. See Figs. S1— S14. At f = 1, both a0 and a1 show a relatively 
uniform behaviour for all salt concentrations, with a1 increasing slightly 
with Lf. However, for the larger f = 5 this uniformity is lost due to the 
low number of melting temperatures in some Lf groups. This is especially 
evident for the lowest salt concentration 71 mM, see also the first col-
umn in supplementary table S9. 

In Fig. 4 we show the Morse potentials for three f factors, namely 0.4 
(3 groups), 1.0 (5 groups) and 5.0 (21 to 24 groups, depending on salt 
concentration). Comparatively we also show the Morse average over the 
results for all calculated f factors. The standard deviation within the sets 
is marginally small with f = 5 showing the most pronounced deviation 
from the average (5 meV). Moreover, for the stacking parameters the 
higher deviation occurs for the nearest-neighbour UApAU and the rest 
remain nearly equal within the average. We also compute the average 
for the stacking potentials which is shown in the Fig. 5. Even while 
displaying more unstable regression parameters, higher values of f still 
derive parameters consistent within the set and with previous works 
[52] and on the average produce similar results. 

Finally, to answer the question of the most adequate coarseness 
factor f, it would seem that balancing a low merit factor χ2 with uniform 
regression coefficients a0, 1 points toward an f around 1. It is desirable to 
deal with monotonic regression coefficients as they allow us to inter-
polate new coefficient for missing salt concentrations which is not 
possible for large f. On the other hand, for the optimized parameters 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the actual value of the coarseness factor f appears 
to be of little importance. Therefore, for the remainder of this article we 
will discuss the results for f = 1, unless noted otherwise. 

Since the T/I minimization has a substantially lower merit factor χ2 

than the UN parameters, Fig. 2, there is a possibility of overfitting for the 
T/I minimization due to the larger number of parameters. To verify if 
overfitting may have occurred we apply these parameters to the pre-
diction of melting temperatures of an independent validation set of se-
quences that was not used for the optimization, see supplementary table 
S13. Using UN parameters, for f = 1, we obtain 〈ΔT〉 = 1.88 ∘C and a χ2 =

324.79 ∘C2. However, using the parameters derived from T/I minimi-
zation, also for f = 1, we obtain an important reduction, 〈ΔT〉 = 1.73 ∘C 
and a χ2 = 270.10 ∘C2, which gives us confidence that no overfitting 
occurred for the T/I minimization. 

Fig. 6. Average Morse potentials as function of salt concentration. LS results 
are for f = 1. Error bars were estimated in the EU-LS/HS minimization round. 
For comparison, we show the analogous DNA parameters as grey boxes (in-
ternal) and black circles (terminal) [53]. The lines connecting the data points 
are only intended as guide to the eyes. 
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Fig. 7. Average stacking potentials as function of sodium concentration. LS results are for f = 1. Panels (a,b) show the symmetric NN and panels (c,d) the asymmetric 
NN. Error bars were estimated in the EU-LS/HS minimization round. Solid lines are for internal NNs and dashed lines for NNs with terminal base pairs. The lines 
connecting the data points are only intended as guide to the eyes. 

Fig. 8. (a) Average opening profile for the dsRNA sequence from Ref. 74. Squares, diamonds, triangle up, triangle down and bullets represent the average opening for 
RNA in 71, 121, 221, 621 and 1021 mM [Na+] for the T/I calculation, respectively. Calculation was carried out at 300 K which has no relation to the melting 
temperature. (b) Comparative opening for the 5′ terminal (m = 1), central (m = 20) and 3′ terminal (m = 40) base-pair as function of salt concentration. 
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3.2. Parameters at f = 1 

In Fig. 6 we show the final average Morse potentials for f = 1. For 
comparison, we also show previous salt-dependent results for DNA from 
Ref. 53. Some authors have suggested a theoretical logarithmic depen-
dence of the Morse potential as function of sodium concentration [72], 
however this is not supported by our data, Fig. 6. The internal base-pair 
Morse potentials are always larger than those for the terminal base pairs, 
which is consistent with our previous calculations for DNA which were 
calculated at a very low strand concentration (2 μM). The major dif-
ference to the DNA results is that we do not observe a reduced Morse 
potential for terminal r(AU*) at very low salt concentrations. Therefore, 
it would seem that the hydrogen bonding of r(AU*) is less susceptible to 
the sodium concentration. However, there is still a considerable differ-
ence between internal r(AU) and terminal r(AU*) Morse potentials 
which makes the terminal base pairs even more vulnerable to end- 
fraying. The Morse potentials of internal r(AU) base pairs are consis-
tently higher than their d(AT) counterparts, confirming our previous 
findings for high sodium concentrations [41]. For HS we observe an 
increase in all Morse potentials, however due to the very different 
compositions of the LS and HS data sets it is presently not possible to 
unambiguously attribute this increase to a property of the base pairs at 
high sodium concentration. 

For r(CG*) Morse potentials we found similar values to r(CG) at very 
low salt concentrations which is not observed for their DNA analogs. In 
other words, RNA appears to be less susceptible to end-fraying than DNA 
at low salt concentrations. We attribute the shift toward higher Morse 
potentials for HS in Fig. 6 to the substantial difference between the LS 
and HS datasets, as described in the methods sections. 

The calculated stacking parameters are shown in Fig. 7, grouped into 
symmetric and asymmetric NNs. Note that not all combinations of NNs 
with terminal base pairs were present in the dataset, therefore not all 
terminal analogues of internal NNs could be calculated. Except for 
UApAU NNs, most stacking interactions show little change with salt 
concentrations. Similarly, our previous results for DNA have shown little 
dependence of stacking with sodium except for AT*pAT, TApAT* and 
ATpGC* [53]. 

4. Discussion 

Due to the non-linear Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), it is not straightforward 
to visualize how the Morse and stacking potentials will affect the 
opening of the base pairs. For this, we use the average displacement 
profiles using Eq. (3), that is the 〈ym〉 where m is the base pair index. The 
average displacements indicate which base pairs are likely to open first 
at a given temperature and can be qualitatively related to the to the root- 
mean-squared distance (RMSD) or root-mean-squared fluctuation 
(RMSF) used in MD and coarse-grained simulations [73]. 

In Fig. 8a we show the average opening for the sequence used in 
coarse-grained calculations reported in Refs. 37, 74. Similarly to the 
coarse-grained calculations [37] we observe larger fluctuations at the 
terminal base pairs which increase up to intermediate salt concentra-
tions. However, for higher salt concentrations we observe a saturation 
and even a substantial drop in 〈ym〉 at 1021 mM [Na+]. This saturation 
between 121 and 621 mM is better seen in Fig. 8b where we show 〈ym〉 as 
a function of sodium concentration for three locations in the sequence. It 
is unclear if the reduction of 〈ym〉 at HS in the Fig. 8a is due to the large 
difference between the melting temperature datasets or it is intrinsic of 
the duplex at this salt concentration. Nevertheless, it does not support 
the continuous increase in RMSF with salt concentration calculated by 
Jin et al. [37]. The terminal 5′ shows a considerably wider opening than 
the 3′ end, see Fig. 8b. This is dissimilar to the calculations by Jin et al. 
[37], yet consistent with results from O’Toole et al. [75]. Results from 
tightly bound ion models show an increase of ion binding which slowly 
saturates [39,76], which is consistent with the saturation observed in 
Fig. 8b at intermediate sodium concentrations. However, at high sodium 

concentrations there is a clear departure from the observed saturation at 
intermediate concentrations which might be attributable to the differ-
ences between the HS and LS data sets. The salt dependent behaviour of 
〈ym〉 is not sequence specific and can equally be observed for homoge-
neous sequences as exemplified in supplementary fig. S43. 

In Fig. 9 we show an example for sequence II from Ref. 45, comparing 
RNA to the equivalent DNA sequence at 121 mM [Na+]. The calculation 
temperature in this case was 180 K, which has no relation to the melting 
temperature correlation of Eqs. (7) and (8). Fig. 9 shows that for internal 
base pairs, 〈ym〉 is somewhat larger at the r(AU) tract than the equivalent 
d(AT) tract, despite the larger r(AU) Morse potential. The reason for this 
is that the internal 〈ym〉 is pushed up by the terminal r(CG*), which il-
lustrates that the cooperativity of the base pairs at the termini affects the 
internal base pairs as well. In the specific case of sequence II from 
Snoussi and Leroy [45], their NMR measurements indicated a shorter r 
(AU) lifetime than for d(AT), which would be consistent with a larger 
displacement for r(AU) seen in Fig. 9. On the other hand, contrary to 
their results, we observe larger base-fraying for r(CG*) which can be 
understood from the larger difference between internal and terminal 
Morse potentials for CG at this salt concentration. 

5. Conclusions 

We introduce a new technique to parametrise the PB model at mul-
tiple strand concentrations by the use of a logarithmic groups. The 
resulting parameters show little dependence on the coarseness of the 
grouping which evidences that this technique is robust, and enabled us 
to make use of a large salt dependent RNA melting temperature dataset. 
We calculated new salt dependent PB parameters, including specific 
parameters for the sequence terminals. Unlike d(AT), the Morse poten-
tials for r(AU), which are related to hydrogen bonding, showed no 
important reduction at low sodium concentrations. Most stacking in-
teractions show little change with salt concentration, however for some 
terminal contexts stronger stacking interactions were found, similar to 

Fig. 9. Average opening profile for sequence IV from Ref. 45. Open and closed 
squares (bullets), represent the average opening for RNA (DNA) in 121 mM 
[Na+], for the UN and T/I calculation, respectively. 
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our previous study for DNA [53]. 
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ABSTRACT: The use of mesoscopic models to describe the
thermodynamic properties of locked nucleic acid (LNA)-modified
nucleotides can provide useful insights into their properties, such as
hydrogen-bonding and stacking interactions. In addition, the
mesoscopic parameters can be used to optimize LNA insertion
in probes, to achieve accurate melting temperature predictions, and
to obtain duplex opening profiles at the base-pair level. Here, we
applied this type of model to parameterize a large set of melting
temperatures for LNA-modified sequences, from published
sources, covering all possible nearest-neighbor configurations. We
have found a very large increase in Morse potentials, which
indicates very strong hydrogen bonding as the main cause of
improved LNA thermodynamic stability. LNA-modified adenine−thymine (AT) was found to have similar hydrogen bonding to
unmodified cytosine−guanine (CG) base pairs, while for LNA CG, we found exceptionally large hydrogen bonding. In contrast,
stacking interactions, which were thought to be behind the stability of LNA, were similar to unmodified DNA in most cases. We
applied the new LNA parameters to the design of BRAF, KRAS, and EGFR oncogene variants by testing all possible LNA
modifications. Selected sequences were then synthesized and had their hybridization temperatures measured, achieving a prediction
accuracy within 1 °C. We performed a detailed base-pair opening analysis to discuss specific aspects of these probe hybridizations
that may be relevant for probe design.

■ INTRODUCTION
Locked nucleic acid, or LNA, are DNA/RNA analogues with a
modification that adds a methylene bridge between the 2′-
oxygen and 4′-carbon of the ribose sugar, locking it in a C3′-
endo/N conformation reducing its flexibility, resembling an
RNA helix. They were synthesized in the late 1990s by several
groups.1−6 One of the most remarkable properties of LNA is
the ability to increase the stability of chimera duplexes in both
DNA and RNA. This stability has a direct impact on the
denaturation temperatures of the sequences. Several studies
have shown a considerable increase in the melting temper-
ature7−10 reaching up to 10° C per added modification. The
presence of three LNAs at the 5′ and 3′ ends is enough to
increase the half-life of the nucleotide,11 and LNA-modified
probes can selectively capture genomic DNA sequences.12

Its base pairing specificity and mismatch sensitivity make it
attractive for use in many applications, such as polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) detection and diagnosis,13−15 high
binding diagnostic probes,16−18 stability improvement and
hybridization efficiency in loop-mediated isothermal amplifi-
cation (LAMP) detection,19 improvement of targeting,
specificity and stability in antisense oligonucleotides
(ASOs),20−22 aptamers,23−25 and siRNA approaches.26,27

LNA is also used in DNAzymes and LNAzymes to improve
targeting and cleavage efficiency,28−30 molecular beacons,31

and as enhancers to RNA in situ hybridization32,33 and as direct
antagonist in miRNA silencing.34−36

One application of LNA that is of particular interest is to
detect cancer mutations directly in DNA present in patients’
blood samples (so-called circulating tumor DNA, or ctDNA)
and in cellular mRNA.37 Recently, it was shown that mutations
in oncogene regions of ctDNA are attractive biomarkers for
early diagnostics and monitoring of different cancer diseases.38

Thus, the ability to effectively detect these oncogenes in
ctDNA would open up new opportunities for point-of-care
diagnostics and treatment of cancer. However, ctDNAs are
typically present in the very complex blood medium at
extremely low concentrations. This makes ctDNAs challenging
for detection and require ultrasensitive and specific probes.37

In turn, mRNA detection using new probes could provide
valuable insights into cancer development.39
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The design of ultrasensitive and specific probes with LNA
modifications requires a good understanding of intramolecular
interactions, specifically hydrogen bonding and stacking, that
gives LNA its increased thermodynamic stability. Yet, despite
the intensive use of LNA over the last two decades, the origin
of its enhanced base pairing stability is still not sufficiently
understood, and some conflicting explanations have been
given. It was suggested by thermodynamic studies that a
decrease in the entropy of duplex formation and improved
stacking on the duplex may both play a part, and there may be
a negative contribution in enthalpy due to the disruption of the
hydrogen bonds.40,41 Additionally, an association between a
favorable enthalpy increase and a more pronounced stacking
interaction was proposed; however, this is context-dependent
and might be influenced by flanking base pairs.10 Some studies
suggested that the conformation change induces a reduction in
entropy, being localized at the level of individual base pairs,
consequently increasing the overall thermodynamic helix
stability.42,43 Several studies attempted to address the source
of the stabilizing effect provided by LNA incorporation from a
structural point of view. For instance, NMR and X-ray
diffraction studies accounted for the stabilization in a stacking
enhancement induced by the modification.44−47 However,
another NMR assay ruled out both stacking interaction or
hydrogen bonding as a source of the stabilization effect, calling
for more detailed studies with hybridized water, that is, the
water molecule bridging two hydrogen bonds simultane-
ously.48

Nearest-neighbor (NN) models were extensively used to
predict the thermodynamic properties for LNA-modified
probes.41,43,49,50 However, these types of models provide little
insight into the intramolecular interactions and were unable to
indicate the physical source of the increased LNA stability. On
the other hand, mesoscopic models make use of the same
melting temperature data as NN models, but have the potential
to provide insights into the hydrogen bonds and stacking
interactions.51 We have shown that it is possible to obtain a
good insight into these interactions from melting temper-
atures,51 and we have validated the method over the past 10
years for a variety of different oligonucleotides, such as
RNA,52,53 DNA mismatches,54 and DNA analogues such as
TNA.55 A recent study by our group,56 using this type of
mesoscopic modeling, found that the increased stability of
LNA is largely hydrogen-bond-driven. Yet we also found that
in certain stacking configurations, a decrease of stabilization
may occur. These results were based on a small set of
experimental melting temperatures, and we could not cover all
possible stacking configurations. The sequences also had
additional elements such as overhangs of variable length and,
in some cases, fluorophores, which added to the uncertainty of
our results. Therefore, it became necessary to recourse to a
much larger set of melting temperatures, preferably without
overhangs and fluorophores, which would enable us to identify
the sources of LNA stabilization. Fortunately, the existing
published data of single LNA modifications is unusually
abundant,43,49,50 providing over 300 sequences and their
melting temperatures and allowing us to cover all single
LNA:DNA/DNA stacking interactions.
For probe design, one aims at maximizing the difference in

probe hybridization temperatures between the mutated and
wild-type genes. LNA enrichment allows us to further increase
this difference,57 but poorly placed LNA modifications may be
of little help as we have shown recently.56 The full mesoscopic

parameterization of LNA modifications opens the possibility to
optimize the LNA inserts for oncogene probes. An improved
stability and specificity of the probes is also highly desirable
since it allows the detection of small quantities of the mutation,
favoring an early diagnosis and detection. In terms of
hybridization temperature prediction, the mesoscopic model
has a similar predictive capability to the NN model;58 however,
it also allows stability analysis at a base-pair level, especially as
it takes into account the nonlinear interactions between
neighboring base pairs.
Here, we apply the new mesoscopic parameters to the high-

throughput prediction of hybridization temperatures of the
oncogene variants BRAF, KRAS, and EGFR, which were
reported to be present in over 30% of all solid tumors,
including breast, colon, and lung cancers.59 Additionally, KRAS
variants have been imposing a challenge in PCR and
sequencing assays, resulting in smaller sensitivities.60 It was
suggested that the poor discrimination in KRAS probes is due
to a CG internal region resulting in poor efficiency even in
LNA-enriched probes.56 First, we selected candidate probes for
these three variants and then tested all possible combinations
of one, two, and three LNA modifications, making use of the
new mesoscopic parameters. From these, we selected six
candidate probes, which were synthesized, had their melting
temperatures measured, and we obtained an average prediction
accuracy of 1°C.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Model. The Peyrard−Bishop (PB) mesoscopic model uses

two different potentials in its Hamiltonian: a Morse potential
representing the hydrogen bonds that connect each base and a
harmonic potential describing the stacking interaction between
adjacent base pairs
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which describes the interaction of the ith base pair of type α
with its nearest neighbor i + 1 of type γ. The parameters Dα

and λα describe the depth and width of the potential well for
the ith base pair of type α, respectively.
During our calculations, the potential width λ is kept

constant; therefore, the potential D completely represents the
Morse potential. For the remainder of this work, we use λ = 3.2
× 10−2 and 0.97 × 10−2 nm for base pairs adenine−thymine
(AT) and cytosine−guanine (CG),51 respectively. Modified
LNA base pairs use the same values for λ as their canonical
analogues.
An elastic constant kα,γ is used to describe the coupling

between nearest-neighbor base pairs, and the coordinate y
represents the relative displacements between the bases.
Equation 1 is used to calculate the partition function over all

possible energetic configurations of N base pairs
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where β = 1/kBT, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the
absolute temperature. The integral over all possible config-
urations of base-pair displacements, yi, is performed and all
possible Morse potentials, and stacking interactions are
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considered simultaneously during the evaluation. The reduced
degrees of freedom of the model represented by eq 2, while
allowing for an efficient numerical evaluation, has a
consequence of resulting in transition temperatures, which
are very low for short sequences. To overcome this problem,
we introduced an adimensional index τ, which is calculated
from eq 2, and it is directly correlated with the experimental
melting temperatures.61

Moreover, the average relative displacement, ⟨ym⟩, at the mth
position in the sequence can be derived from
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Note that for the calculation of ⟨ym⟩, we will use temperatures
that are much lower than the actual melting temperatures.
Here, eqs 2 and 3 are evaluated via the transfer integral

technique for heterogeneous sequences,62 and we use ymin =
−0.1 nm and ymax = 40 nm, and a calculation temperature T =
370 K, which has no relation to the melting temperatures. The
relative displacement y can be negative, meaning that the bases
are moving toward each other. However, for negative y, the
Morse potential is strongly repulsive, which is why a short ymin
= −0.1 nm is sufficient for numerical convergence. On the
other hand, when the bases move away from each other
(positive y), the Morse potential becomes flat and a large value
of y is necessary to achieve numerical convergence.62 The
index τ is largely temperature-independent, and T = 370 K was
found to be adequate for its calculation from the classical
partition function; for details, see ref 61.
Temperature Prediction. Considering a set

= { }P p p p, , ...,1 2 F (4)

where pi are Morse potentials, Dα, and stacking parameters,
kα,γ. An index τi(P) is calculated for each sequence i using the
partition function, eq 2, for the PB Hamiltonian. Thereon, the
melting temperature, Ti′(P), for each parameter set, P, is
derived from the equation

τ′ = +T P a N a N( ) ( ) ( )i 0 1 (5)

where N is the length of the sequence. The calculation of the
regression coefficients a0 and a1 is carried out at a total strand
concentration Ct. The melting temperatures, Ti′(P), required
for the parameterization were obtained from published sources
as described in the next section.
Notation. LNA modifications are preceded by a plus sign

and marked in bold. Since antiparallel strands of native DNA
duplexes exhibit structural symmetry, only two Morse
potentials (AT,CG) are required to represent the hydrogen
bonds between base pairs. Such symmetry does not apply to
modified LNA base pairs, which leads to four new Morse
parameters, A+T, T+A, C+G, and G+C, if we consider only
base pairs of the type DNA+LNA:DNA or DNA:DNA+LNA.
A similar situation occurs for the stacking parameters, some
nearest-neighbor doublets are identical, for instance, ATpCG
and GCpTA, such that 10 nearest-neighbor parameters are
sufficient to represent internal DNA:DNA doublets. For
example, the doublet GCpT+A is symmetrical to the
+ATpCG doublet. The set of sequences collected in the
literature contain all of the 32 possible single LNA

modifications, and the symmetry is reduced similarly for
LNA NN and we always keep the NN that precede
alphabetically. A full breakdown of the NN occurrences in
the dataset is shown in Supporting Information Table S1.
As a practical example of the notation, consider the

following sequence

′ − + − ′
′ − + − ′

G
T

5 CTAACG ATGC 3
3 GAT GCCTACG 5

in which case four parameters are required to represent the
Morse potentials: AT, CG, A+T, and +GC, and 10 stacking
potentials: CGpTA, TApAT, ATpA+T, A+TpCG, CGpGC,
GCp+GC, +GCpAT, ATpTA, TApGC, and GCpCG.

Melting Temperature Set for Parametrization. The
requirement for the sequences to be used for this work is that
they contain only single LNA modification, that is, an
LNA:DNA base pair. Further condition is that they should
not have fluorophores attached and that any LNA:DNA
nearest-neighbor configuration should be present in multiple
sequences. Pure DNA:DNA control sequences, coming from
the same LNA data sets were also used to adjust DNA
parameters as we will describe in the next section. Existing data
sets with tandem LNA modifications, such as Hughesman et
al.,42 or with attached fluorophores, such as Owczarzy et al.,41

were not used for these reasons. In view of these requirements,
we used the published melting temperatures for sequences
measured at a high salt concentration (1021 mM Na+)
collected from refs 43, 49, 50. A total of 306 sequences meet
our requirements, ranging between 8 and 23 base pairs in
length.
The regression scheme of the PB model, eq 5, requires that

all melting temperatures should be at equivalent strand
concentrations. Therefore, we used the strand concentration
of 2 μM, used in ref 50, as a reference. For the remaining
sequences from refs 43, 49, we recalculated the melting
temperatures using their respective reported total enthalpies
and entropies. All sequences and their respective measured (or
recalculated) and predicted melting temperatures are shown in
Table S2.

Minimization Procedure. Optimization. To obtain an
improved set of parameters for the PB model, we use an
optimization method, detailed in refs 58, 63. Each parameter
set Pj, eq 5, consisting of the parameters for the PB model will
result in a melting temperature prediction Ti′(Pj). This result is
then compared with the experimental temperature Ti and the
parameter set is varied until the squared difference is
minimized

∑χ = [ ′ − ]
=

T P T( )j
i

N

i j i
2

1

2

(6)

Seed Parameters. This variation is initiated considering an
initial set of i parameters, pi. Those are varied in an interval

∈ [ − + ]p f s f s(1 ) , (1 )i i i (7)

that is, the value is sampled within a fraction ±f of a seed value
for the parameter si. In this work, f = 0.1 results in the interval
[0.9si,1.1si]. The minimization procedure is numerically
implemented using a downhill simplex method63,64 using eq
6 as the merit function, and its minimum is searched in the
multidimensional space defined by the parameter set Pj. The
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melting temperature deviation between the predicted and
experimental temperatures is defined as

∑⟨Δ ⟩ = | ′− |
=

T
N

T T
1

i

N

i i
1 (8)

Initial Minimization (IM). In the first part of the
minimization, IM, we kept constant all parameters without
LNA modifications using previously published results for DNA
at a high salt concentration, 1021 mM Na+,63 that is,
considering that DNA canonical parameters will remain
approximately the same in the presence of LNA. Parameters
with the modification are considered as having the same initial
value as its nonmodified analogues. We let the minimization
proceed for the 4 Morse and 32 stacking parameters that
contain LNA modifications. A large number of minimization
rounds did converge poorly; for this reason, we kept only 100
out of 300 rounds with the lowest χ2. Before this first
optimization, the dataset had quality factors χ2 = 4665.5 °C2

and ⟨ΔT⟩ = 2.9 °C. After optimization, they decreased to χ2 =
1584.4°C2, ⟨ΔT⟩ = 1.7°C.
DNA/LNA Minimization (DL). In the previous steps, we

have considered that the unmodified DNA bases keep the
same parameters as from previous work.51 In this new
minimization, we used IM as seed parameters, but now we
also let the DNA base parameters vary and we will call this the
DNA/LNA minimization (DL). That was followed for 300
minimization rounds, and the 100 with the lowest χ2 were
averaged as the final result.
Influence of the Experimental Error (EE-DL). To simulate

the influence of experimental error (EE) associated with the
temperature measurement on our new parameters, we change
the temperature by small random amounts such that the
standard deviation between the original set and the optimized
set approaches the declared experimental uncertainty. Here, we
used as the initial set of parameters the results from the
minimization round DL, and therefore, this round is called EE-
DL. As the whole dataset comes from three different sources,
we used the highest declared uncertainty, 0.8° C, from
Fakhfakh et al.43 Again, the minimization procedure was
followed 300 times, and we averaged the 100 with the lowest
χ2 as the final result. We use the standard deviation of the
lowest 100 rounds to represent the uncertainty estimate of our
new parameters. Each minimization step took approximately 7
days in a server with 400 cores, that is, the whole minimization
took of the order of 21 days. A summary of the quality
parameters for each minimization round is shown in Table 1.

Capture/Linker Probe Design. Candidate DNA/DNA
probes for BRAF, EGFR, and KRAS oncogenes were designed
using public available DNA human genome sequencing data
(NCBI) with GC content in the range of 38−55% and melting
temperature above 45 °C according to the initial NN
prediction for unmodified DNA in medium salt buffer. The
latter criterion was applied to secure adequate binding

properties in most hybridization assays.65,66 Probe design was
followed similarly as done before.67,68 Briefly, the assembly of
the human oncogenes and their respective NCBI code are
described in Table S4.
Mutated oncogenes were assessed using dbSNP base

(rs113488022) (BRAF V600E); rs121913529 (KRAS G12D);
rs112445441 (KRAS G13D); rs121434568 (EGFR L858R).
Oligonucleotide probes were designed to be complementary to
the position of the corresponding gene bearing the mutation
(capture probe), and downstream the gene with a gap of >20
nt from the position of capture probe, for linker probe. The
length of each probe was determined using probe uniqueness
software described in ref 69.
Once the candidate capture (cap) and linker (lin) probes

were established, we used the optimized parameters DNA
+LNA:DNA parameters to calculated all possible config-
urations with one, two, or three LNA modifications for each of
the selected probes. The melting temperatures of both,
modified and nonmodified probes, were evaluated, and a salt
correction from Owczarzy et al.70 to a salt concentration of 137
mM Na+ was applied to the results. We calculated between 834
and 2345 different LNA-modified sequences, depending on
length, for each candidate probe. Supporting Information
Tables S5−S11 show the 30 highest and 30 lowest melting
temperature predictions for BRAF, EGFR, and KRAS linker
and capture variants, respectively.
We selected the probes with the lowest possible number of

LNA incorporation per sequence to achieve the highest overall
Tm and the highest discrimination Tm full match vs Tm
mismatch for the probes binding to the position of mutation
in the corresponding oncogene. Selected candidate probes
were synthesized and their melting temperatures were
measured as described in the next section.

Oligonucleotide Synthesis and UV Melting Proce-
dure. The LNA/DNA oligonucleotides were synthesized on
an ASM-800 ET synthesizer from BIOSSET Ltd. Commercial
phosphoramidites from Sigma-Aldrich (dA(Bz), dC(Bz),
dG(ib), dT) and Qiagen (LNA-A(Bz), LNA-T, LNA-mC(Bz),
LNA-G(dmf)) were dissolved in dry acetonitrile to a
concentration of 0.07 M. Reagents for solid-phase synthesis
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich: TCA Deblock, DCI
activator 0.25 M, Oxidizer 0.02 M, Cap A, and Cap B. The
phosphoamidites were loaded onto the synthesizer following
the manufacture standard protocol. All of the oligonucleotides
were synthesized on controlled pore glass (CPG 1000 Å)
universal support purchased from Sigma-Aldrich in a 1 μmol
scale using a double-coupling protocol. DMT-off mode was
applied. The coupling rate during the synthesis was estimated
based on absorbance measurements of the DMT cation using
TM800 software.
After synthesis, the columns were dried by nitrogen purge

and then transferred to 5 mL tubes. For cleavage from the
universal support, aqueous ammonia (28−30%; 1 mL) was
added and the samples were placed at 55 °C for 12 h. Next, the
samples were cooled at −20 °C for about 10 min and filtrated
into 2 mL Eppendorf tubes. The oligonucleotides were
evaporated to dryness and redissolved in 1000 μL of Milli-Q
water.
The identity of oligonucleotides was confirmed by mass

spectrometry (MS) using an Autoflex speed MALDI-TOF
mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics, Germany). Matrix-
assisted laser desorption ionization−mass spectrometry
(MALDI-MS) of purified oligonucleotides and their respective

Table 1. Summary of the Quality Parameters for the
Minimization Rounds

round ⟨ΔT⟩ (°C) χ2 (°C2)

IM 1.75 1584.4
DL 1.50 1053.7
EE-DL 1.47 1013.6
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purities are shown in Supporting Information Table S12.
Representative MALDI-MS spectra for each probe are shown
in Supporting Information Figures S2−S14. Samples were co-
spotted with 3-hydroxypicolinic acid as matrix on an MTP
AnchorChip target plate for the analysis. The obtained mass
spectra were recorded by the flexControl 3.4 (Bruker
Daltonics, Germany) software. The oligonucleotides were
purified on an Ultimate 3000 UHPLC (Dionex, United States)
using a DNA-Pac RP (Thermo Fisher Scientific, United States)
column (4 μm, 3.0 × 100 mm) with a gradient of 5−25%
buffer B in A over 30 min at 60 °C (buffer A: 0.05 M TEAA,
buffer B: 25% A in acetonitrile). The peaks were monitored at
260 nm. Representative ultrahigh-performance liquid chroma-
tography (UHPLC) traces for each probe are shown in
Supporting Information Figures S1−S13.
The melting temperature studies were performed on a

DU800 UV/VIS spectrophotometer equipped with a Beckman
Coulter Performance Temperature Controller. Complemen-
tary strands (0.5 μM of each strand), in 1 × phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS) were mixed, denatured for 10 min at 90
°C, and subsequently cooled to 15 °C, the temperature at
which the experiment was started. Reported melting temper-
atures present the maximum of the first derivative of the curve
and are an average of the two measurements within a deviation
of 1 °C. Tm curves for each probe are shown in Supporting
Information Figures S15−S20.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All results presented here refer to the final round, EE-DL,
unless noted otherwise.
Morse Potentials. The Morse potential has a long history

for the use of modeling hydrogen bonding in molecular
dynamics,71 coarse-grained models,72 and for mesoscopic
models.73 Other model potentials, such as the Lennard-Jones
potential, could, in principle, be used, yet no appreciable
difference was noted compared to the Morse potential in the
PB model.74 For the remainder of this discussion, we will refer
to the potential depth D simply as the Morse potential.
In Figure 1, we show the final average parameter D of the

Morse potentials and, for comparison, the previous results for
canonical DNA.51 Modified base pairs consistently show
higher Morse potentials than their analogues. This suggests
that, in comparison to the unmodified DNA, new hydrogen

bonds between the base pairs may have been formed due to
the LNA modification, or that the existing ones were
strengthened in some way. Morse potentials of unmodified
DNA base pairs, AT and CG, remained nearly the same as that
of previous calculations,51,75 shown as dashed lines in Figure 1,
which is consistent with the similarity of buffer conditions
between all data sets. As we are dealing with single LNA
modification in a DNA duplex, little influence of LNA on the
remaining base pairs was expected. The small change of the
canonical base-pair parameters also confirms this and is
consistent with atomistic molecular dynamics simulations,
which found that the change induced by single LNA
modification in a DNA oligonucleotide is very localized and
essentially limited to the immediate neighboring base pairs.76 It
was suggested by a thermodynamic study a similar stability
ordering as the one we have found here for Morse potentials,
+A ≤ +T ≤ +G ≤ +C.49 Although we have found a stronger
Morse potential for the modified guanine, +G. However, we
cannot establish a direct comparison since the stability on the
PB model is also related to the stacking parameters. One of the
consequences of the stronger Morse potentials is a reduction in
entropy, which can be calculated from the partition function eq
2. This is consistent with the entropy reduction seen for
nearest-neighbor analysis.42,43 Some examples of calculated
configurational entropies with LNA-modified sequences are
shown in Supporting Information Figure S25.
There is an ongoing debate regarding the intramolecular

origin of the increased stability of LNA modifications. On the
one hand, there have been proposals that LNA stability is due
to increased stacking interactions.44,45,49,77 On the other hand,
Jensen et al.48 concluded against either increased stacking or
hydrogen bonding and argued that hybridized water may be
the cause of LNA stability. An NMR study by Egli et al.46

established that the extra oxygen atoms in LNA monomers are
engaged in water-bridged hydrogen bonds. This may account
for an increased thermodynamic stability as an extensive
hydration of hydrogen-bond acceptors and donors is associated
with a stability increase.46 In another molecular dynamics
study,78 modified LNA duplexes were found forming even four
water-bridged hydrogen bonds. In this study,78 LNA helices
were found to be less hydrated than DNA or RNA, which was
hypothesized to be due to its shorter intrastrand phosphate
distances and lower backbone flexibility, allowing the
formation of water-mediated hydrogen bonds providing extra
stability to LNA base pairs.
Our results undoubtedly support the idea of increased

hydrogen bonding, as shown in Figure 1, which is also in line
with our earlier findings56 for a much smaller dataset. It is
particularly interesting to note that both AT modifications, A
+T and T+A, have become almost identical in strength to an
unmodified CG base pair (Figure 1). There are suggestions
that AT may have a third weak bond C−H···O,79−81 although
it may not be a hydrogen bond but a van der Waals
interaction.82 While our calculations cannot pinpoint the exact
nature of this interaction, one might speculate that the C−H···
O contact may have been strengthened due to the LNA
modification, for both +A and +T.

Stacking Potentials. The calculated stacking parameters
are shown in Figure 2. Higher fluctuations from the canonical
values depend on the modified base-pair location and direction
on the strand. Similarly to previous results for DNA,51 NNs
containing only AT base pairs (Figure 2a) present larger
stacking variations. Less fluctuation is seen for mixed NNs

Figure 1. Average D parameter of the Morse potential for LNA-
modified (bullets) and unmodified DNA (boxes) base pairs. LNA
modifications are shown next to symbols. Error bars were omitted as
they are smaller than the symbol size. For comparison, we show the
published parameters51 for unmodified DNA base pairs, AT and CG,
as gray dashed lines. For clarity, LNA monomers are separated by
color, and will use this color scheme in the next figure.
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(Figure 2c,d), which tend to fluctuate around the stacking
parameters of their unmodified analogues. Molecular dynamics
studies have established a local disturbance due to LNA base
pairs affecting the first nearest neighbors,76 which is similarly
related to the little change in canonical interactions found in
our results. Moreover, LNA enrichment does not have a strong
effect on canonical stacking interactions, except for CG shown
in Figure 2b, as they keep nearly the same within the standard
deviation during the minimization. Only one LNA-modified
NN, +TApAT, displayed significantly larger stacking, com-

pletely out of the region of canonical stacking (shaded area in
Figure 2a).
Figure 2 shows that very few LNA modifications have

stacking interactions that are larger than typical DNA stacking,
that is, that lie above the shaded area. Only one type of
modification, +TApAT, has a very strong stacking interaction,
which may indicate a specially modified stacking arrange-
ment54 or perhaps to a departure from the anti−anti
configuration.83 In fact, a considerable number of LNA:DNA
configurations decrease their stacking interactions in compar-
ison to their unmodified analogues. Therefore, we conclude
that, in general, stacking does not account for the increased
stability of LNA, and in many cases, it appears to be even a
destabilizing factor. Incidentally, the single sequence analyzed
by Nielsen et al.,44 who concluded stacking as a major
contributing factor to LNA stability, contains +TApAT, which
is the only strongly stacked modification that we observed
(Figure 2). Therefore, even though we conclude against
stacking as a major factor of LNA:DNA stability, our results
are not at odds with the conclusion of Nielsen et al.44 for
+TApAT.

Probe Design, Synthesis, and Evaluation. The
calculation of the LNA:DNA parameters is time-consuming
and requires considerable computational resources. However,
once they become available, it is straightforward to calculate
melting temperature predictions for a large set of sequences.
For prediction, the computational efficiency of the PB
regression scheme is comparable to the NN model.84,85 First,
candidate probes were selected from genomic analysis for
BRAF, EGFR, and KRAS oncogenes. Then, with the new
LNA:DNA parameters at hand, we calculated the melting
temperatures of LNA modifications at all positions of BRAF,
EGFR, and KRAS capture and linker probes. The resulting
temperatures, which are valid for high sodium concentrations,
were recalculated by applying a salt correction factor from
Owczarzy et al.,70 which was shown to be adequate for LNA.50

An excerpt of the predicted melting temperatures for up to
three candidate LNA modifications per probe is shown in
Supporting Information Tables S5−S11.
One probe was selected from the list of the candidate probes

for each capture and linker pair, using additional criteria of the
lowest possible number of LNA incorporations per sequence
to achieve the highest overall Tm and the highest
discrimination Tm full match vs Tm mismatch for the probes
binding to the position of mutation in the corresponding
oncogene. The selected probes were synthesized, and their

Figure 2. Average stacking potentials for the LNA-modified and
canonical nearest neighbors. Results are separated into panels grouped
by NN patterns: (a) for ATpTA (boxes), ATpAT (circles), and
TApAT (bullets); (b) for CGpCG (bullets), CGpCG (boxes), and
GCpCG (circles); (c) for ATpCG (boxes) and GCpAT (circles); (d)
for ATpGC (boxes) and CGpAT (circles). Error bars were estimated
in the EE-DL minimization round. For comparison, we show the
published stacking potentials for canonical DNA51 as gray dashed
lines. The shaded region shows the range of all possible stacking
parameters for canonical DNA,51 with the minimum being the
stacking parameter for ATpTA and maximum for GCpCG (the same
on all panels). LNA monomers are separated by color and follow the
same color scheme as Figure 1.

Table 2. Measured Texp, Control Tctrl, and Predicted Temperatures Tpred for the Selected Sequences from the Probe
Predictiona

ID synthesized probe with LNA modifications Tctrl Texp Tpred

BRAFcap-M1225 ATCGAGAT+TTCT+CTGTAG+CTA 59.57 64.50 64.92
BRAFlin-M416 CAA+CTGTT+CAAA+CTGAT 50.75 62.20 60.75
KRAS12cap-M1344 GCACTCTTGCCTACCCA+ATC 64.07 64.70 65.42
KRAS13cap-M1304 GCACTCTTGCCTA+CGCA+TTC 64.15 68.90 68.83
KRASlin-M616 TGAAGT+CA+CA+TTATATA 48.15 55.00 58.17
EGFRcap-M943 GAG+AAAAAGTTTCTCA+TGTA+CAGT 57.40 61.2 61.76
EGFRlin-M478 TTG+TTGGAT+CATA+TTCGT 54.45 61.50 61.52

⟨Texp − Tpred⟩ = 0.91 °C

aControl Tctrl refers to the unmodified DNA/DNA probes. The probe identification (ID) refers to the candidate probe list in Supporting
Information Tables S5−S11. The average deviation ⟨Texp − Tpred⟩ was calculated between the available predicted and measured temperatures.
Probe sequences are shown in the 5′ → 3′ direction.
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melting temperatures were measured as described in the
Materials and Methods section. Table 2 shows the predicted
and measured melting temperatures for each probe, and their
average deviation was found to be of the order of 1 °C. While
this represents an overall satisfactory prediction, it is
worthwhile to have a closer look at the probes that fell short
of their prediction target. For this purpose, we calculated the
opening profiles of these sequences using eq 3, which provides
an intuitive way to visualize localized instabilities in the
sequence. For instance, KRASlin-M616 was predicted to melt
at 3 °C higher than measured. Figure 3 shows how this probe

stabilizes (lower openings) in comparison to its control
sequence (larger openings). However, the added LNA
modifications provided only moderate additional stabilization
for its 3′ AT-tail. One possibility for the lower measured
melting temperature is that the high salt parameters over-
estimate the stability of AT base pairs at 3′ sequence ends. In
previous studies,75 we observed that AT base pairs at the
sequence end tended to have much lower Morse potentials for
low salt concentrations; it is therefore possible that the lower-
than-predicted temperature has a similar effect. For BRAFlin-
M416, the measured temperature was 1 °C higher than the
predicted value. While this is within the measurement
uncertainty, Figure 4 shows that the distribution of +C along

the sequence has a very large stabilizing effect. KRAS12cap-
M1344 was selected among the lowest-stabilizing LNA
modifications, and indeed its measured melting temperature
is only marginally larger than that of the control sequence.
Figure 5 shows a small stabilization end toward the 3′ end,

which is already capped by a CG base pair, and comparing the
+AT openings, one notices its similarity to an unmodified CG.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have successfully applied a mesoscopic model to
parameterize a large set of published melting temperatures
for LNA-modified sequences measured at a high salt
concentration. We have found a substantial increase in
Morse potentials, indicating stronger hydrogen bonding for
LNA:DNA base pairs. This confirms previous results at low
salt concentrations56 and establishes hydrogen bonding as the
main source of LNA:DNA stabilization. The large number of
sequences allowed us to fully parameterize all 32 possible
LNA:DNA/DNA nearest-neighbor stacking interaction. Only
one case of increased stacking for +TApAT was found, while
the remaining ones are similar to unmodified DNA with a few
cases of reduced stacking interactions. The new parameters
were used to predict probes hybridization, targeting the
oncogene variants BRAF, KRAS, and EGFR in a medium salt
buffer, as a proof of concept. For each probe, we tested all
combinations of up to three LNA modifications and selected
six candidate probes for synthesis and melting temperature
measurements. We have found a good agreement in the
predictions, after applying established salt correction factors.70

The few discrepancies between prediction and measured
temperatures were analyzed using opening profiles at a base-
pair level.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
*sı Supporting Information
The Supporting Information is available free of charge at
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.jcim.1c00470.

Number of modified and nonmodified NN (Table S1);
sequences used in the minimization and their respective
measured and predicted temperatures (Table S2);
measured and predicted melting temperatures for the
validation set of sequences containing LNA tandem
modifications (Table S3); summary of the oncogenes
used for the probe design and their respective human
assemblies (Table S4); melting temperature predictions
for BRAF, EGFR, and KRAS variants (Tables S5−S11);
MALDI-MS and purities of the measured probes
(Tables S12); HPLC and MALDI-MS of the measured
probes (Figures S1−S14); representative Tm curve of the
measured probes (Figures S15−S20); average opening
profiles for the LNA-modified probes measured in this
study (Figures S21−S24); and some examples of

Figure 3. Average opening profile for the LNA-modified KRASlin-
M616 probe (red bullets) and its corresponding unmodified control
probe (blue squares). The location of the LNAs is indicated by the
gray shaded area. Calculation was carried out at 220 K, eq 3, which
has no relation to the melting temperature.

Figure 4. Average opening profile for the LNA-modified BRAFlin-
M416 probe (red bullets) and its corresponding unmodified control
probe (blue squares). Figure elements are the same as for Figure 3.

Figure 5. Average opening profile for the LNA-modified KRAS12cap-
M1344 (red bullets) and its corresponding unmodified control probe
(blue squares). Figure elements are the same as for Figure 3.
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calculated entropy for LNA-modified sequences (Figure
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4 Integrative Discussion

Mesoscopic models have been applied by our group and others in the prediction of nucleic
acid properties. This type of model can be applied in the study of thermodynamic stability
and can also be used to extract information on molecular interactions from experimental data.
The great advantage of such models is their computational efficiency, once the appropriate
parameters are determined, several quantities of interest can be calculated in a few seconds
on personal computers. However, as the model relies on published data, the great scientific
challenge lies in parameterizing the model for different experimental conditions which requires
the gathering of several sequences and their melting temperatures.

Currently, the model is parameterized for several types of nucleic acids. For instance, ca-
nonical DNA at different salt conditions,176 DNA considering terminal effects,47 DNA mis-
matches,178 DNA with attached fluorophores,179 RNA at high salt concentration,180 DNA/RNA
hybrids,181 among others.121,122,182,183 If we aim to predict thermodynamic properties for sets
that contain non-parameterized nucleic acid types, a new parameter extraction is required, and
oftentimes this also means an adaptation in the model.

The model does not have a unique potential to model salt or end fraying, which are studied
indirectly by using data sets measured at different salt conditions or by introducing different
potentials at the terminals. The adjustment of the model to perform on such conditions allows
us to study problems such as the effects of sodium on duplex stability and end fraying. These are
important problems in nucleic acid biophysics as they play an important part in the hybridization
and denaturation of the duplexes. Furthermore, end fraying is a difficult problem, even for well-
established theoretical methods such as molecular dynamics, and it is still largely unknown how
sodium ions affect end fraying. Such assessment was performed before by us for canonical DNA,
and we know that for DNA the terminal AT base pairs have weaker hydrogen bonds at low salt
concentrations.

However, we had no idea if that would also be the case for terminal AU base pairs in RNA.
To make matters worse, for a number of technical reasons, such as RNA higher degradability and
susceptivity to form secondary structures, there are far less melting temperature data publicly
available for RNA than for DNA, and until now, this type of analysis was essentially out of our
reach due to a lack of data.

This changed when recently we had access to a rich data set of RNA melting temperatures
under varying salt concentrations obtained through a different collaboration.184 However, this
data set contained melting temperatures scattered into a non-uniform range of strand concentra-
tions, which constitutes a challenge for mesoscopic models. This is because the models perform
a single molecule calculation and the melting temperature is correlated with the experimental
data at a single strand concentration.

From this point of view, in our paper enclosed in Chapter 2, we adapted the model to
handle multiple strand concentrations. In the regression correlation, instead of grouping by the
sequence length, we grouped the strand concentration into factorized logarithmic groups. This
was not a trivial problem as we had to evaluate a wide range of factors to ensure the feasibility
of the technique, increasing appreciably the number of minimizations and data we had to deal
with. Surprisingly, the model parameters had very little dependence on the grouping factors.

Having solved the problem of multiple strand concentrations, we found ourselves in a position
to address RNA in the same way as we did for DNA. That is, consider both, salt and end fraying
effects. It turns out that, unlike DNA, terminal AU does not seem to weaken their hydrogen
bonds for low salt concentrations, which is yet another difference between DNA and RNA with
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important consequences for thermodynamic stability. We also have found that the derived
parameters are largely independent of the coarseness factor and have small variability and high
robustness when dealing with oligomer concentration. Furthermore, this model modification
allows us to treat data sets that were not previously available due to the strand concentration
limitation, increasing the scope of problems that could be approached by the method.

Besides model adaptations to handle different experimental conditions, we frequently see
ourselves challenged to deal with nucleic acid modifications, demanding a completely independ-
ent parameterization. As it happened, when our group had to model a small set of probes
containing LNA modified base-pairs for a different collaboration. LNA is short for locked nuc-
leic acid, an RNA modification that attracted considerable attention due to its ability to improve
oligonucleotide stability, still keeping the major features desired in nucleic acid modifications.
The problem is, they had access to a small set of sequences to train the model that also com-
prised other types of modifications, therefore; a full characterization was not feasible due to a
lack of data. To worsen things, they have found stronger hydrogen bonding for LNA base-pairs,
a major contradiction with the current understanding that stacking should be the dominant
LNA stabilizer. Clearly, a careful validation based on a larger set of data and free of additional
modifications was needed to confirm or refute their findings.

For this reason, we extended this collaboration, and the principal investigator of the project,
Prof. Kira Astakhova, became the co-advisor of this thesis. Her projects often take advantage
of the LNA stabilizing effect on oncogenic and diagnostic oligonucleotide probes. However, not
every probe design of LNA gives good results, and some even fail terribly. To date, even careful
NMR and X-ray diffraction experiments have given conflicting results about the origin of LNA’s
outstanding stability, and without answering these fundamental questions, LNA probe design
remains mostly an expensive trial-and-error business. In this way, a better understanding of
LNA intramolecular properties could shed some light on what should be addressed in the design
of LNA probes and save experimental efforts.

Favorably, due to LNA’s popularity, a large volume of published experimental data could be
used in a more thorough study. We collected over 300 experimental LNA melting temperatures,
which was not trivial as these data came from various sources and had to be carefully curated
before proper parameterization. In addition, the presence of LNA in a DNA oligonucleotide
increases the number of possible combinations dramatically, increasing the number of parameters
demanding substantial computational resources. Nonetheless, we were able to derive a set of
parameters for all possible single LNA modifications, which were used to test all possible LNA
insertions and predict the melting temperature of ultrasensitive probes for oncogene detection
of BRAF, KRAS and EGFR variants.

This was followed by a curated selection of each variant in the pool of predictions, based on
their stability and number of inserted modifications, which is directly related to their melting
temperature. These probes were synthesized and had their melting temperature measured by
Astakhova’s group. The agreement between the predictions and the experimentally measured
probes was outstanding of 1 ◦ C. Furthermore, our parameterization provides a tailored selection
of candidate probes for synthesis; possibly minimizing the final experimental costs. Also, our
results completely confirm that increased hydrogen bonding is the major source of LNA stability
and stacking interactions have a very small influence. Basically, LNA-modified AT becomes as
strong as a normal CG, while a modified CG hydrogen bond increases notably. This work is
discussed in detail in our manuscript enclosed in Chapter 3. The project was partially developed
during my exchange period at the Danmarks Tekniske Universitet — DTU in the Astakhova
group and also helped guide other projects.

The complete parameterization of different types of nucleic acids by mesoscopic models and
their adaptation to treat any strand concentration allows an application in bioinformatics that
would not be possible by using traditional methods of atomistic simulation or other types of
intense computational treatments. Modeling of LNAs is of technological interest, for example,
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isothermal amplification is a diagnostic tool that uses LNA to increase the thermal stability
and thereby improve the results of the technique.185 The parameters could also be used to
computationally estimate the binding efficiency of millions of candidate probes that could bring
great savings in the development of diagnostic systems.90 It also opens up the possibility of
performing screening for drugs based on oligonucleotides186 and even opens product development
perspectives as in the case of the Komiya et al. 187 patent. Also, from a scientific point of view,
as we treat new types of nucleic acids with the method we end up consolidating the technique
and expanding the scope of where mesoscopic models can be applied.
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5 Conclusion

The applicability of mesoscopic models such as the one employed by us has been seizing
attention in the design of technological approaches based on nucleic acids. As the model can
give useful insights about hydrogen bonds and stacking interactions, the main sources of the
cohesion of nucleic acids by using thermodynamic experimental data as an input.

However, there are some constraints, as the model relies on experimental data we need to
characterize it for each experimental situation. In this way as further as we address different
data sets and deal with different obstacles, further we can transfer the basic science knowledge
embodied by the model to scientific applications.

Here, we developed an adaptation in the model to deal with multiple strand concentrations
which in summary brings to the scope of the model data sets that were not previously available
due to data restrictions in mesoscopic models as they are mainly single molecule calculations.
This adjustment enabled us to model an RNA data set at different salt concentrations that were
out of our reach as the measurements were made at different strand concentrations. It also
demonstrates the very small dependence of the model parameters on the strand concentration
increasing the scope of data accessible to the model.

Having this at hand, enabled us to model not only saline effects in RNA but also terminal
effects, two characterizations that lacked into the model. It turns out that, unlike DNA, an AU
base pair at the terminal is not as sensitive to salt concentrations as a terminal AT and the
behaviour of the parameters within salt concentration is largely uniform.

Furthermore, we applied the model in a modified nucleic acid, LNA, a modification that
is able to increase the stability and improve the binding of oligonucleotide probes. LNA’s
outstanding stability has been often attributed to an improvement in stacking interactions or
still to a strengthening of hydrogen bonds and has been achieving conflicting results even in well-
established techniques such as NMR and X-ray diffraction experiments. The use of mesoscopic
models could shed light on the intramolecular interactions, for instance, hydrogen bonding and
stacking interactions, which could give better insights into the source of LNA increased stability.

As a matter of fact, we were able to successfully derive a complete parameterization of single
LNAs, which was used to predict tailored sites to LNA insertion in oncogenic probes. In agree-
ment with our previous assumptions, the LNA stability source is mainly from an improvement
in hydrogen bonds and the dependence with stacking is barely significant.

Not to mention these two characterizations bring a widening to the model scope and open
opportunities to further collaborations and experimental applications, consolidating the model
applicability.
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Table S1: Number of occurrences of base pairs and NN pairs contained in the dataset of Ref. [1] for [Na+] 71mM.

internal occurrences terminal occurrences terminal occurrences
AU 292 AU∗ 122
CG 520 CG∗ 248
AUpAU 18 AU∗pAU 18
AUpCG 60 AU∗pCG 54
AUpGC 106 AUpGC∗ 18 AU∗pGC 50
AUpUA 45
CGpAU 54 CG∗pAU 40
CGpCG 60 CG∗pCG 36
CGpGC 101 CGpGC∗ 48
GCpAU 18 GC∗pAU 36
GCpCG 111 GCpCG∗ 70
UApAU 54

Table S2: Number of occurrences of base pairs and NN pairs contained in the dataset of Ref. [1] for [Na+] 121mM.

internal occurrences terminal occurrences terminal occurrences
AU 288 AU∗ 106
CG 486 CG∗ 246
AUpAU 18 AU∗pAU 16
AUpCG 56 AU∗pCG 54
AUpGC 106 AUpGC∗ 18 AU∗pGC 36
AUpUA 45
CGpAU 54 CG∗pAU 40
CGpCG 62 CG∗pCG 36
CGpGC 90 CGpGC∗ 48
GCpAU 18 GC∗pAU 36
GCpCG 96 GCpCG∗ 68
UApAU 53

SI-2



Table S3: Number of occurrences of base pairs and NN pairs contained in the dataset of Ref. [1] for [Na+] 221mM.

internal occurrences terminal occurrences terminal occurrences
AU 296 AU∗ 110
CG 476 CG∗ 240
AUpAU 18 AU∗pAU 18
AUpCG 56 AU∗pCG 56
AUpGC 108 AUpGC∗ 24 AU∗pGC 36
AUpUA 45
CGpAU 60 CG∗pAU 38
CGpCG 62 CG∗pCG 36
CGpGC 83 CGpGC∗ 44
GCpAU 18 GC∗pAU 36
GCpCG 93 GCpCG∗ 62
UApAU 54

Table S4: Number of occurrences of base pairs and NN pairs contained in the dataset of Ref. [1] for [Na+] 621mM.

internal occurrences terminal occurrences terminal occurrences
AU 302 AU∗ 110
CG 492 CG∗ 252
AUpAU 18 AU∗pAU 16
AUpCG 56 AU∗pCG 58
AUpGC 108 AUpGC∗ 30 AU∗pGC 36
AUpUA 45
CGpAU 66 CG∗pAU 42
CGpCG 64 CG∗pCG 38
CGpGC 86 CGpGC∗ 46
GCpAU 18 GC∗pAU 34
GCpCG 98 GCpCG∗ 62
UApAU 54

SI-3



Table S5: Number of occurrences of base pairs and NN pairs contained in the dataset of Ref. [2, 3] for [Na+] 1021mM.

internal occurrences terminal occurrences terminal occurrences
AU 244 AU∗ 87
CG 287 CG∗ 135
AUpAU 37 AUpAU∗ 10 AU∗pAU 8
AUpCG 41 AUpCG∗ 17 AU∗pCG 9
AUpGC 55 AUpGC∗ 14 AU∗pGC 14
AUpUA 30 AUpUA∗ 10
CGpAU 57 CGpAU∗ 13 CG∗pAU 15
CGpCG 33 CGpCG∗ 10 CG∗pCG 10
CGpGC 42 CGpGC∗ 21
GCpAU 49 GCpAU∗ 17 GC∗pAU 18
GCpCG 49 GCpCG∗ 30
UApAU 27 UApAU∗ 6

SI-4



Table S6: Number of groups n f , total number of grouped elements N f , and total number of ungrouped elements U f

for [Na+] 121mM

f 5 4 3 2 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.1 1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4
n f 22 20 15 10 8 7 7 7 6 5 5 5 5 4 3 3
N f 170 176 174 174 176 174 175 176 176 174 176 176 176 176 176 176
U f 6 0 2 2 0 2 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table S7: Number of groups n f , total number of grouped elements N f , and total number of ungrouped elements U f

for [Na+] 221mM.

f 5.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4
n f 21 18 14 10 8 7 7 7 6 5 5 4 5 4 3 3
N f 170 173 172 175 175 175 174 175 175 173 175 174 175 175 175 175
U f 5 2 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0

Table S8: Number of groups n f , total number of grouped elements N f , and total number of ungrouped elements U f

for [Na+] 621mM.

f 5.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4
n f 24 20 16 11 8 8 7 7 6 5 5 5 5 4 3 3
N f 179 181 181 181 180 181 180 181 181 181 180 181 181 181 181 181
U f 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

SI-5
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Table S13: Validation sequences from references 4–10. Shown are the experimental temperatures Ti and correspond-
ing predictions T ′i for T/I and UN optimizations. All temperatures are in ◦C. Also shown are total squared difference
χ2 and the average difference of predicted and measured temperatures 〈∆T 〉, Eqs. (9) and (10) in the main text.

exp. T/I UN
Sequence Ct (µM) [Na+] (mM) Ti T ′i T ′i
1 AGGAGGAGGAGGAGGAGGAGGAGG [4] 50 51 77.6 79.7669 79.821
2 AAGAAGAAGAAGAAGAAGAAGAAG [4] 50 51 53.5 55.9059 55.6176
3 AGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAG [4] 50 51 69.5 66.2503 67.2657
4 AAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGG [4] 50 51 70.9 69.5769 68.7957
5 AAGUGAUC [5] 8 121 32.9 32.2563 32.3436
6 CGCUGUAA [5] 8 121 36.3 37.1733 36.8021
7 CACGGCUC [5] 8 121 45.5 44.8347 43.9326
8 GCCAGUUAA [5] 8 121 40.2 40.8365 40.2593
9 CGCUGUUAC [5] 8 121 37.9 40.7518 41.7481
10 ACCUGCAGGU [6] 50 121 63.7 63.4022 62.4274
11 UUGUGCACAA [6] 50 121 52.7 50.3499 51.0857
12 UUCUGCAGAA [6] 50 121 50.6 51.3189 51.5516
13 CAUUGCAAUG [6] 50 121 43.4 44.6428 43.6885
14 GAAGAGAAGC [7] 100 121 48.85 53.0902 51.6894
15 CAAUGCAUUG [6] 50 121 43.9 44.6428 43.6885
16 ACGUGCACGU [6] 50 121 61 59.7286 59.5454
17 CGUUGCAACG [6] 50 121 55.8 55.8179 54.6327
18 GGUUGCAACC [6] 50 121 58 59.3881 59.5375
19 ACUUGCAAGU [6] 50 121 49 49.368 50.2168
20 UGUUGCAACA [6] 50 121 51.7 50.286 51.0857
21 GCUUGCAAGC [6] 50 121 57.4 60.1403 58.9575
22 GUCUGCAGAC [6] 50 121 59 57.1146 59.7828
23 CUGGUCGCAUC [8] 100 121 66.8 67.1182 64.7904
24 ACGCCACGUGA [8] 100 121 69 67.6822 68.4456
25 ACGCGACGUGA [8] 100 121 67.6 66.0614 66.9848
26 ACGCUAGGUGA [8] 100 121 64.5 65.1202 64.7812
27 ACGCUAAGUGA [8] 100 121 56.4 57.3426 57.709
28 ACGCUACGUGA [8] 100 121 62.5 62.9918 63.0451
29 ACGCAACGUGA [8] 100 121 61.2 60.0745 61.5503
30 ACGCUAUGUGA [8] 100 121 56.7 56.8261 57.2203
31 AUUGGAUACAAA [5] 8 121 43.7 40.6474 41.4142
32 UUCUUUCUUUUC [9] 100 121 46.5 43.7427 43.8339
33 UCCGCGCA [10] 100 1000 71.2 72.4918 74.1847
34 CUCGCACA [10] 100 1000 62.8 63.2097 63.7433
35 ACCUUUGG [5] 100 1000 56.3 55.7896 57.5649
36 GUCGCAGC [10] 100 1000 66.1 69.7672 71.7399
37 CGACGCAG [10] 100 1000 64.8 66.3058 66.7014
38 GAGCCGAC [10] 100 1000 68.5 70.9651 72.3809
39 UGCAAGGA [10] 100 1000 58.5 59.6788 61.6528
40 AGGCCGGA [10] 100 1000 72.9 75.3854 77.5035
41 UCACCUGA [10] 100 1000 56.9 59.1385 61.7791
42 ACCUUUGC [10] 100 1000 54.4 56.2168 58.3864
43 UUCCAACCUU [10] 100 1000 64.4 62.4806 63.0923
44 AAGGCCGGAA [10] 100 1000 78.6 73.7921 74.5616
45 AUUGGAUACAAA [5] 100 1000 55.4 53.8979 57.0607
〈∆T 〉 1.73 ◦C 1.88 ◦C
χ2 270.10 ◦C2 324.79 ◦C2
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Figure S2: Regression parameters for f = 0.6 as function of the index L f .
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Figure S4: Regression parameters for f = 0.8 as function of the index L f .
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Figure S6: Regression parameters for f = 1.1 as function of the index L f .
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Figure S7: Regression parameters for f = 1.2 as function of the index L f .
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Figure S8: Regression parameters for f = 1.3 as function of the index L f .
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Figure S9: Regression parameters for f = 1.4 as function of the index L f .
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Figure S10: Regression parameters for f = 1.5 as function of the index L f .
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Figure S11: Regression parameters for f = 2 as function of the index L f .
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Figure S12: Regression parameters for f = 3 as function of the index L f .
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Figure S13: Regression parameters for f = 4 as function of the index L f .
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Figure S14: Regression parameters for f = 5 as function of the index L f .
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Figure S15: Average Morse potentials for f = 0.5 as function of salt concentration. For comparison, we show the
analogous DNA parameters as grey boxes (internal) and black circles (terminal)[11]
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Figure S16: Average Morse potentials for f = 0.6 as function of salt concentration. For comparison, we show the
analogous DNA parameters as grey boxes (internal) and black circles (terminal)[11]
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Figure S17: Average Morse potentials for f = 0.7 as function of salt concentration. For comparison, we show the
analogous DNA parameters as grey boxes (internal) and black circles (terminal)[11]
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Figure S18: Average Morse potentials for f = 0.8 as function of salt concentration. For comparison, we show the
analogous DNA parameters as grey boxes (internal) and black circles (terminal)[11]
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Figure S19: Average Morse potentials for f = 0.9 as function of salt concentration. For comparison, we show the
analogous DNA parameters as grey boxes (internal) and black circles (terminal)[11]
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Figure S20: Average Morse potentials for f = 0.9 as function of salt concentration. For comparison, we show the
analogous DNA parameters as grey boxes (internal) and black circles (terminal)[11]
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Figure S21: Average Morse potentials for f = 1.2 as function of salt concentration. For comparison, we show the
analogous DNA parameters as grey boxes (internal) and black circles (terminal)[11]
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Figure S22: Average Morse potentials for f = 1.3 as function of salt concentration. For comparison, we show the
analogous DNA parameters as grey boxes (internal) and black circles (terminal)[11]
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Figure S23: Average Morse potentials for f = 1.4 as function of salt concentration. For comparison, we show the
analogous DNA parameters as grey boxes (internal) and black circles (terminal)[11]
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Figure S24: Average Morse potentials for f = 1.5 as function of salt concentration. For comparison, we show the
analogous DNA parameters as grey boxes (internal) and black circles (terminal)[11]
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Figure S25: Average Morse potentials for f = 2 as function of salt concentration. For comparison, we show the
analogous DNA parameters as grey boxes (internal) and black circles (terminal)[11]
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Figure S26: Average Morse potentials for f = 3 as function of salt concentration. For comparison, we show the
analogous DNA parameters as grey boxes (internal) and black circles (terminal)[11]
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Figure S27: Average Morse potentials for f = 4 as function of salt concentration. For comparison, we show the
analogous DNA parameters as grey boxes (internal) and black circles (terminal)[11]
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Figure S28: Average Morse potentials for f = 5 as function of salt concentration. For comparison, we show the
analogous DNA parameters as grey boxes (internal) and black circles (terminal)[11]
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Figure S29: Average stacking potentials as function of sodium concentration for f = 0.5. Panels (a,c) show the
symmetric NN and panels (b,d) the asymmetric NN. Error bars were estimated in the EU-LS minimization round.
Solid lines are for internal NNs and dashed lines for NNs with terminal base pairs.
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Figure S30: Average stacking potentials as function of sodium concentration for f = 0.6. Panels (a,c) show the
symmetric NN and panels (b,d) the asymmetric NN. Error bars were estimated in the EU-LS minimization round.
Solid lines are for internal NNs and dashed lines for NNs with terminal base pairs.
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Figure S31: Average stacking potentials as function of sodium concentration for f = 0.7. Panels (a,c) show the
symmetric NN and panels (b,d) the asymmetric NN. Error bars were estimated in the EU-LS minimization round.
Solid lines are for internal NNs and dashed lines for NNs with terminal base pairs.
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Figure S32: Average stacking potentials as function of sodium concentration for f = 0.8. Panels (a,c) show the
symmetric NN and panels (b,d) the asymmetric NN. Error bars were estimated in the EU-LS minimization round.
Solid lines are for internal NNs and dashed lines for NNs with terminal base pairs.
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Figure S33: Average stacking potentials as function of sodium concentration for f = 0.9. Panels (a,c) show the
symmetric NN and panels (b,d) the asymmetric NN. Error bars were estimated in the EU-LS minimization round.
Solid lines are for internal NNs and dashed lines for NNs with terminal base pairs.
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Figure S34: Average stacking potentials as function of sodium concentration for f = 1.1. Panels (a,c) show the
symmetric NN and panels (b,d) the asymmetric NN. Error bars were estimated in the EU-LS minimization round.
Solid lines are for internal NNs and dashed lines for NNs with terminal base pairs.
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Figure S35: Average stacking potentials as function of sodium concentration for f = 1.2. Panels (a,c) show the
symmetric NN and panels (b,d) the asymmetric NN. Error bars were estimated in the EU-LS minimization round.
Solid lines are for internal NNs and dashed lines for NNs with terminal base pairs.
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Figure S36: Average stacking potentials as function of sodium concentration for f = 1.3. Panels (a,c) show the
symmetric NN and panels (b,d) the asymmetric NN. Error bars were estimated in the EU-LS minimization round.
Solid lines are for internal NNs and dashed lines for NNs with terminal base pairs.
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Figure S37: Average stacking potentials as function of sodium concentration for f = 1.4. Panels (a,c) show the
symmetric NN and panels (b,d) the asymmetric NN. Error bars were estimated in the EU-LS minimization round.
Solid lines are for internal NNs and dashed lines for NNs with terminal base pairs.
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Figure S38: Average stacking potentials as function of sodium concentration for f = 1.5. Panels (a,c) show the
symmetric NN and panels (b,d) the asymmetric NN. Error bars were estimated in the EU-LS minimization round.
Solid lines are for internal NNs and dashed lines for NNs with terminal base pairs.
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Figure S39: Average stacking potentials as function of sodium concentration for f = 2. Panels (a,c) show the
symmetric NN and panels (b,d) the asymmetric NN. Error bars were estimated in the EU-LS minimization round.
Solid lines are for internal NNs and dashed lines for NNs with terminal base pairs.
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Figure S40: Average stacking potentials as function of sodium concentration for f = 3. Panels (a,c) show the
symmetric NN and panels (b,d) the asymmetric NN. Error bars were estimated in the EU-LS minimization round.
Solid lines are for internal NNs and dashed lines for NNs with terminal base pairs.
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Figure S41: Average stacking potentials as function of sodium concentration for f = 4. Panels (a,c) show the
symmetric NN and panels (b,d) the asymmetric NN. Error bars were estimated in the EU-LS minimization round.
Solid lines are for internal NNs and dashed lines for NNs with terminal base pairs.
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Figure S42: Average stacking potentials as function of sodium concentration for f = 5. Panels (a,c) show the
symmetric NN and panels (b,d) the asymmetric NN. Error bars were estimated in the EU-LS minimization round.
Solid lines are for internal NNs and dashed lines for NNs with terminal base pairs.
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Figure S43: Average T/I opening profiles for (a) poly-A/poly-T and (b) poly-C/poly-G homogeneous dsRNA se-
quences at [Na+] concentrations of 71 mM (squares), 121 mM (diamonds), 221 mM (triangle up), 621 mM (triangle
down) and 1021 mM (bullets). Calculations were carried out at (a) 180 K and (b) 330 K. These temperatures have no
relation to the melting temperature.
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Table S1: Number of occurrences of base pairs and NN pairs contained in the final minimized dataset of Refs. [1–3].
LNA modifications are preceded by a plus sign and marked in bold.

canonical occurrences modified occurrences modified occurrences modified occurrences modified occurrences
ATpAT 253 A+TpAT 28 ATpA+T 26 ATp+AT 18 TApT+A 14
ATpTA 155 A+TpTA 27 ATpT+A 27
TApAT 164 TAp+AT 20 +TApAT 21
ATpCG 386 A+TpCG 18 ATpC+G 27 ATp+CG 18 GCpT+A 18
ATpGC 345 A+TpGC 24 ATpG+C 30 ATp+GC 12 CGpT+A 19
CGpAT 348 CGpA+T 31 CGp+AT 18 C+GpAT 25 TApG+C 17
GCpAT 360 GCpA+T 19 GCp+AT 22 G+CpAT 30 +GCpAT 18
CGpCG 287 CGpC+G 16 CGp+CG 19 C+GpCG 26 GCpG+C 20
CGpGC 191 CGpG+C 21 CGp+GC 20
GCpCG 195 GCpC+G 22 GCp+CG 21
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Table S2: Sequences used for the minimization procedure. Shown are the experimental temperatures Ti and corre-
sponding predictions T ′i . All temperatures are in ◦C. Also shown are total squared difference χ2 and the average
difference of predicted and measured temperatures 〈∆T 〉, Eqs. (6) and (8) in the main text. LNA modifications are
preceded by a plus sign and marked in bold.

5’→ 3’/3’→ 5’ Ti (◦C) T ′i (◦C)
1 CACGGCTC GTGCCGAG [1] 40.0 40.3
2 GGTGCCAA CCACGGTT [1] 36.1 35.8
3 TGCACGCTA ACGTGCGAT [1] 45.4 42.8
4 ACGTCTTCG TGCAGAAGC [1] 39.7 39.7
5 GCAGGTCTGC CGTCCAGACG [1] 52.0 50.7
6 GTCGAACAGC CAGCTTGTCG [1] 49.5 46.2
7 CTAAATAGCG GATTTATCGC [1] 38.7 37.6
8 GGACCTCGAC CCTG+GAGCTG [3] 57.7 56.1
9 GGACCTCGAC CCTGG+AGCTG [3] 57.2 56.9
10 GGACCTCGAC CCTGGAGCTG [3] 50.9 51.7
11 GGACCTCGAC CCT+GGAGCTG [3] 55.2 56.6
12 TTCATAGCCGT AA+GTATCGGCA [3] 51.0 52.1
13 TTCATAGCCGT AAGT+ATCGGCA [3] 51.8 51.2
14 TTCATAGCCGT AAGTAT+CGGCA [3] 57.4 55.1
15 TTCATAGCCGT AAGTATCGGCA [3] 50.1 49.0
16 TTCATAGCCGT AAGTA+TCGGCA [3] 58.6 54.8
17 TTCATAGCCGT AAG+TATCGGCA [3] 53.1 54.2
18 TTCATAGCCGT AAGTATC+GGCA [3] 54.0 52.3
19 TTGGGAGTAGC AACCCTCATCG [1] 48.3 50.9
20 ACTGGCATCTG TGACCGTAGAC [1] 51.2 50.2
21 CTATTGGCGAC GATAACCGCTG [3] 52.4 50.2
22 CTATTGGCGAC GATAA+CCGCTG [3] 56.1 54.6
23 ACAAGCGACTC TGTTCGCTGAG [1] 52.5 50.0
24 CTACGCATTCC GATGCG+TAAGG [3] 54.2 55.3
25 CTACGCATTCC GAT+GCGTAAGG [3] 52.4 53.1
26 CTACGCATTCC GATGCGTA+AGG [3] 52.7 54.2
27 CTACGCATTCC GATGCGTAAGG [3] 50.1 50.2
28 CTACGCATTCC GATGC+GTAAGG [3] 52.1 53.5
29 GTAGCAGGAGT CATCGTCCTCA [1] 49.1 49.8
30 CGCTGTTACGC GCGACAATGCG [1] 53.4 53.7
31 CCATTGCTACC GGTAACGATGG [1] 48.9 49.5
32 GTAGCGATGTA CATCGCTACAT [1] 48.9 47.6
33 ATTTGACTCAG TAAACTGAGTC [1] 43.5 40.8
34 GTGGATCTTTA CACCTAGAAAT [1] 43.7 42.4
35 GTATCAAGTCT CATAGT+TCAGA [3] 47.2 46.5
36 GTATCAAGTCT CATAGTTCAGA [3] 43.9 41.2
37 GTATCAAGTCT CATAGTT+CAGA [3] 49.9 49.4
38 GTATCAAGTCT CATAG+TTCAGA [3] 48.2 45.3
39 CTGAAGTCCGC GACTTC+AGGCG [3] 59.7 58.3
40 CTGAAGTCCGC GACTTCA+GGCG [3] 59.7 58.3
Continued on next page
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Table S2 – Continued from previous page
5’→ 3’/3’→ 5’ Ti (◦C) T ′i (◦C)
41 CTGAAGTCCGC GACTTCAG+GCG [3] 57.2 57.5
42 CTGAAGTCCGC GACTTCAGGCG [3] 54.9 53.5
43 CTGAAGTCCGC GACTT+CAGGCG [3] 61.4 59.6
44 CGGTTGTGGCG GCCAACACCGC [1] 57.8 57.5
45 TGCGGATAAGT ACGCCT+ATTCA [3] 51.6 51.2
46 TGCGGATAAGT ACGCCTATTCA [3] 50.7 49.0
47 TGCGGATAAGT ACGCCTAT+TCA [3] 52.5 53.8
48 ATCTATCCGGC TAGATAGGCCG [1] 50.9 52.9
49 CGAACGTCTAT GCTTGCAGATA [1] 46.2 47.2
50 CCTGCGATGAC GGACGCTA+CTG [3] 60.0 59.5
51 CCTGCGATGAC GGACGCT+ACTG [3] 56.6 56.9
52 CCTGCGATGAC GGACGC+TACTG [3] 58.8 57.7
53 CCTGCGATGAC GGAC+GCTACTG [3] 56.6 57.5
54 CCTGCGATGAC GGACGCTACTG [3] 54.9 54.3
55 CCTGCGATGAC GGACG+CTACTG [3] 59.8 58.8
56 CTAACGGATGC GA+TTGCCTACG [3] 53.6 54.1
57 CTAACGGATGC GATTGCCTACG [3] 50.2 50.2
58 CTAACGGATGC GATTG+CCTACG [3] 55.6 54.0
59 CTAACGGATGC GATTGC+CTACG [3] 55.2 53.1
60 CTAACGGATGC GATTGCC+TACG [3] 53.9 53.8
61 CTAACGGATGC GAT+TGCCTACG [3] 53.7 54.0
62 CTAACGGATGC GATT+GCCTACG [3] 54.0 53.1
63 TTGCTCGATGT AACGAGCTACA [1] 50.3 48.5
64 GGAACAAGATGC CCTTG+TTCTACG [3] 56.7 55.1
65 GGAACAAGATGC CCTTGT+TCTACG [3] 54.9 56.1
66 GGAACAAGATGC CCTTGTT+CTACG [3] 57.4 56.6
67 GGAACAAGATGC CCTTGTTCTACG [3] 52.4 51.7
68 GGAACAAGATGC CCTT+GTTCTACG [3] 56.1 54.3
69 GGTCCTTGCTTGGTG CCAGGAACGAACCAC [2] 67.8 65.5
70 GGTCCTTTCTTGGTG CCAGGAAAGAACCAC [2] 65.3 62.8
71 GGTCCTTCCTTGGTG CCAGGAAGGAACCAC [2] 67.4 65.8
72 GGTCCTTACTTGGTG CCAGGAATGAACCAC [2] 63.6 62.8
73 ACGACCAGAGTTACAG TGCTGGTCTC+AATGTC [3] 68.1 67.4
74 ACGACCAGAGTTACAG TGCTGGTCTCA+ATGTC [3] 66.8 65.8
75 ACGACCAGAGTTACAG TGCTGGTCTCAATGTC [3] 65.5 64.6
76 ACGACCAGAGTTACAG TGCTGGTCTCAA+TGTC [3] 68.3 67.5
77 ACGACCAGAGTTACAG TGCTG+GTCTCAATGTC [3] 69.2 67.5
78 ACGACCAGAGTTACAG TGCT+GGTCTCAATGTC [3] 68.5 67.8
79 ACGACCAGAGTTACAG TGCTGGT+CTCAATGTC [3] 69.0 67.9
80 CACGG+CTC GTGCCGAG [1] 47.5 45.6
81 GGTG+CCAA CCACGGTT [1] 41.5 39.1
82 GGT+GCCAA CCACGGTT [1] 38.4 39.8
83 GGTGC+CAA CCACGGTT [1] 39.1 40.6
84 CA+CGGCTC GTGCCGAG [1] 46.8 47.2
Continued on next page
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Table S2 – Continued from previous page
5’→ 3’/3’→ 5’ Ti (◦C) T ′i (◦C)
85 CAC+GGCTC GTGCCGAG [1] 43.6 44.7
86 GG+TGCCAA CCACGGTT [1] 42.2 41.9
87 CACG+GCTC GTGCCGAG [1] 47.3 46.1
88 ACGTCT+TCG TGCAGAAGC [1] 42.1 42.2
89 ACGT+CTTCG TGCAGAAGC [1] 46.9 44.9
90 TGCAC+GCTA ACGTGCGAT [1] 47.5 46.1
91 TGC+ACGCTA ACGTGCGAT [1] 46.8 47.3
92 AC+GTCTTCG TGCAGAAGC [1] 40.8 43.3
93 TG+CACGCTA ACGTGCGAT [1] 47.9 47.1
94 ACGTC+TTCG TGCAGAAGC [1] 43.2 45.6
95 ACG+TCTTCG TGCAGAAGC [1] 42.9 43.4
96 CTAAA+TAGCG GATTTATCGC [1] 41.8 44.3
97 CTAA+ATAGCG GATTTATCGC [1] 40.0 42.4
98 GGACCT+CGAC CCTGGAGCTG [3] 55.7 55.7
99 CT+AAATAGCG GATTTATCGC [1] 37.7 40.1
100 GC+AGGTCTGC CGTCCAGACG [1] 55.4 54.7
101 GTCGAA+CAGC CAGCTTGTCG [1] 53.9 54.8
102 GTCGA+ACAGC CAGCTTGTCG [1] 51.5 51.6
103 TATTAAGCGACCACACATAA ATAATTCGCTGGTGTGTATT [1] 69.1 67.2
104 GTCG+AACAGC CAGCTTGTCG [1] 51.3 50.8
105 GCAG+GTCTGC CGTCCAGACG [1] 55.9 55.4
106 GGA+CCTCGAC CCTGGAGCTG [3] 57.2 56.9
107 GCA+GGTCTGC CGTCCAGACG [1] 58.3 56.8
108 GTC+GAACAGC CAGCTTGTCG [1] 48.3 50.1
109 ATTATGCTCCAATCATGTCG TAATACGAGGTTAGTACAGC [1] 68.1 68.5
110 GGAC+CTCGAC CCTGGAGCTG [3] 55.3 55.9
111 GGACC+TCGAC CCTGGAGCTG [1] 53.3 55.8
112 CTA+AATAGCG GATTTATCGC [1] 41.1 42.2
113 CTA+ACGGATGC GATTGC+CTACG [3] 61.9 59.0
114 CTA+ACGGATGC GATTG+CCTACG [3] 60.1 57.8
115 CTA+ACGGATGC GATTGCCTACG [3] 52.7 55.0
116 CCTGC+GATGAC GGACGCTACTG [3] 57.5 57.4
117 CTAAC+GGATGC GATTGCCTACG [3] 53.8 53.2
118 CTAAC+GGATGC GAT+TGCCTACG [3] 56.1 58.0
119 CTAAC+GGATGC GATTGCC+TACG [3] 60.0 57.7
120 CTACGCA+TTCC GATGCGTAAGG [3] 53.2 54.6
121 CTGA+AGTCCGC GACTTCA+GGCG [3] 65.4 62.6
122 CTGA+AGTCCGC GACTTCAGGCG [3] 60.5 58.1
123 AT+TTGACTCAG TAAACTGAGTC [1] 45.1 43.9
124 TTC+ATAGCCGT AAGTA+TCGGCA [3] 58.8 57.4
125 TTC+ATAGCCGT AAGTATCGGCA [3] 52.4 51.8
126 TTC+ATAGCCGT AAGTATC+GGCA [3] 55.2 56.3
127 TTC+ATAGCCGT AAGTAT+CGGCA [3] 58.4 55.6
128 TTGGGAG+TAGC AACCCTCATCG [1] 53.2 55.7
Continued on next page
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Table S2 – Continued from previous page
5’→ 3’/3’→ 5’ Ti (◦C) T ′i (◦C)
129 GTGGATCT+TTA CACCTAGAAAT [1] 45.1 45.5
130 CCTGCGA+TGAC GGACGCTACTG [3] 59.1 59.3
131 CGGTT+GTGGCG GCCAACACCGC [1] 60.0 60.1
132 TTGCTCGA+TGT AACGAGCTACA [1] 54.2 53.8
133 ATTT+GACTCAG TAAACTGAGTC [1] 45.2 44.4
134 CGCTGTT+ACGC GCGACAATGCG [1] 55.0 56.6
135 CTG+AAGTCCGC GACTTCAGGCG [3] 59.7 57.5
136 CTG+AAGTCCGC GACTTC+AGGCG [3] 64.3 61.7
137 CGGTTGTG+GCG GCCAACACCGC [1] 60.8 61.5
138 ATCTA+TCCGGC TAGATAGGCCG [1] 52.6 56.4
139 CTAA+CGGATGC GATTGCC+TACG [3] 60.4 60.4
140 CTAA+CGGATGC GATTGCCTACG [3] 54.2 55.0
141 CTAA+CGGATGC GATTGC+CTACG [3] 61.9 59.7
142 CC+TGCGATGAC GGACGCTACTG [3] 58.4 59.4
143 CG+GTTGTGGCG GCCAACACCGC [1] 61.4 61.3
144 CGAACGTC+TAT GCTTGCAGATA [1] 49.9 53.1
145 CCAT+TGCTACC GGTAACGATGG [1] 51.9 53.2
146 CTGAA+GTCCGC GACTTCA+GGCG [3] 64.3 62.4
147 CTGAA+GTCCGC GACTTCAGGCG [3] 59.3 58.0
148 CTGAA+GTCCGC GACTTCAG+GCG [3] 62.8 61.2
149 CTACGC+ATTCC GATGCGTA+AGG [3] 57.6 56.9
150 CTACGC+ATTCC GATGCGTAAGG [3] 51.2 52.9
151 ATCTATC+CGGC TAGATAGGCCG [1] 53.0 54.4
152 GT+AGCAGGAGT CATCGTCCTCA [1] 50.1 52.9
153 GT+GGATCTTTA CACCTAGAAAT [1] 46.0 47.1
154 TTGGG+AGTAGC AACCCTCATCG [1] 54.3 55.9
155 GTAGC+GATGTA CATCGCTACAT [1] 51.3 51.3
156 GTGGA+TCTTTA CACCTAGAAAT [1] 45.6 46.3
157 GTAGCAGG+AGT CATCGTCCTCA [1] 52.6 55.0
158 CCATTG+CTACC GGTAACGATGG [1] 53.8 55.9
159 AC+TGGCATCTG TGACCGTAGAC [1] 53.4 55.7
160 ATTTGACT+CAG TAAACTGAGTC [1] 47.0 48.2
161 ACTGGCAT+CTG TGACCGTAGAC [1] 54.8 55.5
162 CTAACGG+ATGC GATT+GCCTACG [3] 54.5 56.9
163 CTAACGG+ATGC GATTGCCTACG [3] 53.4 54.3
164 CTAACGG+ATGC GATTG+CCTACG [3] 57.5 55.2
165 AC+AAGCGACTC TGTTCGCTGAG [1] 52.5 52.6
166 CTATTGG+CGAC GATAA+CCGCTG [3] 59.1 59.2
167 CTATTGG+CGAC GATAACCGCTG [3] 56.7 53.4
168 TT+GCTCGATGT AACGAGCTACA [1] 51.9 51.7
169 CGCT+GTTACGC GCGACAATGCG [1] 56.3 56.4
170 CT+GAAGTCCGC GACTTC+AGGCG [3] 61.0 60.6
171 CT+GAAGTCCGC GACTT+CAGGCG [3] 63.3 60.3
172 CT+GAAGTCCGC GACTTCAGGCG [3] 56.0 56.6
Continued on next page
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Table S2 – Continued from previous page
5’→ 3’/3’→ 5’ Ti (◦C) T ′i (◦C)
173 TTGCT+CGATGT AACGAGCTACA [1] 53.4 53.4
174 CTAACG+GATGC GATT+GCCTACG [3] 56.7 54.0
175 CTAACG+GATGC GAT+TGCCTACG [3] 57.4 58.8
176 CTAACG+GATGC GATTGCCTACG [3] 55.3 53.9
177 ACTGG+CATCTG TGACCGTAGAC [1] 58.0 55.3
178 CTACG+CATTCC GATGCGTAAGG [3] 56.4 54.8
179 CTACG+CATTCC GAT+GCGTAAGG [3] 59.3 59.0
180 CCTGCG+ATGAC GGACGCTACTG [3] 57.9 58.4
181 TTCAT+AGCCGT AAGTATCGGCA [3] 53.0 52.1
182 TTCAT+AGCCGT AAGTATC+GGCA [3] 59.9 56.6
183 TTCAT+AGCCGT AAG+TATCGGCA [3] 55.2 57.1
184 CCA+TTGCTACC GGTAACGATGG [1] 51.5 54.0
185 GCTACTC+CCAA CGATGAGGGTT [1] 52.3 54.3
186 CC+ATTGCTACC GGTAACGATGG [1] 48.3 52.3
187 CGC+TGTTACGC GCGACAATGCG [1] 58.7 58.7
188 ATTTG+ACTCAG TAAACTGAGTC [1] 46.6 46.6
189 GTA+TCAAGTCT CATAGT+TCAGA [3] 51.8 50.1
190 GTA+TCAAGTCT CATAGTTCAGA [3] 47.2 45.2
191 CGAAC+GTCTAT GCTTGCAGATA [1] 49.0 50.4
192 CCT+GCGATGAC GGACGCTACTG [3] 56.2 57.3
193 TTCA+TAGCCGT AAGTATCGGCA [3] 54.5 54.5
194 TTCA+TAGCCGT AAGTATC+GGCA [3] 60.9 56.9
195 TTCA+TAGCCGT AAGTAT+CGGCA [3] 63.1 59.9
196 GTA+GCGATGTA CATCGCTACAT [1] 50.9 52.9
197 TGCGGA+TAAGT ACGCCTATTCA [3] 52.9 54.5
198 TGCGGA+TAAGT ACGCCTAT+TCA [3] 59.0 58.9
199 ACAAGCGA+CTC TGTTCGCTGAG [1] 57.5 56.7
200 TTCATA+GCCGT AAG+TATCGGCA [3] 55.8 56.5
201 TTCATA+GCCGT AAGTATCGGCA [3] 52.6 53.1
202 TTCATA+GCCGT AAGT+ATCGGCA [3] 55.1 55.8
203 ACAAG+CGACTC TGTTCGCTGAG [1] 57.1 53.2
204 TTGG+GAGTAGC AACCCTCATCG [1] 52.6 55.4
205 GT+ATCAAGTCT CATAGTTCAGA [3] 46.8 43.6
206 GT+ATCAAGTCT CATAG+TTCAGA [3] 51.6 47.6
207 GTATC+AAGTCT CATAGTTCAGA [3] 46.2 44.2
208 CCTG+CGATGAC GGACGCTACTG [3] 59.6 60.2
209 ATTTGA+CTCAG TAAACTGAGTC [1] 49.1 48.9
210 TTGGGAGT+AGC AACCCTCATCG [1] 52.0 53.9
211 TT+CATAGCCGT AAGTATCGGCA [3] 54.7 54.6
212 TT+CATAGCCGT AAGTA+TCGGCA [3] 61.1 59.5
213 TT+CATAGCCGT AAGT+ATCGGCA [3] 60.1 57.3
214 TT+CATAGCCGT AAGTAT+CGGCA [3] 62.2 59.3
215 CG+AACGTCTAT GCTTGCAGATA [1] 48.9 51.4
216 ATCTAT+CCGGC TAGATAGGCCG [1] 53.1 56.6
Continued on next page
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Table S2 – Continued from previous page
5’→ 3’/3’→ 5’ Ti (◦C) T ′i (◦C)
217 TGCGGATA+AGT ACGCCT+ATTCA [3] 55.2 55.8
218 TGCGGATA+AGT ACGCCTATTCA [3] 54.6 53.8
219 CTA+CGCATTCC GATGCG+TAAGG [3] 61.3 58.1
220 CTA+CGCATTCC GATGC+GTAAGG [3] 60.6 59.0
221 CTA+CGCATTCC GATGCGTAAGG [3] 54.6 55.0
222 GTAG+CGATGTA CATCGCTACAT [1] 53.6 53.8
223 GTAGC+AGGAGT CATCGTCCTCA [1] 51.9 53.6
224 TTCATAG+CCGT AAGTA+TCGGCA [3] 60.0 57.2
225 TTCATAG+CCGT AAGTATCGGCA [3] 55.1 53.4
226 TTCATAG+CCGT AAGT+ATCGGCA [3] 57.3 56.6
227 TTGGGA+GTAGC AACCCTCATCG [1] 52.9 55.5
228 TT+GGGAGTAGC AACCCTCATCG [1] 51.3 54.1
229 CGCTG+TTACGC GCGACAATGCG [1] 56.8 57.4
230 CGCTGT+TACGC GCGACAATGCG [1] 57.0 57.4
231 ATC+TATCCGGC TAGATAGGCCG [1] 54.8 58.5
232 CCATT+GCTACC GGTAACGATGG [1] 50.5 52.9
233 ATCT+ATCCGGC TAGATAGGCCG [1] 52.5 55.0
234 TTG+GGAGTAGC AACCCTCATCG [1] 53.1 56.2
235 CTACGCAT+TCC GATGCG+TAAGG [3] 56.7 57.2
236 CTACGCAT+TCC GATGCGTAAGG [3] 54.1 52.2
237 GTAT+CAAGTCT CATAGTTCAGA [3] 48.3 48.7
238 GTAGCGA+TGTA CATCGCTACAT [1] 54.7 52.9
239 GGA+ACAAGATGC CCTTGTTCTACG [3] 54.0 56.2
240 GGAACAAG+ATGC CCTTGTTCTACG [3] 54.9 55.7
241 GGAACA+AGATGC CCTTGTTCTACG [3] 55.9 56.1
242 GGAAC+AAGATGC CCTTGTTCTACG [3] 53.9 54.2
243 GGAACAA+GATGC CCTTGTTCTACG [1] 56.9 56.4
244 CGGTCATCCACGTAGCCAGGTCA GCCAGTAGGTGCATCGGTCCAGT [2] 77.7 75.1
245 CGGTCATCAACGTAGCAAGGTCA GCCAGTAGTTGCATCGTTCCAGT [2] 75.8 72.8
246 CGGTCATCTACGTAGCTAGGTCA GCCAGTAGATGCATCGATCCAGT [2] 74.1 73.0
247 CGGTCATCGACGTAGCGAGGTCA GCCAGTAGCTGCATCGCTCCAGT [2] 78.8 75.4
248 GGTCCT+TGCTTGGTG CCAGGAACGAACCAC [2] 66.2 67.9
249 GGTCCTT+ACTTGGTG CCAGGAATGAACCAC [2] 60.9 64.8
250 GGTCCTTT+CTTGGTG CCAGGAAAGAACCAC [2] 64.4 66.4
251 GGTCCTTG+CTTGGTG CCAGGAACGAACCAC [2] 67.4 69.8
252 GGTCCTTA+CTTGGTG CCAGGAATGAACCAC [2] 63.6 67.8
253 GGTCCT+TTCTTGGTG CCAGGAAAGAACCAC [2] 62.5 64.7
254 GGTCCTT+CCTTGGTG CCAGGAAGGAACCAC [2] 65.6 68.7
255 GGTCCTT+TCTTGGTG CCAGGAAAGAACCAC [2] 62.9 64.1
256 GGTCCT+TCCTTGGTG CCAGGAAGGAACCAC [2] 64.3 67.1
257 GGTCCTTC+CTTGGTG CCAGGAAGGAACCAC [2] 65.6 68.7
258 GGTCCTT+GCTTGGTG CCAGGAACGAACCAC [2] 65.1 67.9
259 GGTCCT+TACTTGGTG CCAGGAATGAACCAC [2] 62.0 65.4
260 ACGACCAGAG+TTACAG TGCTGGTCTCAATGTC [3] 68.1 66.8
Continued on next page
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Table S2 – Continued from previous page
5’→ 3’/3’→ 5’ Ti (◦C) T ′i (◦C)
261 ACG+ACCAGAGTTACAG TGCTGGTCTCAATGTC [3] 67.5 67.8
262 ACGACCAGAGT+TACAG TGCTGGTCTCAATGTC [3] 68.4 66.9
263 ACGACCAG+AGTTACAG TGCTGGTCTCAATGTC [3] 69.5 67.8
264 ACGACCAGA+GTTACAG TGCTGGTCTCAATGTC [3] 67.9 67.4
265 ACGAC+CAGAGTTACAG TGCTGGTCTCAATGTC [3] 68.6 68.4
266 AC+GACCAGAGTTACAG TGCTGGTCTCAATGTC [3] 66.2 66.9
267 ACGA+CCAGAGTTACAG TGCTGGTCTCAATGTC [3] 69.3 68.6
268 AT+TATGCTCCAATCATGTCG TAATACGAGGTTAGTACAGC [1] 70.0 70.0
269 ATTAT+GCTCCAATCATGTCG TAATACGAGGTTAGTACAGC [1] 69.8 70.1
270 ATTATGCT+CCAATCATGTCG TAATACGAGGTTAGTACAGC [1] 71.2 70.5
271 TATTAAGCGACCACACA+TAA ATAATTCGCTGGTGTGTATT [1] 70.4 69.4
272 TATTAAGCGAC+CACACATAA ATAATTCGCTGGTGTGTATT [1] 71.0 69.8
273 TATTAAGCGACCAC+ACATAA ATAATTCGCTGGTGTGTATT [1] 70.2 68.8
274 ATTATGCTCCAATC+ATGTCG TAATACGAGGTTAGTACAGC [1] 69.8 69.6
275 GGAC+CT+CGAC CCTGGAGCTG [3] 61.2 57.4
276 ATTATGCTCCA+ATCATGTCG TAATACGAGGTTAGTACAGC [1] 69.9 70.0
277 TA+TTAAGCGACCACACATAA ATAATTCGCTGGTGTGTATT [1] 69.3 69.0
278 TATTA+AGCGACCACACATAA ATAATTCGCTGGTGTGTATT [1] 70.5 69.1
279 ATTATGCTCCAATCATG+TCG TAATACGAGGTTAGTACAGC [1] 71.0 69.7
280 TATTAAGC+GACCACACATAA ATAATTCGCTGGTGTGTATT [1] 69.9 68.8
281 GGAACA+AG+ATGC CCTTGTTCTACG [3] 59.3 59.8
282 GGA+AC+AAGATGC CCTTGTTCTACG [3] 58.0 58.5
283 GGTCCT+TG+CTTGGTG CCAGGAACGAACCAC [2] 69.5 71.3
284 GGTCCT+TC+CTTGGTG CCAGGAAGGAACCAC [2] 68.1 69.9
285 GGTCCT+TA+CTTGGTG CCAGGAATGAACCAC [2] 65.7 70.1
286 GGTCCT+TT+CTTGGTG CCAGGAAAGAACCAC [2] 65.8 68.2
287 G+GTC+CTT+GCT+TGG+TG CCAGGAACGAACCAC [2] 76.4 74.8
288 G+GTC+CTT+TCT+TGG+TG CCAGGAAAGAACCAC [2] 73.3 74.3
289 G+GTC+CTT+ACT+TGG+TG CCAGGAATGAACCAC [2] 72.8 72.6
290 G+GTC+CTT+CCT+TGG+TG CCAGGAAGGAACCAC [2] 76.5 74.8
291 G+GT+CC+TT+TC+TT+GG+TG CCAGGAAAGAACCAC [2] 79.0 77.9
292 G+GT+CC+TT+AC+TT+GG+TG CCAGGAATGAACCAC [2] 79.7 76.8
293 G+GT+CC+TT+GC+TT+GG+TG CCAGGAACGAACCAC [2] 83.5 78.3
294 G+GT+CC+TT+CC+TT+GG+TG CCAGGAAGGAACCAC [2] 83.3 79.6
〈∆T 〉 1.48 ◦C
χ2 1013.60 ◦C2
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Table S3: Predicted temperatures for sequences bearing LNA tandem modifications from Ref.[2–4] using the op-
timized parameters from EE-DL minimization round. Also shown are total squared difference χ2 and the average
difference of predicted and measured temperatures 〈∆T 〉.

5’→ 3’/3’→ 5’ Ti (◦C) T ′i (◦C)
1 GGACCTCGAC/CCT+G+GAGCTG [3] 60.9 59.7
2 TTCATAGCCGT/AA+G+TATCGGCA [4] 57.9 55.1
3 TTCATAGCCGT/AAGTATC+G+GCA [4] 56.9 54.9
4 TTCATAGCCGT/AAGT+A+TCGGCA [4] 56.8 56.7
5 TTCATAGCCGT/AAGTA+T+CGGCA [4] 60.7 58.8
6 CTACGCATTCC/GATGCGT+A+AGG [4] 52.8 58.0
7 CTAACGGATGC/GAT+T+GCCTACG [4] 52.7 57.7
8 CTAACGGATGC/GATTGC+C+TACG [4] 57.6 56.5
9 GGAACAAGATGC/CCTTG+T+TCTACG [3] 59.2 60.4
10 GGA+C+CTCGAC/CCTGGAGCTG [3] 59.3 58.3
11 CTA+A+CGGATGC/GATTGCCTACG [4] 56.5 60.5
12 TT+C+ATAGCCGT/AAGTATCGGCA [4] 55.5 54.3
13 CTA+C+GCATTCC/GATGCGTAAGG [4] 58.2 58.4
14 TTCATAG+C+CGT/AAGTATCGGCA [4] 59.3 55.1
15 TTCAT+A+GCCGT/AAGTATCGGCA [4] 55.3 56.1
16 CTAACG+G+ATGC/GATTGCCTACG [4] 56.4 54.4
17 CTAC+G+CATTCC/GATGCGTAAGG [4] 56.9 57.0
18 CTACGC+A+TTCC/GATGCGTAAGG [4] 53.5 55.5
19 CTACGCA+T+TCC/GATGCGTAAGG [4] 57.0 57.7
20 GGAAC+A+AGATGC/CCTTGTTCTACG [3] 57.1 58.6
21 GGTCCT+T+TCTTGGTG/CCAGGAAAGAACCAC [2] 64.3 66.8
22 GGTCCT+T+GCTTGGTG/CCAGGAACGAACCAC [2] 69.7 70.5
23 GGTCCT+T+ACTTGGTG/CCAGGAATGAACCAC [2] 65.6 67.4
24 GGTCCT+T+CCTTGGTG/CCAGGAAGGAACCAC [2] 67.7 71.0

〈∆T 〉 1.94 ◦C
χ2 139.50 ◦C2
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Table S4: Summary of the oncogenes used for the probe design and their respective human assemblies.

Oncogene Gene ID HGNC Ensembl MIM GRCh38.p13
BRAF 673 1097 ENSG00000157764 164757 GCF 000001405.39
KRAS 3845 6407 ENSG00000133703 190070 GCF 000001405.39
EGFR 1956 3236 ENSG00000146648 131550 GCF 000001405.39

Table S5: Predicted temperatures for BRAF capture LNA modified probe at medium salt concentration using the
calculated parameters at high salt concentration from EE-DL minimization and applying salt correction for DNA[5]
sequences. LNA modifications are preceded by a plus sign and marked in bold. A cut-off was made in the tables
to show only the 30 sequences with the highest and lowest temperature difference between the modified and non-
modified probe, the total number of predicted sequences was 1562. As comparative, we also show the ∆Tm of each
modified sequence and its non-modified analog. The chosen probe is highlighted in yellow.

Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

59.5693 0 ATCGAGATTTCTCTGTAGCTA BRAFcap-CTRL

65.6223 6.053 AT+CGAGA+TTTCTCTGTAG+CTA BRAFcap-M481

65.5789 6.010 ATCGA+GATTTCTCTGTAG+C+TA BRAFcap-M982

65.4673 5.898 ATCGAGATTTCTCTG+TAG+C+TA BRAFcap-M1532

65.4294 5.860 A+T+CGAGATTTCTCTGTA+GCTA BRAFcap-M228

65.4029 5.834 ATCGAGATTT+CTC+TGTAG+CTA BRAFcap-M1356

65.3801 5.811 ATCGAGATTT+CT+CTGTAG+CTA BRAFcap-M1348

65.3745 5.805 A+T+CGAGATTTCTCTGTAGC+TA BRAFcap-M230

65.3631 5.794 ATCGAGA+TTTCTCTGTAG+C+TA BRAFcap-M1180

65.327 5.758 AT+CGAGATTTCTCTGTA+GC+TA BRAFcap-M567

65.2719 5.703 AT+CGAGATTTC+T+CTGTAGCTA BRAFcap-M521

65.2643 5.695 A+T+CGAGATTTCTC+TGTAGCTA BRAFcap-M224

65.2586 5.689 ATCGA+GATTT+CTCTGTAG+CTA BRAFcap-M929

65.2567 5.687 ATCGA+GATTTCT+CTGTAG+CTA BRAFcap-M948

65.2472 5.678 ATCG+AGATTTCTC+TGTAG+CTA BRAFcap-M835

65.2339 5.665 A+T+CGAGATTTCT+CTGTAGCTA BRAFcap-M223

65.232 5.663 A+T+CGAGATTT+CTCTGTAGCTA BRAFcap-M221

Continued on next page
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Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

65.2263 5.657 ATCG+AGATTT+CTCTGTAG+CTA BRAFcap-M808

65.2244 5.655 ATCG+AGATTTCT+CTGTAG+CTA BRAFcap-M827

65.2244 5.655 ATCGA+GATTTCTC+TGTAG+CTA BRAFcap-M956

65.1787 5.609 ATCGAG+ATTTCTCTGTAG+C+TA BRAFcap-M1088

65.1711 5.602 AT+CGAGATTTCTC+TGTAGC+TA BRAFcap-M545

65.1635 5.594 AT+CGAGA+TTTCTCTGTAGC+TA BRAFcap-M482

65.1635 5.594 AT+CGAGATTTCT+C+TGTAGCTA BRAFcap-M531

65.1559 5.587 AT+CGAGATTT+CTCTGTAGC+TA BRAFcap-M518

65.154 5.585 AT+CGAGATTTCT+CTGTAGC+TA BRAFcap-M537

65.1349 5.566 ATCGAGATTTC+TCTGTAG+C+TA BRAFcap-M1428

65.133 5.564 AT+CGAGATTTCTC+TGTA+GCTA BRAFcap-M543

64.9154 5.346 ATCGAGAT+TTCT+CTGTAG+CTA BRAFcap-M1225

61.2724 1.703 ATC+GAGATTTCTCTGTAGCT+A BRAFcap-M728

61.2047 1.635 ATCGAGATT+TCTCT+GTAGCTA BRAFcap-M1303

61.1965 1.627 +ATCGAGATT+TCTCTGTAGCT+A BRAFcap-M145

61.1636 1.594 ATCGAGATTTCTCTG+TAGCTA BRAFcap-M1521

61.1471 1.578 A+TCGAGATTTCTCTGTAGCT+A BRAFcap-M402

61.1451 1.576 +A+TCGAGATTTCTCTGTAGCT+A BRAFcap-M21

61.0854 1.516 +ATCGAGATTTCTCTGT+AGCTA BRAFcap-M197

61.0565 1.487 ATCGAG+ATTTCTCTGTAGCTA BRAFcap-M987

61.0132 1.444 +ATCGAGATTTCTCT+GTAGCTA BRAFcap-M184

60.9926 1.423 +ATCGAGAT+TTCTCTGTAGCTA BRAFcap-M121

60.9926 1.423 ATCGAGA+TTTCTCTGTAGCTA BRAFcap-M1093

60.972 1.403 ATCGAGATTTCTCTGT+AGCT+A BRAFcap-M1547

60.9141 1.345 ATCGAGATTTC+TCTGTAGCTA BRAFcap-M1387

60.9017 1.332 ATCGAGATTTCTCT+GTAGCT+A BRAFcap-M1520

Continued on next page
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Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

60.8893 1.320 ATC+GAGATTTCTCTGTAGCTA BRAFcap-M575

60.8852 1.316 ATCGAGAT+TTCTCTGTAGCT+A BRAFcap-M1263

60.7651 1.196 A+TCGAGATTTCTCTGTAGCTA BRAFcap-M212

60.7631 1.194 +ATCGAGATT+TCTCTGTAGCTA BRAFcap-M134

60.7112 1.142 +A+TCGAGATTTCTCTGTAGCTA BRAFcap-M2

60.6531 1.084 ATCGAGATT+TCTCTGTAGCT+A BRAFcap-M1330

60.597 1.028 ATCGAGATTTCTCTGT+AGCTA BRAFcap-M1537

60.522 0.953 +ATCGAGATTTCTCTGTAGCT+A BRAFcap-M211

60.522 0.953 ATCGAGATTTCTCT+GTAGCTA BRAFcap-M1499

60.5033 0.934 ATCGAGAT+TTCTCTGTAGCTA BRAFcap-M1185

60.2715 0.702 ATCGAGATT+TCTCTGTAGCTA BRAFcap-M1264

60.0743 0.505 +ATCGAGATTTCTCTGTAGCTA BRAFcap-M1

59.9627 0.393 ATCGAGATTTCTCTGTAGCT+A BRAFcap-M1561

59.5693 0.000 ATCGAGATTTCTCTGTAGCTA BRAFcap-CTRL
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Table S6: Predicted temperatures for BRAF linker LNA modified probe at medium salt concentration using the cal-
culated parameters at high salt concentration from EE-DL minimization and applying salt correction for DNA[5]
sequences. LNA modifications are preceded by a plus sign and marked in bold. A cut-off was made in the tables
to show only the 30 sequences with the highest and lowest temperature difference between the modified and non-
modified probe, the total number of predicted sequences was 834. As comparative, we also show the ∆Tm of each
modified sequence and its non-modified analog. The chosen probe is highlighted in yellow.

Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

50.7521 0 CAACTGTTCAAACTGAT BRAFlin-CTRL

61.2632 10.511 +CAA+CTGTTCAAA+CTGAT BRAFlin-M42

60.9684 10.216 CAA+CTGTT+CAAAC+TGAT BRAFlin-M417

60.9594 10.207 CAAC+TGTT+CAAA+CTGAT BRAFlin-M495

60.896 10.144 +CAACTGTT+CAAA+CTGAT BRAFlin-M97

60.8749 10.123 +CAA+CTGTT+CAAACTGAT BRAFlin-M38

60.7933 10.041 CAA+CTG+TTCAAA+CTGAT BRAFlin-M397

60.754 10.002 CAA+CTGTT+CAAA+CTGAT BRAFlin-M416

60.7268 9.975 CAA+CTGTTCA+AA+CTGAT BRAFlin-M431

60.6239 9.872 CAA+CTGTTCAAA+CTG+AT BRAFlin-M445

60.539 9.787 CA+ACTGTT+CAAA+CTGAT BRAFlin-M324

60.5299 9.778 CAA+CTGTT+CAA+ACTGAT BRAFlin-M415

60.4935 9.741 CAA+CTGTT+CA+AACTGAT BRAFlin-M414

60.4722 9.720 CAACTGTT+CA+AA+CTGAT BRAFlin-M716

60.4358 9.684 CA+A+CTGTTCAAA+CTGAT BRAFlin-M269

60.4327 9.681 CAA+CTGTTCAA+A+CTGAT BRAFlin-M437

60.3598 9.608 CAA+C+TGTTCAAAC+TGAT BRAFlin-M375

60.3598 9.608 CAAC+TGTTCAAA+C+TGAT BRAFlin-M522

60.3415 9.589 CAA+CTGTTCAAA+CTGA+T BRAFlin-M446

60.3172 9.565 CAA+CT+GTTCAAA+CTGAT BRAFlin-M386

60.2532 9.501 CAA+CTGTT+CAAACTG+AT BRAFlin-M419

60.2319 9.480 CAACTGTT+CAAA+CTG+AT BRAFlin-M730

Continued on next page
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Table S6 – Continued from previous page

Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

60.2197 9.468 C+AA+CTGTTCAAA+CTGAT BRAFlin-M163

60.2197 9.468 CAA+CTGTTC+AAA+CTGAT BRAFlin-M424

60.1831 9.431 +CAA+CTGTTCAA+ACTGAT BRAFlin-M41

60.1801 9.428 +CA+ACTGTTCAAA+CTGAT BRAFlin-M28

60.174 9.422 CA+AC+TGTTCAAA+CTGAT BRAFlin-M282

60.174 9.422 CAA+CTGTTCAA+AC+TGAT BRAFlin-M438

53.9496 3.197 CAAC+TGTTCAAACTGAT BRAFlin-M457

53.9462 3.194 CAACTGTTCAAAC+TGAT BRAFlin-M820

53.926 3.174 CAACT+GTTCAAACTGA+T BRAFlin-M602

53.926 3.174 CAACTGT+TCA+AACTGAT BRAFlin-M677

53.9125 3.160 +CAACTGTTCAAACTGAT BRAFlin-M1

53.8856 3.133 CAACTGTTCAAACTG+A+T BRAFlin-M832

53.8519 3.100 C+AACTGTTCAAACTGA+T BRAFlin-M258

53.8451 3.093 CAACTGTTC+AAACTGA+T BRAFlin-M770

53.808 3.056 C+AACT+GTTCAAACTGAT BRAFlin-M181

53.808 3.056 CAACT+GTTC+AAACTGAT BRAFlin-M567

53.7709 3.019 CAACTGT+TCAAACT+GAT BRAFlin-M699

53.7304 2.978 C+AACTGTTC+AAACTGAT BRAFlin-M223

53.5139 2.762 CAACTGT+TCAAACTGA+T BRAFlin-M704

53.4732 2.721 CAACT+GT+TCAAACTGAT BRAFlin-M548

53.4189 2.667 CA+ACTGTTCAAACTGAT BRAFlin-M259

53.4189 2.667 CAACTGTTCAA+ACTGAT BRAFlin-M793

53.3985 2.646 C+AACTGT+TCAAACTGAT BRAFlin-M204

53.3951 2.643 CAACTGT+TC+AAACTGAT BRAFlin-M669

53.2489 2.497 CAACTGTTCAAACTG+AT BRAFlin-M831

52.88 2.128 CAACTG+TTCAAACTGAT BRAFlin-M603

Continued on next page
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Table S6 – Continued from previous page

Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

52.8149 2.063 CAACTGTTCA+AACTGAT BRAFlin-M771

52.6432 1.891 CAACTGTTCAAACT+GAT BRAFlin-M827

52.3846 1.633 CAACTGTTCAAACTGA+T BRAFlin-M833

52.3431 1.591 CAACT+GTTCAAACTGAT BRAFlin-M536

52.267 1.515 CAACTGTTC+AAACTGAT BRAFlin-M742

52.2636 1.511 C+AACTGTTCAAACTGAT BRAFlin-M138

51.9233 1.171 CAACTGT+TCAAACTGAT BRAFlin-M659

50.7521 0.000 CAACTGTTCAAACTGAT BRAFlin-CTRL
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Table S7: Predicted temperatures for EGFR capture LNA modified probe at medium salt concentration using the
calculated parameters at high salt concentration from EE-DL minimization and applying salt correction for DNA[5]
sequences. LNA modifications are preceded by a plus sign and marked in bold. A cut-off was made in the tables
to show only the 30 sequences with the highest and lowest temperature difference between the modified and non-
modified probe, the total number of predicted sequences was 2325. As comparative, we also show the ∆Tm of each
modified sequence and its non-modified analog. The chosen probe is highlighted in yellow.

Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

57.4035 0 GAGAAAAAGTTTCTCATGTACAGT EGFRcap-CTRL

62.3721 4.969 GAGAAAAAGTTT+CT+CATGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M2045

62.3707 4.967 G+AGAAAAAGTTTCT+CATGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M483

62.2985 4.895 GA+GAAAAAGTTTCT+CATGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M715

62.2958 4.892 GAGAAAAAGTTTCT+CA+TGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M2164

62.2006 4.797 GAGAAAAA+GTTTCT+CATGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M1701

62.1858 4.782 GAGAAAAAGTTTCT+CATGTA+CA+GT EGFRcap-M2188

62.1764 4.773 GAGAAAA+AGTTTCT+CATGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M1580

62.1656 4.762 GAGAAAAAG+TTTCT+CATGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M1807

62.1629 4.759 GAGAAAAAGTTTCT+CATG+TA+CAGT EGFRcap-M2177

62.1455 4.742 GAGA+AAAAGTTTCT+CATGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M1117

62.1441 4.741 GAGAA+AAAGTTTCT+CATGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M1289

62.1428 4.739 GAGAAA+AAGTTTCT+CATGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M1443

62.1172 4.714 G+AGAAAAAGTTT+CTCATGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M462

62.1118 4.708 GAGAAAAAGTTTC+T+CATGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M2101

62.0862 4.683 GAG+AAAAAGTTTCT+CATGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M926

62.0822 4.679 GA+GAAAAAGTTT+CTCATGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M694

62.0607 4.657 GAGAAAAAGTTTCT+CATGTA+C+AGT EGFRcap-M2187

62.0539 4.650 GAGAAAAAGTTT+CTCA+TGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M2062

62.0054 4.602 G+AGAAAAAGTTTCTCA+TGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M500

61.9905 4.587 GA+GAAAAAGTTTCTCA+TGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M732

61.9662 4.563 GAGAAAAA+GTTT+CTCATGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M1680

Continued on next page
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Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

61.9554 4.552 GAGAAAAAGTTTCT+CAT+GTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M2171

61.9527 4.549 GAGAAAAAGTTT+CTCATGTA+CA+GT EGFRcap-M2086

61.9446 4.541 GAGAAAA+AGTTT+CTCATGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M1559

61.9405 4.537 GAGAAAAAGT+TTCT+CATGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M1899

61.9405 4.537 GAGAAAAAGTTT+CTCATG+TA+CAGT EGFRcap-M2075

61.9324 4.529 G+AGAAAAAGTTTCTCATG+TA+CAGT EGFRcap-M513

61.7603 4.357 GAG+AAAAAGTTTCTCA+TGTA+CAGT EGFRcap-M943

58.6744 1.271 GAGAAAAAGTTTCTCA+TGTACAGT EGFRcap-M2233

58.6478 1.244 GAGAAAAAGTT+TCTCATGT+ACAGT EGFRcap-M2012

58.6227 1.219 GAGAAAAAGTTTCTCAT+GTACAG+T EGFRcap-M2283

58.6183 1.215 GAGAAAAAGT+TTCTCATGTACAG+T EGFRcap-M1947

58.6139 1.210 +GAGAAAAAGTT+TCTCATGTACAGT EGFRcap-M187

58.6109 1.207 GAGAAAAAGTTTCTC+ATGTACAG+T EGFRcap-M2232

58.5858 1.182 GAGAAAAAGTT+TCTCAT+GTACAGT EGFRcap-M1999

58.5725 1.169 GAGAAAAAGTT+TCTC+ATGTACAGT EGFRcap-M1982

58.5592 1.156 GAGAAAAAGTTTCTCATG+TACAGT EGFRcap-M2284

58.5444 1.141 GAGAAAAA+GTTTCTCATGTACAGT EGFRcap-M1629

58.5415 1.138 GAGAAAAAGTTTCTCATGTACA+GT EGFRcap-M2322

58.537 1.133 GAGAAAA+AGTTTCTCATGTACAGT EGFRcap-M1492

58.463 1.059 GAG+AAAAAGTTTCTCATGTACAGT EGFRcap-M764

58.4481 1.045 GAGAAAAAGTT+TCTCATGTACAG+T EGFRcap-M2026

58.3798 0.976 GAGAAAAAGTTTC+TCATGTACAGT EGFRcap-M2094

58.3144 0.911 GAGAAAAAG+TTTCTCATGTACAGT EGFRcap-M1750

58.3099 0.906 GAGAAAAAGTTTCTCATGTAC+AGT EGFRcap-M2318

58.2816 0.878 GAGAAA+AAGTTTCTCATGTACAGT EGFRcap-M1338

58.2801 0.877 GAGA+AAAAGTTTCTCATGTACAGT EGFRcap-M975

Continued on next page
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Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

58.2801 0.877 GAGAA+AAAGTTTCTCATGTACAGT EGFRcap-M1166

58.1547 0.751 GAGAAAAAGTTTCTCATGT+ACAGT EGFRcap-M2300

58.1158 0.712 +GAGAAAAAGTTTCTCATGTACAGT EGFRcap-M1

58.0889 0.685 GAGAAAAAGTTTCTCAT+GTACAGT EGFRcap-M2262

58.0829 0.679 GAGAAAAAGT+TTCTCATGTACAGT EGFRcap-M1856

58.0784 0.675 GAGAAAAAGTTTCTC+ATGTACAGT EGFRcap-M2196

57.9508 0.547 GAGAAAAAGTTTCTCATGTACAG+T EGFRcap-M2324

57.9131 0.510 GAGAAAAAGTT+TCTCATGTACAGT EGFRcap-M1948

57.4035 0.000 GAGAAAAAGTTTCTCATGTACAGT EGFRcap-CTRL
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Table S8: Predicted temperatures for EGFR linker LNA modified probe at medium salt concentration using the
calculated parameters at high salt concentration from EE-DL minimization and applying salt correction for DNA[5]
sequences. LNA modifications are preceded by a plus sign and marked in bold. A cut-off was made in the tables
to show only the 30 sequences with the highest and lowest temperature difference between the modified and non-
modified probe, the total number of predicted sequences was 988. As comparative, we also show the ∆Tm of each
modified sequence and its non-modified analog. The chosen probe is highlighted in yellow.

Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

54.4472 0 TTGTTGGATCATATTCGT EGFRlin-CTRL

62.3575 7.910 TTGTTGGA+T+CA+TATTCGT EGFRlin-M816

62.2444 7.797 TTGTTGGAT+CATA+TT+CGT EGFRlin-M883

62.1364 7.689 TTGTTGGATCA+TA+TT+CGT EGFRlin-M934

62.131 7.684 TTGTTGGAT+CA+TA+TTCGT EGFRlin-M870

62.1013 7.654 TTGTTG+GA+T+CATATTCGT EGFRlin-M703

62.0635 7.616 TTGTTG+GAT+CA+TATTCGT EGFRlin-M714

62.0554 7.608 TTGTTGG+AT+CATATT+CGT EGFRlin-M774

62.0472 7.600 TTGTTGG+AT+CA+TATTCGT EGFRlin-M770

61.9606 7.513 TTG+TTGGAT+CA+TATTCGT EGFRlin-M476

61.9254 7.478 TTG+TTGGATCA+TATT+CGT EGFRlin-M495

61.882 7.435 TTGTT+GGAT+CATATT+CGT EGFRlin-M651

61.8495 7.402 TTGTTGGA+T+CATA+TTCGT EGFRlin-M818

61.8332 7.386 TTG+TTGGAT+CATATT+CGT EGFRlin-M480

61.8115 7.364 TTGTTGGA+TCA+TATT+CGT EGFRlin-M835

61.7925 7.345 TTGTTG+GATCA+TATT+CGT EGFRlin-M733

61.7843 7.337 T+TGTTGGAT+CA+TATTCGT EGFRlin-M249

61.7653 7.318 TTGT+TGGAT+CA+TATTCGT EGFRlin-M568

61.7545 7.307 TTGTTGGAT+CATAT+T+CGT EGFRlin-M887

61.7164 7.269 T+TGTTGGAT+CATATT+CGT EGFRlin-M253

61.7083 7.261 TTGT+TGGAT+CATATT+CGT EGFRlin-M572

61.7083 7.261 TTGTTGG+ATCATA+TT+CGT EGFRlin-M800

Continued on next page
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Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

61.6511 7.204 TTGTTGGAT+CA+TATTC+GT EGFRlin-M873

61.6321 7.185 TTG+T+TGGAT+CATATTCGT EGFRlin-M419

61.5694 7.122 TTGTT+GGATCA+TATT+CGT EGFRlin-M666

61.5667 7.119 TTGTTGG+AT+CATA+TTCGT EGFRlin-M772

61.5422 7.095 TTGTTGG+ATCA+TATT+CGT EGFRlin-M789

61.5176 7.070 TTG+TTGGAT+CATA+TTCGT EGFRlin-M478

56.8219 2.375 TT+GTTGGATCAT+ATTCGT EGFRlin-M392

56.816 2.369 TT+GTTGGATCATATTCG+T EGFRlin-M412

56.8072 2.360 TT+GTTGGATCATAT+TCGT EGFRlin-M403

56.7866 2.339 TTGTTGGATC+AT+ATTCGT EGFRlin-M904

56.7836 2.336 TTGTT+GGATCATATTCGT EGFRlin-M611

56.7836 2.336 TTGTTGGATC+ATATTCG+T EGFRlin-M924

56.7748 2.328 TTGTTGGATC+ATAT+TCGT EGFRlin-M915

56.7335 2.286 TTGTTGGATCAT+A+TTCGT EGFRlin-M948

56.6568 2.210 +TTGTTGGATCATATTCG+T EGFRlin-M154

56.5917 2.145 TTGTTGG+ATCATATTCGT EGFRlin-M757

56.5622 2.115 +TTGTTGGATCAT+ATTCGT EGFRlin-M134

56.5474 2.100 +TTGTTGGATCATAT+TCGT EGFRlin-M145

56.5266 2.079 TTGTTGGATCATA+TTCGT EGFRlin-M963

56.4645 2.017 TTGTTGGATCAT+ATTCG+T EGFRlin-M962

56.4556 2.008 TTGTTGGATCAT+AT+TCGT EGFRlin-M953

56.4437 1.996 TTGTTGGATCATAT+TCG+T EGFRlin-M980

56.2775 1.830 T+TGTTGGATCATATTCGT EGFRlin-M155

56.2745 1.827 TTGT+TGGATCATATTCGT EGFRlin-M519

56.2715 1.824 TTG+TTGGATCATATTCGT EGFRlin-M413

56.1882 1.741 TTGTTGGA+TCATATTCGT EGFRlin-M813
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Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

56.06 1.613 TTGTTGGATCATATTC+GT EGFRlin-M985

55.8238 1.377 TT+GTTGGATCATATTCGT EGFRlin-M292

55.7999 1.353 TTGTTGGATC+ATATTCGT EGFRlin-M896

55.5626 1.115 +TTGTTGGATCATATTCGT EGFRlin-M1

55.4752 1.028 TTGTTGGATCAT+ATTCGT EGFRlin-M947

55.4662 1.019 TTGTTGGATCATATTCG+T EGFRlin-M987

55.4572 1.010 TTGTTGGATCATAT+TCGT EGFRlin-M974

54.4472 0.000 TTGTTGGATCATATTCGT EGFRlin-CTRL
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Table S9: Predicted temperatures for KRAS12D capture LNA modified probe at medium salt concentration using the
calculated parameters at high salt concentration from EE-DL minimization and applying salt correction for DNA[5]
sequences. LNA modifications are preceded by a plus sign and marked in bold. A cut-off was made in the tables
to show only the 30 sequences with the highest and lowest temperature difference between the modified and non-
modified probe, the total number of predicted sequences was 1351. As comparative, we also show the ∆Tm of each
modified sequence and its non-modified analog. The chosen probe is highlighted in yellow.

Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

64.0694 0 GCACTCTTGCCTACCCAATC KRAS12cap-CTRL

71.3693 7.300 G+CA+CTCTTGCC+TACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M219

70.7611 6.692 G+CA+CT+CTTGCCTACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M213

70.5106 6.441 GCA+CTC+TTGCCTA+CCCAATC KRAS12cap-M557

70.4782 6.409 G+CA+CTC+TTGCCTACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M214

70.4741 6.405 G+CACTCTTGCC+TACCCA+ATC KRAS12cap-M325

70.4538 6.384 G+CACTCTTGCC+TA+CCCAATC KRAS12cap-M321

70.326 6.257 G+CA+CTCTTGCCTACCCA+ATC KRAS12cap-M225

70.2813 6.212 GCA+CT+CTTGCC+TACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M541

70.2468 6.177 GCA+CTCTTGCCTA+CCCAAT+C KRAS12cap-M633

70.2081 6.139 GCA+CTC+TTGCC+TACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M555

70.1572 6.088 G+CACTC+TTGCCTACCCAAT+C KRAS12cap-M272

70.1532 6.084 GCA+CTC+TTGCCTACC+CAATC KRAS12cap-M559

70.1185 6.049 GCA+CTCTTGCCTA+CCCA+ATC KRAS12cap-M631

70.1165 6.047 G+CACT+CTTGCCTA+CCCAATC KRAS12cap-M252

70.1145 6.045 G+CA+CTCTTGCCTACCCAA+TC KRAS12cap-M226

70.1022 6.033 G+CACTC+TTGCCTACCCA+ATC KRAS12cap-M270

70.088 6.019 G+CA+CTCTTGC+CTACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M218

70.0839 6.014 G+CA+CTCTTGCCTACCCAAT+C KRAS12cap-M227

70.0819 6.013 G+CACTCTTGCCTA+CC+CAATC KRAS12cap-M338

70.0615 5.992 G+CACTCTTG+C+CTACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M299

70.0615 5.992 GCA+CTCT+TGCCTA+CCCAATC KRAS12cap-M570

Continued on next page
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Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

70.0594 5.990 G+CACT+CTTGCC+TACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M250

70.0533 5.984 GCA+CT+C+TTGCCTACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M536

70.0472 5.978 G+CAC+TC+TTGCCTACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M230

70.0451 5.976 GCA+CTCTTGCC+TACCCAAT+C KRAS12cap-M618

70.0349 5.965 GCACTC+TTGCC+TA+CCCAATC KRAS12cap-M931

70.0207 5.951 GCA+CTCTTGC+C+TACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M601

66.4677 2.398 GCACTCTTGCCTACCC+AAT+C KRAS12cap-M1343

66.433 2.364 GCAC+TCTTGCCTACCC+AATC KRAS12cap-M766

66.433 2.364 GCACTCTTGCCTACCC+A+ATC KRAS12cap-M1338

66.4308 2.361 GCACTCTTGCCT+ACCCAA+TC KRAS12cap-M1285

66.4265 2.357 GCACTCTT+GCCTACCC+AATC KRAS12cap-M1110

66.42 2.351 +GCACTCTTGCCTACCC+AATC KRAS12cap-M182

66.3528 2.283 GC+ACTCTTGCCTACCC+AATC KRAS12cap-M508

66.3528 2.283 GCACTCTTGCCTACC+CAATC KRAS12cap-M1326

66.3441 2.275 GCACTCT+TGCCTACCC+AATC KRAS12cap-M1043

66.2812 2.212 GCACTCTTGCCTACCC+AA+TC KRAS12cap-M1341

66.1268 2.057 GCACTCTTGCC+TACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M1222

66.1115 2.042 GCACTCTTGCCT+ACCC+AATC KRAS12cap-M1278

66.0788 2.009 GCACTCTTGCCTACCCA+A+TC KRAS12cap-M1345

66.057 1.988 GCACT+CTTGCCTACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M776

65.7641 1.695 GCACTC+TTGCCTACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M882

65.729 1.660 GCACTCTTGC+CTACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M1176

65.538 1.469 GCACTCTTGCCTACCCAAT+C KRAS12cap-M1350

65.527 1.458 GCACTCTT+GCCTACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M1053

65.516 1.447 +GCACTCTTGCCTACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M1

65.5027 1.433 GCAC+TCTTGCCTACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M655
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Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

65.4785 1.409 GCACTCTTGCCTAC+CCAATC KRAS12cap-M1310

65.419 1.350 GC+ACTCTTGCCTACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M364

65.4168 1.347 GCACTCTTGCCTACCCA+ATC KRAS12cap-M1344

65.4146 1.345 GCACTCT+TGCCTACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M974

65.3595 1.290 GCACTCTTGCCTACCCAA+TC KRAS12cap-M1348

65.1804 1.111 GCACTCTTGCCT+ACCCAATC KRAS12cap-M1259

65.0319 0.962 GCACTCTTGCCTACCC+AATC KRAS12cap-M1337

64.0694 0.000 GCACTCTTGCCTACCCAATC KRAS12cap-CTRL
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Table S10: Predicted temperatures for KRAS13D capture LNA modified probe at medium salt concentration using the
calculated parameters at high salt concentration from EE-DL minimization and applying salt correction for DNA[5]
sequences. LNA modifications are preceded by a plus sign and marked in bold. A cut-off was made in the tables
to show only the 30 sequences with the highest and lowest temperature difference between the modified and non-
modified probe, the total number of predicted sequences was 1351. As comparative, we also show the ∆Tm of each
modified sequence and its non-modified analog. The chosen probe is highlighted in yellow.

Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

64.1551 0 GCACTCTTGCCTACGCATTC KRAS13cap-CTRL

70.8901 6.735 GCA+CTCTTGCC+TACG+CATTC KRAS13cap-M614

70.8861 6.731 G+CA+CTCTTGCC+TACGCATTC KRAS13cap-M219

70.7793 6.624 G+CACTCTTGCCTA+CGCA+TTC KRAS13cap-M340

70.7309 6.576 GCACTCTTGCCTA+CG+CA+TTC KRAS13cap-M1297

70.7067 6.552 GCA+CTCTTGCC+TA+CGCATTC KRAS13cap-M612

70.6663 6.511 GCA+CT+CTTGCCTACG+CATTC KRAS13cap-M545

70.6481 6.493 G+CA+CT+CTTGCCTACGCATTC KRAS13cap-M213

70.6158 6.461 GCA+CT+CTTGCCTA+CGCATTC KRAS13cap-M543

70.5227 6.368 GCACTCTTGCC+TA+CGCA+TTC KRAS13cap-M1235

70.464 6.309 G+CA+CTCTTGCCTACGCA+TTC KRAS13cap-M225

70.4579 6.303 GCACT+CTTGCCTA+CGCA+TTC KRAS13cap-M858

70.4518 6.297 GCA+CTCTTGCCTACG+CA+TTC KRAS13cap-M642

70.3869 6.232 G+CACTCTTGCCTACG+CATT+C KRAS13cap-M353

70.3727 6.218 GCA+CTCTTGCCTA+CGCA+TTC KRAS13cap-M631

70.3605 6.205 G+CACTCTTGCCTA+CGCATT+C KRAS13cap-M342

70.3342 6.179 GCACTCTTGCCTA+CG+CATT+C KRAS13cap-M1299

70.3281 6.173 GCA+CTC+TTGCCTACG+CATTC KRAS13cap-M559

70.3078 6.153 G+CA+CTC+TTGCCTACGCATTC KRAS13cap-M214

70.2996 6.144 G+CACTC+TTGCCTACGCA+TTC KRAS13cap-M270

70.2895 6.134 GCA+CT+CTTGCC+TACGCATTC KRAS13cap-M541

70.2854 6.130 G+CAC+TCTTGCCTA+CGCATTC KRAS13cap-M237
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Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

70.2773 6.122 G+CAC+TCTTGCCTACG+CATTC KRAS13cap-M239

70.2712 6.116 GCACTC+TTGCCTACG+CA+TTC KRAS13cap-M961

70.261 6.106 GCA+CTC+TTGCC+TACGCATTC KRAS13cap-M555

70.2468 6.092 GCA+CTC+TTGCCTA+CGCATTC KRAS13cap-M557

70.2102 6.055 GCA+CTCTTGCC+TACGCA+TTC KRAS13cap-M616

70.1959 6.041 GCACTCT+TGCC+TA+CGCATTC KRAS13cap-M1010

68.8296 4.674 GCACTCTTGCCTA+CGCA+TTC KRAS13cap-M1304

66.4698 2.315 GC+ACTCTTGCCTACGC+ATTC KRAS13cap-M508

66.4612 2.306 GCACTCT+TGCCTACGC+ATTC KRAS13cap-M1043

66.4503 2.295 GCACTCTTGCCTAC+GCAT+TC KRAS13cap-M1323

66.3051 2.150 GCAC+TCTTGCCTACGCAT+TC KRAS13cap-M773

66.2703 2.115 GCACTCTT+GCCTACGCAT+TC KRAS13cap-M1117

66.2616 2.106 +GCACTCTTGCCTACGCAT+TC KRAS13cap-M189

66.2268 2.072 GCACTCTTGCCT+ACGC+ATTC KRAS13cap-M1278

66.2247 2.070 GC+ACTCTTGCCTACGCAT+TC KRAS13cap-M515

66.2181 2.063 GCACTCT+TGCCTACGCAT+TC KRAS13cap-M1050

66.2073 2.052 GCACTCTTGCC+TACGCATTC KRAS13cap-M1222

66.142 1.987 GCACT+CTTGCCTACGCATTC KRAS13cap-M776

66.0745 1.919 GCACTCTTGCCTACGC+A+TTC KRAS13cap-M1338

65.9828 1.828 GCACTCTTGCCT+ACGCAT+TC KRAS13cap-M1285

65.8714 1.716 GCACTCTTGCCTACGC+AT+TC KRAS13cap-M1341

65.8451 1.690 GCACTC+TTGCCTACGCATTC KRAS13cap-M882

65.8079 1.653 GCACTCTTGC+CTACGCATTC KRAS13cap-M1176

65.6983 1.543 GCACTCTTGCCTACGCA+TTC KRAS13cap-M1344

65.6764 1.521 GCACTCTTGCCTAC+GCATTC KRAS13cap-M1310

65.6215 1.466 GCACTCTTGCCTACGCATT+C KRAS13cap-M1350

Continued on next page
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Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

65.5995 1.444 +GCACTCTTGCCTACGCATTC KRAS13cap-M1

65.5863 1.431 GCAC+TCTTGCCTACGCATTC KRAS13cap-M655

65.5027 1.348 GC+ACTCTTGCCTACGCATTC KRAS13cap-M364

65.5005 1.345 GCACTCT+TGCCTACGCATTC KRAS13cap-M974

65.4939 1.339 GCACTCTT+GCCTACGCATTC KRAS13cap-M1053

65.2623 1.107 GCACTCTTGCCT+ACGCATTC KRAS13cap-M1259

65.1517 0.997 GCACTCTTGCCTACGC+ATTC KRAS13cap-M1337

64.8986 0.743 GCACTCTTGCCTACGCAT+TC KRAS13cap-M1348

64.1551 0.000 GCACTCTTGCCTACGCATTC KRAS13cap-CTRL
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Table S11: Predicted temperatures for KRAS linker LNA modified probe at medium salt concentration using the
calculated parameters at high salt concentration from EE-DL minimization and applying salt correction for DNA[5]
sequences. LNA modifications are preceded by a plus sign and marked in bold. A cut-off was made in the tables
to show only the 30 sequences with the highest and lowest temperature difference between the modified and non-
modified probe, the total number of predicted sequences was 834. As comparative, we also show the ∆Tm of each
modified sequence and its non-modified analog. The chosen probe is highlighted in yellow.

Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

48.1502 0 TGAAGTCACATTATATA KRASlin-CTRL

58.8304 10.680 TGAAGT+CA+CATTATA+TA KRASlin-M621

58.8152 10.665 TGAAGT+CA+CATTA+TATA KRASlin-M619

58.544 10.394 TGAAGTCA+CATTA+TA+TA KRASlin-M734

58.3759 10.226 TGAA+GT+CA+CATTATATA KRASlin-M472

58.3636 10.213 TGAAG+T+CA+CATTATATA KRASlin-M539

58.333 10.183 TGA+AGT+CA+CATTATATA KRASlin-M393

58.2932 10.143 TGAA+GTCA+CATTATA+TA KRASlin-M498

58.2778 10.128 TGAA+GTCA+CATTA+TATA KRASlin-M496

58.2594 10.109 TGA+AGTCA+CATTATA+TA KRASlin-M419

58.241 10.091 TGA+AGTCA+CATTA+TATA KRASlin-M417

58.2226 10.072 TGAAGTCA+CA+TTATA+TA KRASlin-M719

58.1981 10.048 TGAAGTCA+CA+TTA+TATA KRASlin-M717

58.1705 10.020 TGAAGT+CA+CA+TTATATA KRASlin-M616

58.109 9.959 TGAAGTCA+CA+T+TATATA KRASlin-M715

58.0936 9.943 TG+AAGTCA+CATTATA+TA KRASlin-M327

58.0813 9.931 TG+AAGTCA+CATTA+TATA KRASlin-M325

58.0383 9.888 TGAAGTCA+CAT+TATA+TA KRASlin-M725

58.0167 9.867 TGAAGTCA+CAT+TA+TATA KRASlin-M723

57.9551 9.805 TG+AAGT+CA+CATTATATA KRASlin-M301

57.9181 9.768 TGA+A+GTCA+CATTATATA KRASlin-M370

57.912 9.762 TGA+AGTCA+CA+TTATATA KRASlin-M414

Continued on next page
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Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

57.8781 9.728 TG+A+AGTCA+CATTATATA KRASlin-M265

57.8565 9.706 TGAAGT+CA+CATTAT+ATA KRASlin-M620

57.8503 9.700 TGAAGT+CA+CATT+ATATA KRASlin-M618

57.7484 9.598 TGAAGT+CA+CAT+TATATA KRASlin-M617

57.7267 9.577 TGA+AGTCA+CAT+TATATA KRASlin-M415

57.6989 9.549 TGAA+GTCA+CA+TTATATA KRASlin-M493

51.1563 3.006 TGAAGTCACATT+AT+AT+A KRASlin-M816

51.053 2.903 TGAAG+TCACATT+ATATA KRASlin-M588

51.053 2.903 TGAAG+TCACATTAT+ATA KRASlin-M597

51.0012 2.851 TGAAGTCACAT+TATAT+A KRASlin-M808

50.9529 2.803 TGAAGTC+ACATTATAT+A KRASlin-M704

50.908 2.758 TGAAGTCAC+ATTAT+ATA KRASlin-M765

50.9045 2.754 TGAAGTCAC+ATT+ATATA KRASlin-M756

50.8319 2.682 TGAA+GTCACATTATATA KRASlin-M457

50.8181 2.668 TGA+AGTCACATTATATA KRASlin-M365

50.7765 2.626 +TGAAGTCACATTATAT+A KRASlin-M137

50.7315 2.581 T+GAAGTCACATTATAT+A KRASlin-M258

50.61 2.460 TG+AAGTCACATTATATA KRASlin-M259

50.5996 2.449 TGAAGTCACA+TTATATA KRASlin-M771

50.5474 2.397 TGAAG+TCACATTATAT+A KRASlin-M602

50.5266 2.376 TGAAGTCACATT+AT+ATA KRASlin-M814

50.4012 2.251 TGAAGTCAC+ATTATAT+A KRASlin-M770

50.3593 2.209 TGAAGTCACAT+TATATA KRASlin-M793

50.307 2.157 TGAAGTC+ACATTATATA KRASlin-M659

50.0725 1.922 T+GAAGTCACATTATATA KRASlin-M138

50.0199 1.870 TGAAGTCACATT+ATAT+A KRASlin-M819

Continued on next page
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Tm ∆Tm Probe (5’→ 3’) ID

50.0164 1.866 TGAAGTCACATTAT+AT+A KRASlin-M830

50.0093 1.859 +TGAAGTCACATTATATA KRASlin-M1

49.8899 1.740 TGAAG+TCACATTATATA KRASlin-M536

49.7455 1.595 TGAAGTCAC+ATTATATA KRASlin-M742

49.3597 1.209 TGAAGTCACATT+ATATA KRASlin-M809

49.3597 1.209 TGAAGTCACATTAT+ATA KRASlin-M827

48.8353 0.685 TGAAGTCACATTATAT+A KRASlin-M833

48.1502 0.000 TGAAGTCACATTATATA KRASlin-CTRL
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Table S12: MALDI-MS of purified oligonucleotides and their respective purities. LNA modifications are preceded by
a plus sign and marked in bold. The ‘target-binding, measured probe, is marked in red.

Kas code Name Sequences (5’→ 3’) MW [g/mol] MS [m/z] Purity [%]
KAS209 BRAFcap TTTTTTTTTTCCCCCCCCCCATCGAGAT+TTCT+CTGTAG+CTA 12457.1 12455.9 90.6
KAS210 EGFRcap TTTTTTTTTTCCCCCCCCCCGAG+AAAAAGTTTCTCA+TGTA+CAGT 13431.7 13432.8 98.3
KAS211 KRAS12cap TTTTTTTTTTCCCCCCCCCCGCACTCTTGCCTACCCA+ATC 11934.7 11933.8 99.6
KAS212 KRAS13cap TTTTTTTTTT CCCCCCCCCCGCACTCTTGCCTA+CGCA+TTC 12007.8 12008.3 99.2
KAS213 BRAFlink GA+TGG+GAATA+CCAGAC+CAC+CTGTTTTCAA+CTGTT+CAAA+CTGAT 13493.9 13493.0 97.8
KAS214 EGFRlink GA+TGG+GAATA+CCAGAC+CAC+CTGTTTTTGAAGT+CA+CA+TTATATA 13518.9 13519.3 95.2
KAS215 KRASlink GA+TGG+GAATA+CCAGAC+CAC+CTGTTTTTTG+TTGGAT+CATA+TTCGT 13823.0 13822.4 98.3

Figure S1: Representative UHPLC traces of BRAF capture probe.

Figure S2: Representative MALDI-MS spectrum of BRAF capture probe.
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Figure S3: Representative UHPLC traces of EGFR capture probe.

Figure S4: Representative MALDI-MS spectrum of EGFR capture probe.

Figure S5: Representative UHPLC traces of KRAS12D capture probe.
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Figure S6: Representative MALDI-MS spectrum of KRAS12D capture probe.

Figure S7: Representative UHPLC traces of KRAS13D capture probe.

Figure S8: Representative MALDI-MS spectrum of KRAS13D capture probe.
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Figure S9: Representative UHPLC traces of BRAF linker probe.

Figure S10: Representative MALDI-MS spectrum of BRAF linker probe.

Figure S11: Representative UHPLC traces of EGFR linker probe.
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Figure S12: Representative MALDI-MS spectrum of EGFR linker probe.

Figure S13: Representative UHPLC traces of KRAS linker probe.

Figure S14: Representative MALDI-MS spectrum of KRAS linker probe.
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Figure S15: Representative Tm curve of BRAF capture probe.
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Figure S16: Representative Tm curve of KRAS12D capture probe.
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Figure S17: Representative Tm curve of KRAS13D capture probe.
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Figure S18: Representative Tm curve of BRAF linker probe.
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Figure S19: Representative Tm curve of EGFR linker probe.
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Figure S20: Representative Tm curve of KRAS linker probe.
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Figure S21: Average opening profile for BRAF capture probe. Modified and non-modified probe are shown in red
bullets and blue squares, respectively. LNA modifications are preceded by a plus sign and marked in bold. The
location of the LNAs is indicated by the gray shaded area. Calculation was carried out at 220 K which has no relation
to the melting temperature.
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Figure S22: Average opening profile for KRAS13D capture probe. Modified and non-modified probe are shown in
red bullets and blue squares, respectively. LNA modifications are preceded by a plus sign and marked in bold. The
location of the LNAs is indicated by the gray shaded area. Calculation was carried out at 220 K which has no relation
to the melting temperature.
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Figure S23: Average opening profile for EGFR capture probe. Modified and non-modified probe are shown in red
bullets and blue squares, respectively. LNA modifications are preceded by a plus sign and marked in bold. The
location of the LNAs is indicated by the gray shaded area. Calculation was carried out at 220 K which has no relation
to the melting temperature.
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Figure S24: Average opening profile for EGFR linker probe. Modified and non-modified probe are shown in red
bullets and blue squares, respectively. LNA modifications are preceded by a plus sign and marked in bold. The
location of the LNAs is indicated by the gray shaded area. Calculation was carried out at 220 K which has no relation
to the melting temperature.
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Figure S25: Calculated configurational entropy S y comparing an unmodified DNA sequence (black curve) to LNA
modifications +C (red), +T (blue) +A (green) and +G (brown). The entropy is calculated from the first derivative
of the Helmholtz free energy S y = −∂Fy/∂T , which in turn is obtained from Fy = −kBT ln Zy, where Zy is the
configurational partition function Eq. (2) of the main text.
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